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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

TN the present treatise I have attempted to give an exposition
-*- of the Theory of Determinants and their more important appli-

cations. In every case where it was possible I have consulted

the original works and memoirs on the subject ;
a list of those

I have been able to see is appended as it may be useful to others

pursuing the same line of study. At one time I hoped to make

this list exhaustive, supplementing my own researches from the

literary notices in foreign mathematical journals, but even with

this aid I found that it would be necessarily incomplete. In

consequence of this the list has been restricted to those memoirs

which I have seen, the leading results of which are incorporated

either in the body of the text or in the examples.

The principal novelty of the treatise lies in the systematic

use of Grassmann's alternate units, by means of which the study

of determinants is, I believe, much simplified.

I have to thank my friend Mr Jas. Barnard, M.A of St John's

College and Mathematical Master at the Proprietary School,

Blackheath, for the care he has bestowed on correcting the

proofs and for many valuable suggestions.

R. F. SCOTT.

Fehrv.ary 1880.
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EEVISER'S PREFACE.

rriHE principal changes made in this edition are that some
-*- account has been given of infinite determinants, and of the

elements of the theory of bilinear forms, together with the

fundamental propositions about elementary divisors. I have

intentionally refrained, as far as possible, from altering the

character of the book, or increasing its size. The list of books

and memoirs relating to determinants has been omitted, Dr Muir's

bibliography being easily accessible
;
instead of this I have given

a brief account of the earlier history of the subject. The new

introductory chapter is intended for beginners, who are apt to

feel discouraged if they first approach the theory in its most

general form. For a similar reason the abbreviated notation

employed in some chapters has not been used in those which

are more elementary.

Besides original papers, I have consulted Pascal's excellent

treatise in the Hoepli series, and Muth's Elementartheiler. The

first volume of Kronecker's lectures on determinants appeared

too late for me to consult it. I ought to say that for all the

changes that have been made I am solely responsible, the revision

having been left entirely in my hands by the author.

G. B. MATHEWS.

Mai/ 1904.
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THEOEY OF DETEEMINANTS

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

1. Determinants are algebraical expressions of a particular

type calculated by a systematic rule and expressed by a special

notation. Accordingly there is a calculus of determinants; and

besides this there is a theory, dealing with the properties of

determinants which result from their analytical form.

The most natural way of introducing the subject is to consider

a few simple cases of the problem to which the invention of deter-

minants is due
; namely, the formal solution of a general system

of simultaneous linear equations.

If the system is

aiX + a^y + a3 =

hxX-\- 622/+ 63
= 0;

the solution is at once found to be

_aj)^ aj).2 _a^hi a^h3

aj)2 aj)i
'

0^162 ttafti

'

and in the same way the homogeneous equations

ayX-\-a^y + a^z = 0\

hiX-\-b2y + bsZ = 0\

lead to the proportion

X : y : z = (a^h^
-

a^h^) : {a^h-a^h^) : (a^L-a^h),

from which the previous result follows by putting 2=1.

s. D.
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Consider next the homogeneous system

Ui
= a^x + a.2y + a-^z 4- ^4^ = 0'

1*2
= hx + h^y + h^z -t- 64^

=

u^
=

c-^x + C.22/ + c^z + C4^ =

In the derived equation

\iUi + ^2^2 + ^3^*3 =

the coefficients of z and t will vanish if

Xltts + ^2^3 + X3C3 = 0,

Xia4 + ^2^4 + ^3^4 =0;

that is, by the preceding case, if

Xi : X2 : X3 = (63C4
-

64C3) : {c^a^-c^a.^ : {a^h^-aj)^).

Taking the multipliers in this proportion, the derived equation

becomes

Qx^Py=0,
where

P = a^ (bsC^^
-

64 C3) + 62 (^3^4
-

C4a3) + c^ (a^h
-

ctA),

Q = aj_ (bsCi
-

h^Cs) + &i (C3a4
-

04^3) + Ci (a-^h
-

ciA)-

The expressions P, Q are of precisely similar form, and differ

only in the sets of coefficients which they involve. It is con-

venient to write

P =

in this notation P is said to be expressed as a determinant of the

third order. The determinant has three rows, such as a^, a^, 0.4;

three columns, such as a^, b^, c^; and nine elements, ag, a-^, ... c^.

With the same notation

a2
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and it is found without difficulty that the complete solution of the

given system is

y -t

a^
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parallel to the diagonals of the original square. Those which

lie in lines descending from left to right have the positive, the

others the negative sign. Thus the determinant is

^1630^+ aobsCi-{-ashiC2

a^b^Ci a^h^c.2 a^b^Cs.

In practice it is not necessary actually to repeat the columns,

but only to imagine them repeated.

4. In order to make the notation familiar, proofs will now be

given of some elementary properties of determinants of the third

order. They are special cases of theorems which are true for any
order

;
and the reader will easily verify them for determinants of

the second order.

Consider the determinant

J)

a.
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change on the expansion of D is either to change two letters

(such as a, h) without altering the positions of the suffixes, or

else to interchange two suffixes : in each case the result is D.

For instance, if the second and third rows change places, the new

determinant is

a, a.j

Cj -C^ C3

h. b.y h,

= OiC^hs aiC.ibo+ a^c-ib^ aoC^b^ -i- a-iCib2 asCg&i

-R
Hence if two rows or two columns are identical, the value of

D is zero.

6. We have

D =
tti (62C3

-
60C2) + Oa (63C1

-
61 C3) + tta (61 C2

-
62C1)

= a.
h
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Again, if the elements of any row or column are multiplied

by k, the value of i) is multiplied by k. For instance,

ka^ a^ as

kbi 62 ^3 kx

kci Cs

! tta ag

h, bo b.

Cs

By combining the foregoing results, we obtain the useful

theorem that

kai-{-la2-\- 7na.i, a^, a^ a^ ag as

Ml + Ibz + mbsy 62, b-i =k X 61 62 ^3
= kD.

fcCi -\- Lc^ 4" '^^Cg, C2, C3 1 Cj Co, C3

This follows from the fact that the determinant on the left can be

expressed in the form ^Ai + ^Ag + mAg, where Ai = i), and the

determinants Ag, A3 vanish on account of the identity of two

columns.

7. The product of two determinants of the third order can

be expressed as a determinant of the third order.

To see this, consider the determinant

aa + 6/3 + C7 ,
aoi! + 6/3' + cy' ,

aa" + b^" + cy"

i) = a'a+ b'l3 + c 7 ,
aoL + b'fi + cY ,

alo!' + 6'/^^' + c'^"

a!'a + 6''yg+ c'V, a"o:^b"^' +cV, ""+ 6"^"+ c'V

By selecting partial columns, this can be expressed as the sum

of 27 determinants such as

aa aa b^"

a'oL a'a' b'^"

a"a a!'o! b"^'

aoL b/3' cy"

aa op cy

a"a b"^' d'y"

and so on. But of these the only ones that do not vanish are the

six which, like the second one above written, contain all the nine

elements of the determinant

a
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Calling this d, and putting

a ^ 7

a! ^' 7'

a P 7

8,

each of the set of 27 which does not vanish is the product of d by
a term of S

;
for instance, the one above given is equal to a^'<y"d.

Moreover it is found, on examination, that the sign of the term

which multiplies d agrees with the sign which it has in the

expansion of h
;
and that every term of h is represented in this

way. Consequently

D = dh.

8. In expressing the product dh as above, the multiplication

is said to be effected by rows
;
in fact each element of D is the

sum of products of corresponding pairs of elements of rows in d

and 8. Since the values of d, 3 are not affected by interchanging
rows and columns, there are four ways of performing the multi-

plication : the resulting determinants are, in general, distinct in

form, though their complete expansions are, of course, the same

identically.

To illustrate the different methods of procedure, we may
take the case of two determinants of the second order. By the

same kind of reasoning as before, it is verified that each of the

determinants

aa + 6/3 ,

a'a+6'yS,

6a 4- 6'/3,

is equal to the product of

aa! + 6/3'



CHAPTER 11.

DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION. ALTERNATE NUMBERS.

1. Before proceeding to the theory of determinants of any

order, it is convenient to recall a few theorems relating to the

permutations of n different things in a line.

If we have any n elements a^, a^, ... a^, we may call

di, (X2 ,
... dn }

where the elements are arranged according to the magnitude of

the numbers forming the suffixes, the natural or original order of

the letters. Any other order is called a permutation of the

elements. One element is said to be higher than another when

it has the greater suffix. When in any permutation an element

with a higher suffix precedes another with a lower, we have

an inversion.

Thus the permutation a^, a^, a^, a., of four letters, contains the

following four inversions,

where we compare each element with all that follow it.

Following Cramer it is usual to divide the permutations of

a given set of elements into two classes
;
the first class contains

those permutations which have an even number of inversions, the

second those which have an odd number.
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2. By permuting the elements a^, a^, ... we obtain all

possible ways in which they can be written. The same result is

arrived at by writing down all the permutations of the suffixes

1, 2, ... n and then putting a's above them.

By repeated interchange of two suffixes we can get every

permutation of the given elements from their original order.

For if we start with two suffixes 1, 2, they have but two

arrangements,

1, 2, 2, 1,

of which the second is got from the first by a simple interchange.

Taking three elements 1, 2, 3, out of these we can select the duad

2, .3, whose permutations are 2, 3
; 3, 2. Prefixing 1 to each of

these we get 1, 2, 3
; 1, 3, 2, which are two permutations of the

given elements. Proceeding in like manner with the other duads

1,3; 1, 2, we get the six arrangements of three figures

12 3, 13 2, 2 3 1

2 13, 3 12, 3 2 1.

Next take four numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. We get four triplets by leaving

out one number, viz.

12 3, 12 4, 13 4, 2 3 4.

For each triplet we can write down six arrangements by the rule

just given for three numbers, then adding on the missing number

we get twenty-four arrangements of four numbers, viz.

12 3 4
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3. If in a given permutation two elements be interchanged
while all the others remain unaltered in position, the two resulting

permutations belong to different classes. This will be proved if

we can shew that the difference between the number of inversions

in the two permutations is an odd number.

We can represent any permutation of a group of elements by

A d B e C (1),

where d and e are the two elements to be presently interchanged,
A the group of elements which precede d, B the group between

d and e, and G the group which follows e. The permutation we
obtain is

A e B d G (2).

The number of inversions in the two permutations (1) and (2) due

to the elements contained in the groups A, B and G is in each

case the same. And since the elements of A precede d and e in

both permutations we get no new inversions in (2) from these
;
the

elements of G follow both d and e, and therefore give rise to no

new inversions. We have therefore only to consider the changes
in the two permutations

d B e and e B d.. (3).

Suppose that e is higher than d\ let 5 contain h elements of

which hi are higher than d and h^ higher than e. Then in the

permutation d B e we have, independently of the inversions con-

tained in B itself, 6 61 + 62 inversions, because there are 6 61

elements lower than d and 62 higher than e.

In e B d we have 6 62 inversions on account of e, hi on account

of d, and one because e is higher than d
; thus, without counting

the inversions in B, we have 6 62+ 61+ 1. The difference between

the number of inversions in the permutations (3), and therefore

in (1) and (2), is thus

6 - 62 + 61 + 1 - (6
-

61 + 62)
= 2 (61

-
62) + 1,

which is an odd number, shewing that the permutations belong to

different classes.
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4. The same result may be arrived at as follows. If there be

n quantities whose natural order is

(Xj, ttg, ... (In,

and if in any arrangement we subtract each suffix from all that

follow it and multiply these differences together, we shall have

a product whose sign will depend on the number of inversions

in the given arrangement, the sign being positive if the number of

inversions is even and negative if the number of inversions is odd.

If then i, k be any two suffixes chosen arbitrarily which are to be

interchanged, i preceding k in the given arrangement, the product
of the differences will consist of four parts.

(i) The factor k i.

(ii) and (iii). A set of factors such as (r k), and {r i),

where r is some number of the series \ ... n excluding i and k.

(iv) A set of factors such as r s, where r\ s are two

numbers of the series 1, 2, ...tz excluding i and k.

Then for the given arrangement the product of the differences

will be

{k
-

i) n (r
-

i) (r -k) n (r
-

s\

where e denotes + 1 or 1 as the case may be. If now we inter-

change i and k, the signs of all factors such as {r k){ri)y
{r s) remain unchanged, while k i changes sign.

Thus on interchanging two elements the product of the differ-

ences changes sign, i.e. by interchanging two suffixes we have

introduced an odd number of negative factors and therefore

of inversions, hence the two arrangements considered belong to

different classes.

5. If in a series of elements each is replaced by the one

which follows it, and the last by the first, we are said to have got
a cyclical permutation of the given arrangement. If the system
of elements

(m\ , 0^2, ... (Jv-fi

be considered as forming an endless band, if we cut this band

between a^ and a we have the natural order, cutting it between
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! and ttg we have a cyclical permutation of the first order, and

so on.

Such a cyclical permutation is equivalent to n 1 simple

interchanges, viz. we move a^ from the first to the last place by

interchanging the first and second elements, then the second

and third, and so on, in all n 1 simple interchanges. Thus

a cyclical permutation of a given arrangement belongs to the

same or opposite class as the given one according as the number
of elements is odd or even.

6. Every permutation of a given set of elements may be

considered as derived from a fixed permutation by means of

cyclical permutations of groups of the elements.

This is best illustrated by an example. Let the suffixes of

two permutations of nine elements be

7, 6, 3, 2, 1, 4, 8, 5, 9

8, 7, 9, 5, 1, 6, 4, 3, 2

To obtain the second permutation from the first, we begin by

replacing 7 by 8, 8 by 4, 4 by 6 and 6 by 7, which completes
a cycle. Then we replace 3 by 9, 9 by 2, 2 by 5 and 5 by 8,

which completes another cycle. Lastly, 1 forms a cycle by
itself.

7. If elements which remain unchanged like 1 in the pre-

ceding example be considered as forming a cycle of one letter,

we may state the following theorem : Two permutations belong to

the same or different classes, according as the difference between

the number of elements and the number of groups by whose

cyclical interchange one permutation is got from the other, is

even or odd.

For if there be n elements altogether, and p cycles of Wi,

712 ...
rip

letters respectively, the cyclical interchanges are equi-

valent to

(n,-l) + (n,-l) + ... + (np-l)=^n^-hn.,+ ...+np-p
= n p

simple interchanges, which proves the theorem.

In the example in Art. 6, n=9, p = S, and thus the permu-

tations belong to the same class.
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8. A determinant of the nth order is a function of??- elements,

which are conveniently distinguished by double suffixes in the

following manner. The complete symbol for the determinant is

written

Cfii (Iio . . . Cti

so that the element arg is the sth constituent of the rth row, or

(which is the same thing) the rth constituent of the sth column
;

rows being counted from above downwards, and columns from left

to right. The elements may be regarded as being arranged in

a square block; of this the line containing a^, a.^, ... an is called

the leading or principal diagonal.

The actual block of elements, considered per se, is called an

array, or matrix. More exactly, it is a square array, as dis-

tinguished from other arrays.

The expansion of the determinant represented by the above

symbol is obtained by the following rule : From the array choose

n different elements such that there is one and only one element

from each row and column, and multiply these elements together ;

the product will be a term of the determinant. For example, the

product of the elements

0^11; 0^22) ^nn

situated in the principal diagonal of the square array, is a term of

the determinant
;
this will be called the leading term, and to it

we attribute the positive sign.

The sign of any other term

Cf/^ 'Clhk--- cist

is determined as follows. From the mode in which the elements

were selected, it follows that

/, h, ... s, and g, k, ... t

are each of them permutations of 1, 2, ...n. Let them contain

p and q inversions respectively, then the sign of the term

ci'/ff G.hk e

is ( 1)P+^. The sum of all the possible terms with their proper

signs is the determinant of the array.
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More simple rules may be given for determining the sign of

any term. If we interchange any two elements aj^k and a^- the

term does not change its sign. For this interchange is equivalent
to the interchange of i with h and j with k. By these two inter-

changes we increase both p and q by an odd number, and hence

the sign of the term is unaltered. It is therefore usual to give
to one series of suffixes their natural order, so that one of the two

numbers p or q becomes zero, and the sign of the term of the

determinant now depends solely on the number of inversions in

the other series, and is the same whether the first or second series

of suffixes retains its natural order.

It is thus clear that all the terms of the determinant will be

obtained from the leading term

^11^22 ^nn

by keeping the first suffixes fixed in their natural order, and

writing for the second suffixes in succession all possible permu-
tations of the elements 1, 2, ... n, giving to the product of the

elements the positive or negative sign according as the number

of inversions is even or odd.

Such a determinant is said to be of the nth. degree, since each

term is the product of n elements. It has n\ terms in all, since

this is the number of permutations of the second suffixes, each

of which gives a term of the determinant. Half of these terms

have the positive, the rest the negative sign.

9. Various notations are employed for the determinant of

a system of n^ elements. Cauchy and Jacobi denoted it by

drawing two vertical lines at the sides of the array, or by writing

+ before the leading term and prefixing a summation sign,

'

2^ + CLyy Oj^22 ^nn

.. a,

Sylvester uses the umbral notation

1, 2, ... n,

1, 2, ...n.
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If the determinant be written in the form

^2> .V2 > ^2> "

15

a;r yn,

we may denote it by

!^'i, yt, zu .--I (i=l, 2, ... n),

meaning by this that i is to take the different values 1, 2, ... n in

succession. Lastly, the determinant with double suffixes may be

denoted by

|aijfc! {i, k=l, 2, ... n),

the bracket at the side telling us what values the suffixes i and

k take.

This notation is, I believe, due to H. J. S. Smith, who

employs it in his report on the theory of numbers, Brit. Ass. Rep.y

1861, p. 504. It clashes with Weierstrass's use of the symbol \z\

to denote the absolute value of the complex quantity z
;
but this

does not lead practically to any confusion.

If we use ihe symbol |ai, the explanatory bracket becomes

unnecessary, since the notation now indicates the order of the

determinant, and it is, of course, understood that the elements

unexpressed are of the type a^^, with r ^n, s ^n.

10. Illustrations of the rule for expanding a determinant will

be found in the introductory chapter. It may be observed that

when the elements are represented by literal symbols with single

suffixes, it is usual to write the factors of any term in the dictionary

order of the letters : its sign is then determined by the class of

the permutation of the suffixes. For instance,

Oi 61 Ci di =
aJy.^Cid^, aJ)iCzd^ cf'ih^C'id^ + aih-i^c^d^

4- a^hcid^, aJ)2Cidi aJ)2C^d^ + aj)^c^d^

+ ajbiC2ds a^^iCgC^g a^b^c^d^ + a^b^Cidg

+ aJ).iC^d.2 asbiC4^d2 a^b^cA + ajy-^c^d^,

+ a^biCidz a^hiCid^ a^b^c^d^ + a^b^c^d-^^

+ a^b^Csdi ajj^c^di a^b^c^dx + a^bsC^di.

2
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In the double-suffix notation, the same expansion is, in the

same order,

I
^44

I

^^ Cin^2-2f^33^U ^1^12 0^33^44 ^11^32^23*^44 "T etC.

11. If we interchange rows and columns in the determinant

of Art. 9, we get

^22 J

a.y, .. a.

This is the same as the original determinant with the suffixes

of each element interchanged. Its expansion is then obtained

from that of the original determinant by interchanging in each

term the suffixes of each element. That is to say, in the term

aiia22 . . . anil we keep the second suffixes fixed in their natural

order and write for the first suffixes all possible permutations of

1, n. But the reasoning of Art. 8 shews that each term in

the new determinant has the same sign as the corresponding one

in the original determinant.

Thus a determinant remains unchanged in value when its

rows and columns are interchanged.

Alternate Numbers.

12. The magnitudes with which we deal in ordinary or

arithmetical algebra are subject, as regards their addition and

multiplication, to the following principal laws :

(i) The associative law, which states that

(a + 6) + c = a + (6 + c)
= a + 6 + c,

and that ab . c = a .bc = abc.

(ii) The commutative law, which states that

a + 6 = 6 + a,

ab ba.
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(iii) The distributive law, which states that

(b -\-c)a = ha + ca,

a {h -\- c)
= ah - ac.

The researches of modern algebraists have led them to con-

sider quantities for which one or more of these laws ceases to

hold, or for which one or more of these laws assumes a different

form.

Numbers, whether real or ideal, which follow the laws of

arithmetical algebra will be called scalar quantities.

We shall find it useful to consider a class of numbers which

have received the name of alternate numbers. These are deter-

mined by means of a system of independent units given in sets

like the co-ordinates of a point in space ;
such a set will be

denoted by ei, e.^, ... en- A number such as

A=a^el- 0.2^2 + . . . + anen,

formed by adding the units together, each multiplied by a scalar,

will be called an alternate number of the nth order.

In combination with scalar quantities and with units of other

sets these units follow the laws of ordinary algebra. In combina-

tion with each other the units of a system follow the associative

law and the commutative law as regards addition, but for multi-

plication we have the new equation

erBs^-eaer (1),

when r, s are unequal ;
and

er'
=

(2)

for all values of r.

13. If J. =01^1-1- O^^a + +nn,
B = 61^1 -f- 62^2 -f ... + hnBn

be two alternate numbers of the nth. order, we define their product
as follows :

AB = ^arBr^hseg
r s

= 2arer.hses

= ^arhgCrBg.

S. D. 2
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Hence, by equations (1) and (2) of Art. 12,

Thus clearly AB = BA and A^ = 0, proving that alternate

numbers have the same commutative law of multiplication as

the units.

14. If k be any scalar

(A+kB)B = AB-\-kB' = AB,

so that the product of two alternate numbers is not altered if one

be increased by a multiple of the other.

If we have a product of more than two numbers

ABC L,

it follows that for one of them, say C, we can write

C-hhA -\-k^B+ ... +krL,

and the product will still remain unaltered.

Alternate numbers belong to that class of algebraical magni-
tudes for which multiplication is a determinate, but division an

indeterminate process. In fact

-^
= A+kB,

where k is an arbitrary scalar.

The continued product 6-^62 ... Cn of all the units of a set will in

future be assumed to be unity. An explanation of this assumption
will be given later on.

15. If, now, we take a square array of elements such as that

in Art. 8, we can form a system of n alternate numbers of the 72th

order by taking the elements of each row to form the coefficients

of the units in the numbers. Let P be the product of all these

numbers, so that

P = (anCi + ^1262 + . . . + ctmen) (a^iBi + a-^e^ + . . . + agn^n) . . .

On multiplying out the factors on the right.
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Since epeq...es
= if any two units are alike, it follows that in

every term on the right which does not vanish p,q ...s is 3i permu-
tation of 1, 2 ... n. It follows at once from the law of multiplication

(equation (1), Art. 12) that

CpBg . .. es=^\ J-
j 6162 . . 6n ,

where v is the number of inversions in the series epBq ... eg.

Thus P^eie^... enX(- lya^pa^q ... ana,

but the term under the summation sign is a term of the deter-

minant of the system of elements, with its proper sign. Thus

L =
I Ctfin

I

^1 ^2 ^n

=
j

dnn
I

Hence the determinant of a system of ??/- elements is expressed as

a product of n alternate numbers linear in these elements. From

this it immediately follows that if all the elements of a row are

multiplied by the same number the determinant is multiplied by
that number, and if all the elements of a row vanish the deter-

minant vanishes.

In future we shall write for a determinant of the ?ith order

whichever of the forms

(Ar = ariei + ar2e2 + ... + aie) is most convenient.

16. If the determinant is so constituted that the different

factors of which it is composed do not contain all the units, its

evaluation is frequently effected with ease.

For example, the determinant

a, ,

^21, a-^,

in which all the elements above the leading diagonal vanish

reduces to the product aiia^,..ann-

22
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For it is equal to the product of the alternate numbers

^21^1 "t" 0^22^2

^31^1 "^ ^32^2 ' ^33^3

Since the first number contains ei, and ei only, all terms in the

product of the remaining factors which contain e^ disappear when

multiplied by this factor, so that as far as we are concerned we

may suppose aai, asi...ani to vanish. The second number reduces

to a22e2, and the product of the first two to aiieia22^2- We may
shew in like manner that aga, a42 ... may vanish, and so on. Finally

the product reduces to

^11^1^22^2 ^nn^n ^ Cluf^oz ^^nri'

By an interchange of rows and columns it follows that the

determinant for which all the elements below the leading diagonal
vanish also reduces to its leading term.

17. As another' example let us consider the determinant

0, cos (ai + tta)? cos (ai + (Xg)

cos (tta + tti), 0, COS (as i- tta)

COS (ttg + dj), COS (as 4- (Xg),

i) =

of order 7i: the element in the rth row and sth column is cos (a,. + a^)

unless r s, when it vanishes.

Substitute for the cosines their exponential values and write

Then D is the product of such factors as

i

where

a^a^ + -)^2 + (aia3+ J
6^ + ... + (aian + ] en

E =
ociei 4- a2^2 + . . . + an^n ,
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F
Thus if asE+- = A

we see that (- 2)" i) = 11 (2e cos 2a^ - A^).

Now observe that since the quantities Ag depend only on the

two alternate numbers E and F, the product of more than two of

them must vanish. Hence expanding

^1^2 -^n

2 COS 'Ian
(-2)"i)= 2"cos 2aiCos 2a^... cos 2a- 2" cos2ai ... cos 2a 2

+ 2 cos 2a, . . . cos 2a 2 ^f
' ' ' " ^^' ^""^ ^^

Now e^e., . . . e_i ^,1 = ^1... g_i f 0,^^ +
j

4 cos 2an_i cos 2a

=
: + a,,- = 2 cos 2a,

^1^, . . . An-,An = e,... en-, f
^' - -^) ^i^

\ Otn 0.n-xJ

Thus

^^_^)=_4sinna_.-a,,).

{-lYD = 1 _ yj,
_ T si-(r-a.)

cos 2ai cos 2a2 . . . cos 2an
*^

cos 2a;. cos 2a,
'

cos 2ai . . . cos 2a ^
cos 2ay cos 2ag

'

where (r, 5) are all duads derived from 1, 2 ... n.
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GENERAL PROPERTIES OF DETERMINANTS.

1. If two columns or rows of a determinant be interchanged
the resulting determinant is equal in value to the original, but of

opposite sign.

Let D = n (a^ei + . . . + cirses + . . . + artCt + . . . + amen) = H^,. ;

then, if D' is the determinant got by interchanging the sth and

^th columns,

D'=U {a^ei + . . . + artBs + . . . + arsCt + ... + amen);

but since in addition we follow the ordinary commutative law, D'

is got from D by interchanging eg and et in the product on the

right. This leaves the scalar factor unaltered but changes the

sign of the product of the units, thus

B' = -D.

Interchanging two rows of a determinant, say the rth and sth, is

the same as interchanging the two factors A^ and ^^ on the right :

this is equivalent to an odd number of inversions, and hence by
the rule of multiplication changes the sign of the product. This

second argument, in fact, proves both parts of the proposition,

since D is unaltered by changing rows into columns (ii. 11).

2. If two rows or columns of a determinant be identical the

determinant vanishes. For by the interchange of the two columns

in question the determinant changes sign, but both columns being

alike the determinant remains the same, thus

B=-D or i) = 0.
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3. If each element of the rth row consist of the sum of two or

more numbers the determinant splits up into the sum of two or

more determinants having for elements of the rth row the separate
terms of the elements of the rth row of the given determinant.

For if D=UAs,
and Ar = (an + Ki) e^ + (a,.2 + ^rs) ^2 + . . . + {am + hr^ en

=
(Ctrie, + . . . + Clrnen) + (^n^i + . . . + 6^n^)

since A, ... Ar... An = A^... {A'r-{- Br) ... An
= Ai ... A r '' An -\- Ai ... Br ... An,

we have D D^ + Da,

where D^ and D^ are determinants having for elements of the ?-th

row in the 5th place a^g and hra respectively.

Repeated applications of this reasoning shew that if the

elements of the rth row consist each of the sum oi p elements, then

the original determinant can be resolved into the sum of jp deter-

minants having for their rth rows the terms of the elements of the

rth row of the given determinant.

The same theorem would apply if the elements of a column

consisted of the sum of elements. In fact whenever a theorem

applies to rows it applies equally to columns, as these can be inter-

changed (ii. 11).

In future, when a theorem is stated with regard either to rows

or to columns, it is to be understood as applying also to the other.

4. The value of a determinant is not altered if we add to the

elements of any row the corresponding elements of another row,

each multiplied by the same constant factor.

For if we add to the elements of the rth row those of the sih.

row, each multiplied by p, the resulting determinant is

A^...{Ar+pAs)...As...An=A^...Ar...As...An+pA,...As...As...An

= A
I ...Ar...As...An,

the other product vanishing, since it contains two identical factors.

For brevity the operation of adding corresponding elements of

two rows is usually spoken of as adding the rows.
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5. The theorem of the last article is of great importance in

the reduction of determinants. The following are examples of

its application :

(i) If corresponding elements of two rows of a determinant

have a constant ratio the determinant vanishes. For we have

only to multiply the elements of one row by a proper factor and

subtract them from the elements of the other when all the

elements in that row will vanish, and consequently the deter-

minant vanishes.

Of a similar nature are the two following theorems, which may
be proved without difficulty :

(ii) If the ratio of the differences of corresponding elements

in the ^th and ^th rows to the difference of corresponding ele-

ments in the rth and sth. rows be constant, then the determinant

vanishes.

(iii) If from the corresponding elements of Z + 1 rows we

form the lib. differences and from the corresponding elements of

m + 1 rows the mth differences (the second set of rows being at

least partially different from the first set) ; then, if the ratio of

corresponding differences is constant, the determinant vanishes.

(iv) Let D = Ui, v^ ... ^1

M-g J
t' 2 * * ^2

'^ri) '^n

Subtract each row from the one which follows it, beginning with

the last but one. Then, if

we have i) = U-i, Vi ... ti

/\u^ , Avi . . . A^i

A2^2> ^^2 ^4

Repeat the same operation, stopping short at the second row.
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Then, if
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D^ u^, V, ... t,

Aui, Avi ... A^i

A% A%

AX_2, A%,_o... AHn-2

Proceed in this way, leaving out a row each time, and we see that

D = U,, V, ... tj

Aui, Avi ... Ati

A^Mi, A% ... A%

A''-'uA''-% ... A'^-H,

where generally : A^Ui = A^~hii+y^ A^"^^^.

Suppose now that Ux is a polynomial in a? of degree 0, Vx one of

degree 1, and so on, then all the elements below the leading

diagonal of D vanish, and

D = Wi . Av^ . A^'w, ... A^'-Hi.

For example, if

m(m l)...(m p-\-l)
mp =

i,2...p
' ^^^"

" ^'

nio, rrii ... nir ,

(m + d)o, (m -f c?)i ... (m + rf)^

= l.d.d',..d'-

_
Jr(r+i)li^

For here

(7/1 + r(Z)o, (7?i + rd\ ... (m + 7'c?)^

6. In a determinant of the form

0, 1, 1, 1 ...

1, flai, aos, ao3 ...

1
, l3i , tt32 , ^33 . . .

every element of which ars is a type can be replaced by

where hr and A^^ are arbitrary quantities, without altering the value

of the determinant.
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For multiply the first row by hr and add it to the rth row, then

in this row the first element is still 1, while in place of a,.g we have

drs + K' Now multiply the first column by kg and add it to the sth

column
;
the element in the first row is still unchanged, while the

element under discussion has become ars + K + kg.

These transformations have left the value of the determinant

unaltered.

7. We are now in a position to solve the system of linear

equations

Take alternate units e-^, e^-.-en', multiply the first equation

by ^1, the second by e^, ... the last by en, and add the results.

We thus get
A^OC^ + A2OO2 -i- ... AnOCn U,

where Ar= ^asr^s, and U = XusBg.
s

Multiplying by J.2^3 ... An, we obtain

^1 I Cl"n.n I

=^ ^1 J <^12 ^m
U2 , 0^22 ^2n

and in general Xg is obtained by substituting in the determinant

\ann\ for the elements of the 5th column the quantities Wj, u^, ... Un^

and dividing the resulting determinant by |a|.

A system of (n + 1) homogeneous equations in n variables may
be treated in the same way. We shall return to the subject of

linear equations later on.

8. If p rows of a determinant whose elements are rational

integral functions of x become identical when 00 = a, then the

determinant is divisible by (x a)P~\ For subtract any one of

these rows from each of the remaining p 1 rows
;
the determinant

remains unchanged, but now when x = a all the elements of these

p 1 new rows vanish, hence each element divides by a, and
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thus dividing each of the p 1 rows by this factor we see that

the determinant divides by (cc a)P~^.

If when X = a the rows are not equal, but only proportional,
the theorem is still true.

Ex. The value of the determinant

X,



CHAPTER IV.

ON THE MINOES AND ON THE EXPANSION OF A
DETERMINANT.

1. If from the n rows of the array

^27i

we select any p rows, and then from the new array which these

form select p columns, these when written in the form of a deter-

minant constitute a minor of the given system. Such a minor is

said to be of the pth order.

Since we can select p rows from n in

n(n l)... (np + 1)_
1.2...P

"""^

ways, and p columns from n columns in a like number of ways,

it follows that the given system of order n has (up)^ minors of

order p.

2. If out of the np rows which remain after the above p
have been selected we take those np columns whose column

suffixes are different from those selected in the minor of order p,

we have another determinant of order np said to be comple-

mentary to that of order p.
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For example, in the determinant

ttoi, tto ^25

(III ) <^12

^21 , (I22

are complementary minors.

and a. a. a.

<^53 >
Cf 54 , Otj

3. If JO
=

1, i.e. if we take a single element, the complemen-

tary minor is a determinant of order n 1, which is called the

complement of the element. This complement is obtained from

the original determinant by omitting the row and column in which

the selected element stands. For example, the complement of the

element are, which we denote by Ars, is

1.1 ^i.s ij ^i,+i C^i.n

^r-1,1 ^r i,fi-i) <^r i,+i

^r+i, 1 ...a.

^ri,n

^r+i, n

an. ...a.

This is sometimes spoken of as a first minor of the given
determinant. In like manner the determinant formed by omit-

ting p rows and p columns would be called a pih. minor
;

it is

to be observed that a pih. minor is a determinant of order np.

4. We may extend the meaning of complementary minors as

follows : From the array in Art. 1 select p rows and p columns,
then from those that remain q rows and q columns, from those

that remain r rows and r columns, and so on. With the elements

in these selected rows and columns form determinants; these will

form a complementary system of minors if

p-\-q + r-\- ... =11.

The number of ways in which we can form such a system is

p\ q\ r\ ...
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It is of course permissible that one or more of the numbers

p, q, r ... should be unity; the corresponding minor is then a

single element. For the determinant

an ... a.

the minors

0^24 > ^25

^34 > ^35

^12 > ^13 J ^16

0^42, 05.43, ^46

^62 > <^'63> <^66

form such a complementary system, and there are 3600 systems
of this type.

5. We have hitherto only considered the product of a set of

alternate numbers equal in number to the number of units. Let

us now consider the product

V^ii^i I 05'i2^2 + . . + am^n) ' V^mi^l ~l~ ^m2^2 "r 4" Ctmn^n)]

this is equal to

where p, q ... r consist of all combinations m at a time from

1, 2 ... n, repetitions being allowed.

First, if m > n, we must have repetitions in every term of the

sum, and hence [ii. 12, equation (2)] the whole vanishes.

If m = n, we have the case of il. 15, and the sum is the deter-

minant
I

ann I

But if m<n, the sum is formed by taking for p, g-
... r all

m-ads from 1, 2...71 and permuting the elements of each ni-s.^.

in all possible ways.

Namely, the term

Ciip(Xi2q
' . .

Ctfyif6p6q
. , . 6f

is got by taking aipCp from the first factor of the product, a^qCq from

the second ..., and a^nr^r from the last factor. But we should still

get the product of the units CpCg ... er, though in a different order,

if we take thepth terra of some other factor than the first, the qth
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of some other than the second, and so on. The term of the product
which multiplies e^eq ... e^ is thus got from

Clip (l.2q
' Cf'mr

by permuting p, q ...r in all possible ways, and giving to each

term the sign corresponding to the number of inversions in its

second suffixes, p,q ... r being considered the original order. The

sum of these products is

^ipi ^\q ^li

^2pj Of.gg (^2>

Hence the product of the m factors is equal to

^ipy ^\q ' ^\r ^p^q ^r

0^2p > ^2? ^2r

(!)

In like manner, if we take the remaining factors necessary to

form the determinant
|

a
|,
we have

(Ctm+1,1 ^1 + . . + 0^m->r\,n ^n) (<^n,l ^i + . + Cin,n ^n)

^m+2, U > Ot^n.+2, V
' " ^TO+2,

^U^D (2).

^n, w i ^n, V ^n, xo

where u,v...wisdi combination of n m numbers selected from

1, 2...n.

Now multiply the equation (2) by the equation (1) and we
obtain

|anl = 2{(-iy f^lp ) ^\q " Cl\

^mp ) ^mq f^mr

^m+\, u "rn+i.to

^n,w

where from the nature of the alternate numbers e it follows

that the two determinant factors under the summation sign are

complementary minors, and v is the number of inversions in

CpBq . . . erCuey ...By, or vcL p^q..,r,u,v ...w.
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This theorem, usually called Laplace's theorem, gives the

expansion of a determinant in the form of a sum of products of

complementary minors.

It is assumed in the above that the complementary minors are
formed from the first m and last n-m rows. Since by a suitable

change of the order of the rows and sign of the determinant anym rows can be brought into the first m places, this is no real

restriction.

6. For example, we have

=

(12) (34) + (23) (14) + (31) (24)

+ (34) (12) + (14) (23) + (24) (31),

ai,
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If the set of m rows contains more than n m columns of

zeros the determinant vanishes.

Thus, for example :

!, a^,
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Now form the product of all the factors, taking care to keep
them in their proper order

;
then

where Du, !),... Dw form a system of complementary minors of

the determinant |ann|-

The sign of the term is determined from the number of inver-

sions in

p, q...r, f, g ...h, r, s...t

9. If in Art. 5 we restrict the first product to the single

factor

Ctri^i I (^r2^-2 ~r ~r Cfjrn^n \ )y

the second product becomes

ArxE^ + Ar.E.+ ... -^ ArnEn (2),

where Ars is the complement of ars (Art. 3) and

SLg = ^1^2 ^S l^S+l ^w

For we get a term of the product by leaving out each unit

such as eg in turn, i.e. by forming a determinant with the remain-

ing 71 1 columns
;
and since we previously omitted the rth row of

the given determinant, this determinant is A^s-

Now multiply the n 1 factors which form (2) by the remain-

ing factor (1) ;
we obtain

(-1)^-1 \ann\
= ariArx - ar^A,^ -}-... -|- (- l)^"! a^^^.-s + . . . .

For BsEs = 6s . ^1 . . . es-^es+i ...e^

eJEt = if 5 is not equal to t

The factor ( 1)^~^ on the left is accounted for in the same

way.

Thus |a,J = 2(-X+a,,^,,.
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For example,

35

!, a2, cis, ct^

61, 62, ^3, h
Ci

+ C3

ao, a3, a.
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For example,

!,
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12. If all the elements of a row vanish the determinant

vanishes, as we see at once by expanding the determinant accord-

ing to the elements of that row. If all but one vanish the

determinant reduces to the product of that element and its com-

plement; viz. if all the elements of the rth row vanish except Urs,

then the determinant reduces to arsArs-

Thus for example,

Ctii > ^12 ^m

0, a22 . . . cim

\), (Z32 . . . dsn

0. Otno .,, do

= a,

(hi ^12 ^13 dm

U, (X02 0^23 0^2

0, 0, a33...a3^

0, 0, a,

^22 > ^23 ^2n

0, a33 . . . d^n

0, dnr,

ttji ^22 d^ . . . d^n

CliiCt22^33 (^nn

13. The theorem of the preceding article is of use in evaluat-

ing a determinant by reducing it to one of lower order. If the

determinant is not of the required form to begin with, it can

sometimes be reduced to it. We may exemplify this by finding
the value of the determinant

D,= 0, d, d ... d

b, 0, d ... d

h, h, 0...a

6, 6, 6...0 (r),

the suffixes denoting the order of the determinant. The elements

of the leading diagonal are zero, those to the right of it all equal
to a, and those to the left all equal to h.
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If we subtract each row from the one which follows it, begin-

ning with the last but one,

D,= a,

a,

a, a

0,

a,

0, 0, 0, ...-a (r).

The first column contains only one element, hence

Dr=-b a, a, a, a ...

b, -a, 0, 0...

0, 6, -a, 0...

0, 0, b, -a...

(r-l).

Regard the elements in the first row as

a + 0, + a, + a...

then we can resolve the determinant into the sum of two;

a,
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of a determinant might be reduced. Conversely we are enabled

to increase the order of a determinant without altering its value,

namely, by bordering it with a new row and column in one of

which all the elements vanish except that common to the other.

Thus

\ann\= 1, 0, 0, ..

X, flu, Cly2, tt]3 . .

(-1)' 0, 0, ... 0, 1

(I2I , (^22 ) ^23 Cf2^ , y

where the quantities x, y ... are any whatever. By adding on to

these a new row and column we can raise the order of the deter-

minant to ?i + 2 and so on.

15. In the determinant D =
\ann\, if we suppose only the

element a^g to vary, since on expanding according to the elements

of the rth row

D = a,.iAri + aroAj.2 + . . . + ClrsArs +

the only variable term on the right is the product ars-Ars, we see at

once that

If among the elements of A^g only a^^ is variable, we see that

d'D

dtifg dafgda-rs

'

CLfgdrs
is the sum of all terms in D which contain theThus _ _

ocifgoa

product a/gars-

The differential coefficient

dW
dafgdars
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is the determinant obtained by erasing in D the rth and/th rows

and the 5th and ^th columns, and is therefore complementary to

rs ) ^rg

In like manner it is plain that

^n
and

d'^'D

dapudaq^dafrdagg

are complementary determinants if

/, g.,.p, q...

r, s ... u, V ...

are each of them permutations of 1, 2 ... n, i.e. if the product

Clyy (Xgg
. . . dpu Ctqy

is a term of the determinant D.

16. If all the elements of a determinant are functions of a

variable t we see that

dn ^ dD da.

dt dars dt
(r,s = 1, 2 ... n).

If we denote differential coefficients with respect to t by accents

we have

D' = XAri a'ri + 2J.^a'^ + . . .

+

doi )
tt 22 ) ^271

So that D' is the sum of n determinants obtained by substituting

for the elements of each column of D in succession their differential

coefficients with respect to t.

An interesting example of this is to consider the differential

coefficient of

D u, u
,
u

,
... w

V, V
,

V

w, w
,
w

,
... w

(n-\)

(n\)

accents denoting differential coefficients with respect to t.
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Each of the first n 1 determinants obtained by the pre-

ceding rule vanishes because it has two columns alike, the last

alone does not vanish, so that

dD
dt

U' ... 2*<"-2), U (n)

,(n-2) i(n)

w, w ...w (n-2) W (n)

As another example take the determinant

Bn I, 1

to-

Then -^ is got from Dn by substituting for the elements of the

rth column

0, 1, 2tr, St;' ...(71-1) t;'-

Hence

dtidt2 . . . dtni

0,

1,

2t

1

2to

0,

1,

2tn.

1

tn

= (-1)"-^ (/I -1) !!)_,.

17. We may use the theorems of Art. 11 of the present

chapter to prove those of Arts. 3 and 4 of Chap. in.

If each element of a row of a determinant is the sum of p
terms, the determinant is equal to the sum of p determinants

having for their elements the separate terms of the sum in

question.

For if ars = Ps + qs + '" + ^,

then \ann\
= ^arsArs

= IpsA^s + tqsArs + ... + ItsArs
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where P is the determinant obtained from the given one by writing

Pi, P2'-' Pn for the elements of the rth row and Q ... T have similar

meanings.

The value of a determinant is not altered by adding to the

elements of any row those of another row multiplied by a constant

factor. For if to the elements of the rth row we add those of

the tth row, each multiplied by p, the resulting determinant is

equal to

t (ars + pats) ^rs = XarsArs + ptatsArs
s

^^
I
^nn

I
>

the last sum vanishing by Art. 11.

18. If each element of a determinant consists of the sum of

p terms, we could by continued application of the first theorem in

Art. 17 reduce this determinant to a sum of determinants whose

elements are all single terms. But a formula of expansion has

been given by Albeggiani which presents the result in a more

suitable form for applications.

Let ars = Grsi + ars2 + . . . + ttrsp ,

so that each element in the determinant is the sum of p terms.

Then each column of the determinant when written at full length

would consist of p partial columns whose suffixes are the third

suffixes of the above elements. With these partial columns we

can form p determinants, taking all the partial columns with the

third suffix 1 to form the first, those with the third suffix 2

to form the second, and so on. We shall denote these deter-

minants by

so that

L^u ^^ aim } ^i2M amv

...a.

The first two suffixes tell us the row and column in which the

element stands, the third the determinant to which it belongs. The

original determinant is denoted by D^'^K The index in brackets

tells us the order of the determinant.
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19. We shall find it necessary to employ the term comple-

mentary minors in the following sense. From the elements of

Di<"', form a minor A'** of order a by selecting a rows and columns.

Then in D^^'^^ select /3 rows and columns, whose suffixes are

different from those selected to form A'*', these form a determi-

nant Do'^*, and so on until we take ir rows and columns from i)p<"',

to form a determinant D^*'"', none of which have the same suffix as

any of the preceding. Then if

a + /3 + 7+... + 7r = ?i (1),

A'"', A<^*, A<^>..-i>p*">

shall be called a series of complementary minors. Any one or

more of the numbers a, ^ ...it may be unity or zero.

20. We shall now prove that

where the meanings of the summation signs will be explained

presently. For we have

i)<"> = n {tirie^ 4- cir^eo 4- . . . + amen),

and if w>.
= ang^i + a^ige^ 4- ... 4- a^^^en,

i)<) = n(2^^,4-i^+...4-M (2),

the product containing n factors.

We shall obtain a term of the product on the right if we take

a factors such as u^i, ^ factors such as Ur^y ... tt factors such as w^,

provided the equation (1) is satisfied.

But from the definition of a determinant this product of

factors is equal to a determinant of order n the first a of whose

rows come from A*"*, the next /3 from A*"', the last ir from
i)p<">.

Expand this determinant in the sum of products of complemen-

tary minors of order a, /3 . . . tt selecting the rows of the minors

from the first a, the next /3, . . . the last tt, its value is then

(Art. 8)

with the notation of Art. 19, and the summation sign means that

, we are to take all the possible complementary minors.
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This is only a single term in the expansion of the product (2);

the whole product is obtained by summing this for all values of

a, /3 ... TT which satisfy the equation (1).

Thus i)(^) = >SfA'"> A'^> ...i>p<'^' (3).

21. The number of terms in the sum S is

ni

a!/3I...7rr

Let us compare the expansion (8) with the expansion of the

multinomial

(A +A + .-. + A)^.

The general term is

Gn,'^I)/...D/ (4),

where a, /5 ... tt satisfy (1) and

(7 =
a\l3 TTi

Comparing (3) and (4) we see that in expanding the determi-

nant we replace C by X, and a, /3 ... tt are no longer exponents, but

merely indicate the orders of the determinants A^*"*? A'^', etc.

Hence we may write symbolically for the expansion of our

determinant

(A + A + ... + A)^
where in every term of the multinomial expansion we replace
the coefficient by a summation sign, the number of terms in the

sum being given by the multinomial coefficient and the exponents

a, /3 ... TT now indicating the orders of the complementary minors.

Thus finally we have the symbolical equation

i)() = (A + A + ... + A)"

22. Let us make use of this theorem to expand the deter-

minant

D = n + -2'i,
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Here we must write

D,^n) = Ctii . . . Clm

dni (^7in

A'^'= ^1, 0...

0, z,...

0, 0..,Zn
Then by the above theorem

= A*"' + SA^''~'*A"> + 2A'''~'*A''* 4- ... + A'"^

Now clearly all minors of A*"^ vanish except those whose

leading diagonal is part of the leading diagonal of A^"^-

Thus

A<^> = 2i, A'=^>
= ^i^k, . . . A'"* = ^1^. . . . ^n.

The corresponding minors A*"~^*, A*"~^' are got by erasing in

A'"' the ith row and column, the I'th and A;th rows and columns, &c.

Thus

n = A<^^> + S^i A**^-^' + XZizM^^-'^ + . . . + Z,Z, ...Zn.

Or if we simply denote A^"' by A,

If Zi = Zo... = Zn we get

dan oaiidajch

These results may also be obtained by using the generalised
form of Taylor's theorem.

23. Any determinant can be written in the form

i) =

2i , + a.w . . . a^

^ni , 0^712 . . . + ann

We may now apply the theorem of Art. 22 by supposing

A =0, ai2 . . . !

0-21 ,
U ... (X2n

and Zi = an.
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Then

i> = i^i + Zau ^ h Zauajck ^ ^ + . . . + a^a^ ...ann,
dan octiioajck

the general term being

where i)^
("-"*> is the minor obtained from D^ by suppressing the

ith, kth. ... rth. rows and columns, tn in number.

It is clear that i)i*^* is zero, for the suppression of (n 1)

corresponding rows and columns of D^ leaves us with one of the

zero elements in the leading diagonal.

Ea:. If

0, ^12

a2i,

(12), &c.

we have

ftn ... a

(X41 . . . CI44

= ana^iCt'ssCiu + ctn(^22 (34) + a^a^s (24) + ana44 (28)

+ asattss (14) + a22au (13) + a3344 (12)

+ an (234) + a^2 (134) + a^s (124) + 0^44 (123)

+ (1234).

As another example we may find the value of the determinant

D =
Ci, a, a, a ... a

b, C2, a, a ... a

b, b, Cs, a ... a

b, b, by b ... Cn

The general term in the expansion of this determinant is

where Ci,Cjc ... Cr are any m elements of the leading diagonal. But

by Art. 13

J) (nm) __ /
-^
\nmi /^n m i ^nmi\

CL ~~

whence, if / (00)
=

(ci 00) {c.2 os)
. . . (cn ^),

it is clear that

a/(6)- 6/(a)
a b
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If we write down the similar determinant of order 71 + 1, for

which Cn+i = 0, after dividing both sides by ah, we get

Ci, a ... a,

b, c^ ... a,
a b

by b ... Cn, 1

1, 1 ... 1,

If we now put b = a, we get a determinant expression for

24. We have seen how to expand a determinant according to

the elements of a row or column. It is frequently useful to be

able to expand a determinant according to the elements of a row

and column. This is effected by means of the following theorem

due to Cauchy,

which expands a determinant as an explicit function of the ele-

ments which occupy the rth row and sih column.

Ars is the complement of a^, and Bik is the complement of

Qijc in Ars, and is therefore a second minor of the original deter-

minant.

For every term which does not contain a,.^ must contain some

other element from the ?'th row and some other element from the

5th column, and hence contains such a product as arkO-is, where i and

k are different from r and s respectively. The aggregate of all

terms which multiply a^^ is Ars ',
now arkdis differs from argCiik by

the interchange of the suffixes k and s, thus the aggregate of terms

which multiplies arkais differs in sign only from that which multi-

plies arsCiik, that is to say, differs in sign only from the coefficient

of Uik in Ars. Hence Bik is the coefficient in question.

25. This theorem is useful for expanding a determinant

which has been bordered. For example by this theorem

J) h,.
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By the selection of a suitable bordering we are often able to

evaluate a determinant by means of this theorem.

For example, let

D =
Xt^, tta, as ... an

dj , ^2 > ^3 ^n

Oji , Ct^ , ^s ' ' ^n

(li, Of 2, (X3 . . . SCn

all the elements in the ^th column being a^ except that in the ith.

row, which is ooi.

Then by Art. 14

!)= 1, 0, 0, ...

1
, OSi, (X2 , ^3 . . .

1
, ttj , ^2 > 0^-3 .. .

X
,

ct' J , CI2 J 1*^3 ...

Multiply the first column by a^, and subtract it from the ^th

column
;
do this for each column, the value of the determinant is

unaltered, and

i)= 1, -ai, -a^, -as, ...

1, ^i-aj, 0, 0,

1, 0, x^ a^, 0,

1, 0, 0, ^3-^3, ...

Here the bordered determinant is

a?i tti , 0,

0, d?2 a2j

0, 0, Xs as ...

for which all first minors vanish except those of diagonal elements.

Hence, in the theorem of this article, we must suppose i = A;
;
if

/= (x,
-

a,) (^2 -a,)... (xn
-

an),

it follows that

n=f-^ta,f(xr\
a theorem due to Sardi.



CHAPTER V.

COMPOSITION OF ARRAYS. MULTIPLICATION OF

DETERMINANTS.

1. In dealing with rectangular arrays it is often convenient

to use an abbreviated notation. The array

l]i, ttjo ... Ct^n

Q"2.\ > ^^ ' ' ^2n

with m rows and n columns is said to be of the type m x n, and

may be denoted by the symbol (amn)-

Associated with this is the array

(In , d^i . Ctmi

tti2 , ^22 ^7/12

dm } d.2n dmn

which is called the conjugate of (amn), and will be denoted by

{amnY- This is of type n x m, and its conjugate is (aJ.
A square array of type n x n in which all the elements are

zero except those in the leading diagonal may be denoted by [ann]-

Another way of writing it is (8a).
The array {cimn) is said to be deficient if m<n; redundant if

m > n. When m = ?i we have a square array. The conjugate of

a redundant array is deficient, and vice versa.

Two arrays of the same type may be combined into a sum or

difference according to the rules expressed by

\dmn) i \t>mn)
= \dmn i Omn)-

S. D. 4
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If k is any constant quantity, the product of k and (a^^) is

defined by the formula

2. Suppose, now, that (amn), (i>np)
are any two rectangular

arrays of types m x n and n x p respectively. Let

then there are m x p quantities Cik, which may be regarded as the

elements of an array {cmp)- We shall write

\pinp)
^^

y^mn) \y7ip)'

It is to be carefully observed that the order of factors on the right

is essential. According to the definition {bnp) (a^w) has no meaning
unless m = p; and even then the meaning of the symbol is, in

general, different from that of (a^n) (Kp)-

3. When p m, the array (cmpj is square ;
we propose to find

an expression for the determinant \cmm\-

Taking m alternate units e^, e^y ... e^, we have

where Bk = ^^i^i + ^^2^2 + + hmem-

Hence

\Cmm\
= UGi=U (anBj_ + aiA + . . . + ainBn).

There are now three cases to consider :

(i) If m>n, the product last written vanishes, because in

each term of the expansion at least one factor B^ is repeated.

(ii) If m = n,

\Cnn\
=

\cinn\ TIi?fc
=

\ann\ |^nft|-

(iii) If m < n, the product on the right is the sum of such

terms as

a^p } ^25 > ^ir

^mp ) ^mq > ^mr

where p, q, r ... are m numbers taken from 1, 2 ... n (iv. 5).
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But

B-pBnBr . . .

'p-'-'q ^p\ ) ^p2 'pm

hqi, hqo ... kqm

6162

SO that, finally,

np>

'2p)

nqi

^mp'. mq J

^2^1 > ^p2 ^pm

^q\ 5 ^52 ^qm

where for p, q, r ... we are to write all possible 7?i-ads from the

n numbers 1, 2 ... n.

4. The second case of Art. 3 gives us a rule for expressing

the product of two determinants of the nth order as another

determinant of the same order
;
the rule being

I

(^nn I

!
^nn

\

^
|
f^nn

\

y

where Ciu
= a^h^jc 4- ciijhk + . + dinhnk-

Since the element Ci]^ is derived from the ith row of |a| and

the kxh. column of |6n| the product formed by this rule is said to

be effected according to the rows of the first determinant and

columns of the second.

But since in either or both of the determinants |an|. |^n7i|
we

may interchange rows and columns without affecting their value,

we see that the product of two determinants can be obtained in

the form of a determinant in four different ways, viz. the element

Ctjk has one of the four forms :

(^h^ik -^^ (lioh-2}c + . . . + dinOnki

diihi + at26fc + . . . + ainhfcn,

(hihk + dzi^^ + . . . + anibnk,

diihi + "21^*2 + . . . + anibkn,

where we multiply the elements of a row of |a| by the correspond-

ing elements of a row or column of |6|; or the elements of a

column of |a| by the corresponding elements of a column or row

of \bnn\' There are really only two essentially distinct cases:

multiplying by rows, when we multiply corresponding elements of

42
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two rows together ;
and multiplying by rows and columns, when

we multiply the elements of a row by the corresponding elements

of a column.

The four forms of the product correspond to the four composi-
tions {ann){bnn), (dnn) (Kn)' , Kn)' (M, Kn)' (M'- The product
of two determinants of orders n and m (n>m) can be expressed

as a determinant of order n by applying the process of Iv. 14 to

increase the order of one of them until it is equal to that of the

other.

5. Examples. Compounding the two systems

qi, q2

we get the theorem

(hPx + hqi + c^r
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is the determinant

ttii^i + ^1^1 + Cin, a^p.^ + hiq.2 + Cir.,, ci^ps + b^qa + c^n

a^Pi + ^o^i + Can, aaj^a + 63^2 + ^2^2, ^a/^s + hqs + ^2^3

while

53

ch, h, Ci, d^
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and, if m:^n,
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= 2 ngi ^ir

i'2p > "^25 >

or the determinant is the surn of Um squares. If then the elements

ane are all real the determinant \cmm\ can only vanish when the

determinant under the summation sign on the right vanishes for

all values of p, q, r

Thus compounding

a.,, b,, C2

with its conjugate, we see that

2
\ h r* !2

!, Ci

an

a
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But if before forming their product we write the determinants in

the respective forms

Pi'
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their product is the determinant of the sixth order

tti, 61, Ci, , ,

[chap. v.

0-2, h 0,0,0
^S, ^3, C3, , ,

, 0, 0, _pi, gi, n :

, , , _p2, 5^2, ^2

, , , ^3, ^3, rg

This rule is interesting as giving us a complete scale whereby
we may represent the product of two determinants of order ?i by a

determinant of any order from n to 2n inclusive; it is also frequently

useful in applications of the theory.

8. The fundamental theorem of Art. 3 regarding the deter-

minant formed by compounding two arrays can be deduced as

follows from Laplace's theorem, Iv. 5.

We can write the determinant \Cmm\ in the form of the deter-

minant of order {n + rn), Iv. 14,

...
,

... 1

where Cik has the value ascribed to it in Art. 2.

Now from the ith. column subtract the last n columns multiplied

respectively by ai^, ai^.., then from the value of cik it follows

that

Crnm .
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by 1 and then move the second m rows to the beginning, then

(after m + mr changes of sign) our determinant is equal to

.. a,m ,
1 ...

,
...a

im
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from (ann) {bnnV, say

0,= Cfp, Cfq Cfs

^kp ) ^kq ' ' ^ks

can be expressed as the sum of products of corresponding minors

of order
//,

of the determinants \ann\ and |6n|-

In fact, since fi < ?i, it follows at once from case (iii) of Art. 3 that

X
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and add together all the equations which can be obtained from it

by writing for p the values 1, 2 ...n. Thus we get

But by IV. 11 all the sums on the right vanish except ^Bkpbkp,

which is equal to B, hence

dC ^dA dB ,

^
.

,

OCik Ottip OOkp

Similarly we can prove the equations

d-'C 1 ^ d'A d^B
,

. ^ .

dCikdCrs 1 . 2 dttipdarq dbjcpdbgg

d'G 1 ^ d'A d'B

dciicdcpqdcrs 1.2.3 daiudap^darw dbfctidbqi,dbsw

(u, V, w=l, 2 ... n),

whence the general law is obvious.



CHAPTER YL

ON DETERMINANTS OF COMPOUND SYSTEMS.

1. If the elements of a determinant are not simple quantities

but themselves determinants, the determinant is called a compound
determinant.

Compound determinants are usually formed from the minors

of one or more determinants.

2. The number of all possible minors of order m of a given
determinant of order n is {^^1^ (lY. 1). We can form a square

array with these minors, writing in the same row all those which

proceed from the same selection of rows of the given determinant,

and similarly for the columns.

If n^^ = fjL
and we give to the combinations of rows and columns

taken to form minors the suffixes 1, 2 ...
yit,

we may denote that

minor whose elements belong to the ^th combination of rows and

jth. combination of columns, by pij, and the whole system of minors

will be

Pn ---PiH. ]

^^>-

p^i---P^^^

Corresponding to each element in this array, which is a minor

of the original determinant, we have a complementary minor of

order n m. We shall denote the complement of pij by qij, then

these form a new array,

qn " qi^
]

[

(2).
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The arrays (1) and (2) are called reciprocal arrays of the mth

order. Minors of these arrays formed from the same selection

of rows and columns in each are called conjugate minors. The

simplest instance of two such arrays is the original system and

its system of first minors, viz.

ffji ... dm J^ii ... Am

3. If we multiply the elements of the ith row of the array

(1) by the corresponding elements of the kth row of (2) the sum
of the products is equal to A or zero according as i is or is not

equal to k, viz.

Pnqki + Pi2qk2 + . . . + pi^qk,^
=

^ik-^-

For if I is equal to k this is nothing else than the expansion
of the given determinant A according to products of minors of

order m and n m by Laplace's theorem. If i is not equal to k

the sum represents the expansion of the determinant when the ith.

selection of rows is replaced by the A;th
;
the rows of this deter-

minant are not all different, hence it vanishes. The particular

case

Clii^ki + Cli2^k2 + . . . -^ ainAkn = SikA

is considered in Iv. 11.

4. We now proceed to investigate properties of determinants

of the elements of reciprocal systems, and first we shall examine

the system of the first order.

Let A =
\ann\, i) = |^n|.

Forming the product of these two by rows,

where dk = a^Ak, + ai^Af^^^ ... + amAkny

and hence Ci]f,
= A or according as i is or is not equal to k.
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square on the right of n p rows and columns contains units

in the leading diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Multiply this by
the- determinant A written in the form (1) above. Then (iv. 11)

we have

6^2 AfiAfi^gk A, ... /, /i;
...

0, A ^gu, Vgy
...

0, ... aru, arv ...

0, ... asu, o.sv ...

= APXaruCtsv'

if we resolve the determinant on the right into products of minors

of the first p and last np columns. Accordingly

2 AfiAgk .
= Ap-'' CO 2 ctfiagk

where it is unnecessary to retain the factor e, provided that we

make a suitable convention as to the signs of the determinants on

each side (cf iv. 10).

From this it follows that the ratio of two minors of the same

order of the system Affc is the same as the ratio of the comple-

mentary minors of their conjugates,

t AfjAgh ... ^ coX afiagh" .

2 AkiApq ... CO 2 a/ciapq ..."

6. As examples of the theorem in Art. 5, we have

All ... Aip Ap

A.pi . . . -App

ap+\, p+i .. a
p-\-\,n

a

p+\,p+i ...Ap+\, n

n.p+i ...A,.

n,p+i

^n-p-i

. a.

np

^pi i^pp

The relation

Aijc, Ais
I

= ^ CO
j

aik, aig

Ark, Art I
1 a^k, drs
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may also be written

dA dA _dA dA^_ d'A

daijc dttrs dais dark da^kdars
'

in particular

dA dA dA dA , d'AA

If A = 0, we see that

0,Uk ,
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Or, symbolically,

Thus P = ^"5 (\B, + fiA 0".

But (XBi + fiA^y is the symbolical expression for a determi-

nant of order n with binomial elements of the form

Hence, passing from symbolic to real expressions, we have the

determinant equation :

I
Xaik + fibik

I

=
I
ai;fc

I

.

I
bik

\

.
\
Xfe + /^a^^ |.

Numerous other transformations of the determinant on the

left can be effected.

8. Next let us consider reciprocal arrays of order m. With
the notation of Art. 2, let

where, as before, //,
= w^^.

The product AA' is a determinant of order fi whose general
element is

Piiqki + Pi2qk2 + . . . + Pi,.qk^,

which is equal to J. or according as i is or is not equal to k.

(Art. 3.) Hence in the product determinant all the elements

vanish except those in the principal diagonal.

Thus AA' = A^'.

It follows therefore that A is a divisor of -4^ Now ^ is a

linear function of any one of its elements, hence A can only differ

from a power of ^ by a coefficient independent of the elements

of A. Among the combinations m at a time of the numbers

1, 2 ... w there are

which contain 1. Hence there are \ elements of A, which contain

ttn, and consequently
A = xA\

where x does not depend on the elements of A.

s. D. 5
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To determine the value of x, let a^y.
= except when % = k, and

let au= 1. The same will be the case with the elements p^}^ ;

.'. A=l, A = 1, and .*. x = l.

Thus A = .l(^-i'-i,

and A' = ^<"-i'"'

for n^ - (n
-

1X,_, = (n- 1)^.

9. A minor of order r of the system q^j^
is equal to the com-

plement of its conjugate multiplied by A^~\

For if we multiply the determinant S q/tqgk by the deter-

minant A in the same manner as we did in Art. 5 for systems of

the first order, we get :

^^ q/iqgk"-= A"- CO ^ tPfiPgk'.-]

and therefore, since A = ^^,

2) qMgjc . . .
= ^'-^ CO S pfipgj, . . .

= ^^-<^-i).-i CO S pfipgk ....

In like manner

S PfiPgic . . .
= Ar-i-^^r. CO X qftqgj, ....

10. Let Ah be a minor of A, with h rows and columns. From

this let us form the determinant whose elements are all the minors

of order m of ^t^. These last are minors of order m oi A, and are

consequently elements of A. Moreover, those among them which

arise from the same rows or columns of A, and are hence in the

same row or column of A, also arise from elements belonging to the

same row or column of A^, which is a minor of A
; altogether

they form a minor M of A, which has h^ rows and columns. Now

by Art. 8 we have

which gives a representation of minors of A by means of powers of

minors of A.

11. If in the determinant A we select a minor A^ of order h,

aad form all the minors of order m in A(m> h), which contain

neither all the h rows nor all the h columns of Aji, we shall form

a minor of A with
7i^^^ (n h)m-h i^ows and columns, which is

equal to
. (,n-h-l)m-h A {( -l)m-l -(-/t)m-A}

where An-h is the complement of A^ in A.
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To prove this, we begin by applying the result of Art. 10, with

the substitution of A^-h for Ah, (n m) for m, and A' for A.

Instead of M we now have a determinant M' which is a minor of

A' containing

(n
-

h)n-m = {n
- h)m-h

rows and columns. The value of this is (since n h>n m)

M' j(-^-l)"-"-i _ An-h-l)m-k

Now let us consider !, that minor of A whose elements are

the complementary minors in A of the elements of M'. Since M'
has for its elements all the minors of An-h which are of order

{n m) it follows that the elements of otj are all the minors of A
of order m which have ^^ as a minor. The order of Wi is

(n h)ra-h, and hence by Art. 9, if a is the complement of

! in A,

5(
_ J/' ^ ^ (n-i) m-\- (nh) m-h

Anh-\)m-h j(n-l)m-i-(n-/i)m-A

The theorem is therefore proved, if we can shew that a is

formed as prescribed. For this purpose we must remember that

Oi has for elements all minors (of order m) of A which have Ah for

one of their minors
;
to get a we have then to suppress among the

combinations m at a time of the rows and columns of A all those

which contain all the rows or columns of Ah\ thus a has for its

elements all the minors of A with m rows and columns, such that

they do not contain all the h rows or columns of Ah.

12. If -4/1 is a minor of order h oi A, and if we border it in

all possible ways with m of the remaining rows and columns of A,
we get the elements of a new determinant M^^ of order {n h)^,

whose value is

^ (n-ft-i)
^ J^ (n-h-i)m-i^

Let us put, for the moment, n = h -\- k, and write A and its

reciprocal in the abbreviated forms

M fe)
'

i{C,h) iD,,)

where |a;,,J
=

^;,.

52
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Consider the determinant of order k^ whose elements are all

the minors of order {k m) of
| Dj^y.\.

It follows from Art. 8 that

its value is

since, by Art. 5, \D^j,\
= A^-^Ah, and {k

-
l\-r^-^ = {k- 1)^.

But any element ^ij of the determinant, as being a minor of R
of order {k m), can be expressed by Art. 5 in the form

where
olij

is an element of M^- Consequently (putting k^ = X)

\^^^\
= M^A^^-^-'^^-.

Equating this to the value of
| /3x\

| previously obtained, and

observing that

{k-l){k - 1) -(k- m -l)k = {k- !)_

we find that

which is equivalent to the theorem stated at the beginning of this

article.

13. Another way of stating the proposition is the following :

If Ah is a minor of order h oi A, and we form all the minors of

A with m rows and columns which have it as a minor, we get
the elements of a new determinant of order {n h\i-h, whose

value is

J^ (nh\)m-h
^ J^ {nh-i)m-k-i^

In the particular case of m = A + 1, the theorem is

M, = Ah^-^-KA,

and the elements of M^ are determinants obtained from ^ti by

adding one extra row and one extra column: or, which is the

same thing, they are those minors of A which have ^a for a first

minor.

The results of this article are due to Sylvester.

14. Another modification of the theorem of Art. 12 can be

obtained as follows : Let us return to the determinants A, A' of

Art. 8, and form a determinant 31' with the minors of An-h
of order nm', this is a minor of A' of order {n h\n-h.
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The conjugate minor in A has for elements those minors of A
of order m which are complementary to the elements of M\ and

hence all those which have A^ as a minor. This is precisely the

determinant of Art. 13. Whence the theorem can be stated as

follows : If An-h is a minor of A of order n h, and if we form a

determinant M' with all the minors of order n m of An-h, and

then replace each element by its complement in A, we get a new

determinant, whose value is

J\f = jI (n-h-i)m-h
^ j{ (n-h-Dn-h-i^

15. If now we form all minors of A of order n m {m > h)

such that neither all their rows nor all their columns belong to

An-h, which in A therefore overlap An-h or belong altogether to

Ah, these form a determinant N of order nm (n h)m-h which

is equal to

j^^{n-h-i)m-h ^ ^ {n-i)-(n-h-i)-h^

First notice that this is essentially different from the theorem of

Art. 11, applied to A}^. There the determinant is formed with all

the minors of the same order of A with more elements than Af^,

and which do not admit all the rows and columns of A,^. Here
the determinant is formed with minors of the same order of A
with fewer elements than An-h, and which do not admit all the

rows and columns An-h-

To prove the theorem it is sufficient to consider in A' the minor

N complementary to M in A'. For N is exactly formed with

regard to An-h as the enunciation prescribes ;
it has n, {n h)m_h

rows, and by applying to it the theorem of Art. 9,

M
N

or, replacing M by its value, from Art. 14,

^ = j^{nhi),-h ^ ^ {ni)m(nhi)n-h^

16. The theorem of Art. 15 may be stated in a different way,
which perhaps brings out more clearly its contrast with the

proposition of Art. 11.

Suppose as before that Aji is a selected minor of A, of order h.
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Let m<h, and construct all the minors of A which are of order m
and contain at least one row and at least one column not composed
of elements of Af^. With these minors as elements we can form

a determinant of order n^^ h^, the value of which is

Ah-\)m-\ J (n-l)m-l-(A-l)m-l

This is at once obtained from the result of Art. 15 by substi-

tuting w m for m and n h for h, and observing that

{h
-

l)h-m = {h- l)m-i, (n
- l)_m = (^

-
l)m-i'

17. Netto has given a theorem which may be regarded as an

extension of Laplace's formula (iv. 5) for the expansion of a deter-

minant as the sum of products of minors.

Let a determinant of order (n + m) and its reciprocal be

represented by

A R(n) {Km)

\^mn) \^mm}

and let
| a^^| be denoted by ^.

Let k integers m^, m^, ...
rrij^

be chosen so that

mi + ?7i2 -I- ... +m]^ = n.

If we choose minors of An of orders mj, m2, ... rU]^ formed out

of elements in the first mi rows, the next m.2 rows, etc. and denote

them by S^,, B^^, ... B^^, Laplace's theorem gives

An = 2, + O^j 0^2 ^mh'

Now Brm is obtained from An by the suppression of (n mi)

rows and (n nii) columns
;

let A^j be the minor of A obtained by
the suppression of the same rows and columns. Then the theorem

in question is that

where B^ =
\
cZ^^ |,

the complement of An in A.

To prove this, let us, in the first place, apply Laplace's theorem

to expand the reciprocal of An. Thus
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where 8',^ is the conjugate of Bnu in the reciprocal of An. But if

Bn-jru is the complement of 8^ in An

t^ mi ^nmi-^n j

consequently

whence

Next we observe that by Art. 5

A A nm-ii A'

the complement in R of the conjugate of A,^.. Now this is

a minor of \Ann\ and by applying the preceding lemma to |^|
instead of to A^ we obtain

Substituting for A'n-nn its value given above, and making use

of the relation

X{7i-mi-l) = k (n - 1)
- n = (n- l){k -1)-1,

we have finally

SA,A,,...A,, = ^Aa*-^

as stated. This proof of Netto's theorem is due to Pascal.

18. The theorem of Art. 13, in its simplest case, may be used

to prove an important identity discovered by Kronecker.

Suppose we have a determinant of order 2h + l

I (Ca+i,7j) {dh+i,h+l)

the elements of which are all independent.

Let \a}^f^\= A, and let A^,^ be the determinant of order (h + l)

obtained by bordering A with elements taken from the row and

column to which cZa^ belongs. That is to say,

= A

A Am a ai2 ... Oih hfi

Cxi Ca2 . . . Caa dx^
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Then

Aii diiA, Ai2 di2A, ...Aih+1 di h+i-
=

identically.

The proof is ahnost immediate. By Sylvester's theorem

|A+i./.+il
= -^^^

now suppose all the elements d^j^ to become zero, then D vanishes,

as we see by expanding according to minors of the last h-\-l rows.

But since A^j^ d^j^A is independent of the coefficients du^ this

expression is in fact the value of J.^^ when all the coefficients

di]^ vanish. Hence

\A,j,-d,j,A\
= 0, (i,k=l,2,...h+l)

and this is an identity on account of the independence of the

(3/t^ + 2h) quantities which it involves. The method of proof here

followed is due to Frobenius.

19. There are various interesting theorems about deter-

minants derived from two other independent determinants. One

of these, due to Kronecker, is the following.

Let A =
\an^^\, B=\b^^\, and let us form all the iTi^n^

products

then with these products as elements we can construct a deter-

minant

of order mn, in such a way that all the elements a^jt/ifc
with

constant i, h are in the same row, and all those with constant j, k

are in the same colunm. This being so, the value of C is

Without loss of generality we may suppose G to have

the form

^11 [ymrni <^12 (^mm) ^\n [Pmm^

(^21 {pmmj ^22 \Pmrn) ^27i \Pmm)

'

^ni ypmm) Clnz y^mm) Ctnn \^mrn)
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If, now, we form minors of order m out of the first m rows of

0, all those which do not vanish will contain 5 as a factor. Thus,

for instance, the minor formed from a^ {b^m) is au^B ;
if we re-

place the first column by the first column of aial^mm)* we get

au^'^a^oB, and so on. The same argument applies to minors

taken from the next m rows, etc.

By the generalised form of Laplace's theorem (iv. 8) we may
expand as a sum of products of ?i-ads of minors of order vi

chosen from the first, second, ... sets of m rows. Since each of the

minors vanishes or is divisible by B it follows that C is divisible

by B^. In exactly the same way G is divisible by A^, and the

theorem now follows by a comparison of dimensions, and the

consideration of the case when an = bii=l and all the other

elements are zero.

20. We shall now suppose that we have two independent

determinants, each of order n,

A =
\ann\, B = \bnn\y

and that for each of them we have formed the systems of

/^^{=i^rn) elements discussed in Art. 2; the systems for A
being denoted by (/v)> (?mh) ^^^ those for B by (^Vm)* (^Vm)-

We can form two new systems each of /a- elements as follows.

If i is a fixed integer the quantities p'ik are minors chosen from a

particular set of m rows in B. In the determinant A replace, in

turn, each selection of rows m at a time by this fixed selection of

rows in B. This will give us fx determinants, each of order n,

which we shall denote by Ui, ti<i, ...ti,^.

Again let k be a fixed integer, and in B let those rows from

which the quantities p\j are derived be replaced in turn by each

combination of m rows of A
;
the determinants thus obtained will

be called u^^, w^, ... Ukf^. We have, then, two new systems

Then by Laplace's theorem

A =^Phiqhi+Ph2qM-^'" B=p'hiqhi-\-p\2qh2 + "'

tik
=

p'ii qki + p'i2 qk2 + "' uim^Pmi qix + 'Prmqh + -"y
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whence by Art. 3

tilPu + H2P<22 + ~
i^ 12-^

[chap. VI.

and therefore

thUki + ti^ujc^ + ...=A (puq'ki +Pi2qk2 + ...)
= ^ik^B.

That is to say, by compounding the ith row of (t^^) with the

Z;th row of (^^^J, we get AB or according as i is or is not equal
to k.

21. Write now

then, by the result of Art. 20,

T = 1/^^ I

.
I ^^^ I

= ^ <^-^>'
. ^("-D-i

(Art. 8).

Again let

U=\p^^\>\ ^Vfc I

= A ("-i^-^
. ^(^-i^-

Th \thh\

til ^12 hh h^ ji^i ...
tifi

thl th2"



CHAPTER YII.

ARITHMETICAL PROPERTIES OF DETERMINANTS.
ELEMENTARY FACTORS.

1. A DETERMINANT is a rational integral function of its

elements, and as such will have certain arithmetical properties

dependent upon the field of rationality to which the elements

belong.

If the elements are independent and arbitrary symbols, the

determinant is irreducible, and so are all its minors. This is

easily proved by induction
;

for the expansion

A=^\ann\ = ii^ii + 12^12 + ... + a,nA,n

shews that if A is reducible one of its factors must be a common
divisor of A^, -4 12, ... A^- But these are determinants of order

(n l), each with arbitrary elements, and distinct from each other
;

so that if the theorem is true for the order {n l\ it is true for

the order n. Since it is obviously true fur 71= 1, it is true in

general.

But the case is different when the elements belong to a field

of a more special kind. For instance, if the elements are ordinary

integers, the values of A and its minors are also integers, none of

which need be prime. So also, if the elements are polynomials
in X with integral coefficients, A and its minors are functions of

the same type, and the nature and distribution of their irreducible

(or prime) factors require special examination.

2. It will be supposed that in the determinant \ann\, or A,
the elements are all integral and rational in a certain definite

field
;
then the same will be true of A and all its minors. It will

be further assumed that every integral quantity in the field can
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be uniquely resolved into a product of prime integral factors. It

follows from this that a given set of integral quantities possess a

definite highest common factor, which can be found, as in ordinary

arithmetic, when the resolution of the given quantities into prime
factors has been effected.

For the present it will be supposed that the value of A is

not zero : it follows that its minors of order m{<n) cannot all

simultaneously vanish.

3. Consider, now, all the minors of A which are of order cr.

They will have a certain highest common factor
;

this will be

denoted by D^,. Altogether, we have n integral quantities

A, A, ...A,

which we shall call the detei^minant factors oi A. In particular,

A is the highest common factor of the elements of A, while A is

A itself. The determinant factors are all different from zero.

We shall now prove that A is divisible by D_^.

This follows from the fact that, when any minor of order or is

expanded according to elements of one of its rows, each element

is multiplied by a minor of order (o- 1), and this is divisible by

A-i- We shall write

A/D.-i = E,.

With the convention that A =
1> we thus obtain a new set of

integral quantities
El, A, En,

which will be called the elementary factors of ^. It will be

noticed that E^^D^, and that

A =AA A-

4. It is clear that no prime can divide D which is not also

contained in A. Let^^*^ be the highest power of the prime factor

jp
which is contained in Da. Then since A is divisible by A-i it

follows that

tn ^ ^ri 1 ^ " ^ n,

so that if we write

e^ =^
tff I'ai ,

with the convention that Iq
= 0, we have the integers
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none of which is negative, while

61 + e.2 +... + e^ = l^.

In this notation

E, = Up'-,

the product extending to all the different prime factors of ^.

The values of i)^ and Bt^ are not affected by interchange of

rows or of columns in A
;
for this does not alter the values of the

minors of order a (except possibly in sign, which is immaterial)

but merely produces a permutation amongst them.

5. If p is any prime factor of A there will be at least one

minor of order cr which is divisible by p^'^ but by no higher power
of ^. Such a minor is said to be regular with respect to p.

We shall now prove by induction the following three im-

portant propositions :

(i) Every minor of order a which is regular with respect

to p has at least one first minor which is also regular.

(ii) Every regular minor of order (o- 1) is a first minor of

at least one regular minor of order a.

(iii) The indices ei associated with the prime factor p
satisfy the relation

First of all we choose a non-vanishing minor of A which is of

order p (> 2) ;
let this be

M=\ahi\ (h = hi, ho, ... hp\ i = ii, h, ... ^p).

Let p^'^ be the highest power of p which is contained in all

the minors of 31 which are of order a. Choose a minor of M, of

order {p 2), which is divisible by p^p~^ but by no higher power ;

and let this minor be called T. Then (vi. 5, 6) we have an

identity

MT=P8-QR,
where P, Q, R, S are minors of M of order (p 1). Now MT is

divisible hy p^p'^^p~^ and by no higher power of p, while PSQR
is certainly divisible by p^^p-^ and possibly by a higher power;
hence

Xp + A,p_2 ^ 2a-p_i,
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and therefore

Xp Xp_i ^ A,p_i Xp_2.

Assuming that proposition (iii) has been proved for all values

of (7 up to (p 1), it follows that

Ap Ap_i ^ Ap_i A-p_2 ^ ... ^ A2 Ax ^ Ai .

Next we take any minor of A of order (p 1): let this be

From this we can construct, as in vi. 18, a determinant Lu by

bordering Z with elements of M taken from the row and column

in which ahi occurs. Then by Kronecker's theorem {I.e.)

\LaM-Lhi\ = (h = h^, h^, ... hp; i = ii, h, ... ip),

identically. Expanding in powers of L, we have

L'M=L'-'M, + L'-'M,+ ...-{-Mp (1),

where M^ is a homogeneous function in the quantities Lm, with

coefficients which are minors of M of order (p a).

Suppose, now, that p^ is the highest power ofp contained in Z,

and p^' the highest power contained in the highest common factor

of all the determinants Lhi. Then U'^^M^ contains p to at least

the power t^, where

T<x
=

(/3-o-)^ + ZV + Ap_^ (o-
= l, 2, ... p),

while UM contains p exactly to the power

To = p^ + Xp.

Hence r^+i t =
{V I)- (Xp_<r Xp_<^_i)

^(r_Z)-(Ap-Xp_0,

by what has been proved and assumed with regard to M. It

follows from this that

r-UXp-Xp_i (2),

because otherwise we should have

Tp>Tp-i> ... >Ti>To,

and then every term on the right of (1) would contain p to a

higher power than the term on the left, which is impossible.

The relation (2) may also be written

Xp + ^^Xp_i + Z' (3);
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now if p^ is the highest power of p contained in all those minors

of A of which Z is a minor, and which are of order p,

V ^ m,

and consequently \ + l^ \-i + m (4).

We will now suppose that L, M are regular with respect to p.

Then

and the relation (3) becomes

Ip 4" i'pi ^ A-p_i + I .

Now I' ^Ip, \-i ^ Ip-i ,

because minors of Z, M are also minors of J.
;
so that the three

conditions, taken together, lead to

r = lp, Xp_i
=

^p_i (p
= l, 2, ... p).

We have proved, then, that if l = lp-i then V =
lp',

this is

equivalent to proposition (ii). It has also been proved that if

\p
=

lp,
then Xp_i

=
^p_i; this is equivalent to proposition (i).

Finally, the relation

A<p ^pl ^ ^pl ^p 2 i

previously established for M, becomes

Ip l/pl ^ I'pi l'p2 >

or, with a change of notation,

6p ^ ^p 1,

which is proposition (iii) for a = p.

Since each element of A is divisible by ^'', every minor of

order 2 is divisible by p-^\ so that

^2
~

^1 ^ ^1 J

which proves (iii) when o-= 2, All that has been assumed for the

purpose of the induction is the truth of proposition (iii), as applied
to ilf, for cr = 2, 3, ... (p 1) ;

thus the demonstration is complete.

From the supplementary relation (4) we infer another pro-

position, namely :

(iv) If Sp and >Sp_i are any two minors of A of orders p and

(p 1) respectively, then SpSp_i is divisible by the product of the
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greatest common measure of all minors of Sp which are of order

(p 1) by the greatest common measure of all those minors of A
of which Sp_i is a first minor.

6. It has been supposed hitherto that the value of A is not

zero. We shall now remove this restriction.

Unless every element of A is zero there will be at least one

complete system of minors of the same order which do not all

vanish
;
while if each minor of order m vanishes, every minor of

higher order will also vanish. Thus there will be a definite

integer r such that not all the minors of order r vanish, but all

the minors of higher order do vanish. This number r is called

the rank of the determinant A. If all the elements of A are

zeros, it is convenient to say that A is of rank 0.

When A is of rank r(<n), the modification which has to be

made in the foregoing theory is to put

JEfr+i
=

Er+'i
= ... En = 0.

Every prime factor of Dr will be associated with r finite

indices e^, e^, ... e^ such that

and if we put 61 + ^2+ ... +e^ = Z^,

this is the index of the highest power of the prime contained

in Dy.

All the propositions of Art. 5 remain true, and the proof of

them is still valid
;

in the enunciations, however, it must be

understood that p or a, as the case may be, does not exceed r.

7. The term elementary factor (or elementary divisor) has not

always been used by different writers in the same sense. Some-

times it means one of the quantities E^, sometimes one of the

powers _p^*^.
Frobenius refers to E^ as the crth elementary factor

of A, while by an elementary factor he means one of the powers

p^"".
It may be convenient occasionally to refer to p^" as an

elementary power-factor, or simply a power-factor of A : but as

a rule we shall follow Frobenius's terminology. Of course the
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system of the quantities E^ determines the quantities p^'^ and

conversely.

8. Suppose that A =
\ann\ and B = \hnn\ are any two deter-

minants of the same order, with elements all belonging to the

same field. Let their product be expressed, in one of the usual

ways, as a determinant C=\cnn\ of the same order n. We shall

now prove that the crth elementary factor of G is divisible by the

o-th elementary factor of each of the components A, B.

To fix the ideas, assume that the product AB has been formed

by compounding rows of A with columns of B.

Let Bp, Op be two corresponding determinant factors of B, G
and let y8p, jp be the exponents of the highest powers of the prime

p contained in them. Since every minor of G can be expressed

as a linear function of minors of B it is clear that jp ^ /3p and

consequently Gp is divisible by Bp. What has to be proved is that

Take L a regular minor of B of order (p 1), and M a regular
minor of C of order p. Let us write

L = \hjk\ (i=ii, ^2, ... jp-i; k = k k^, ... kp_,),

M=\chi\ {h = h,, k ... hp\ i = ii, i^, ... ip).

We proceed to apply to these minors exactly the same

argument as that applied in Art. 5 to the determinants there

denoted by L, M. Instead of the determinant there denoted by
A we shall now use a determinant of order (2/) 1) which may
be briefly written in the form

(L) (P)
I

where (P) is a matrix taken from B, with suffixes

(jp- h), {jp_ 1*2),
... (jp_l, ip),

and (Q) is a matrix taken from G, with suffixes

(hi,k,), (Ai, k^\ ... (h kp_^)

(hp, k^), (hp, k^), ... (hp, kp_^).

S. D. 6

A =
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Instead of the determinant Lm of Art. 5 we obtain one which

consists of the new L bordered in such a way that the last row is

while the last column, read from the top, is

If, now, p'''
is the highest power of jp contained in all these

last determinants, the formula (3) of Art. 5, applied to the present

case, gives

7p + ^p_i ^ 7p_i + V.

But each of the determinants corresponding to Lu can be

expressed as a linear homogeneous function of minors of B of the

order p ;
hence I' > /3p and consequently

7p + /9p_i^7p_i + /3p,

or 7p-7p_i^^p-^p_i.

This proves that every elementary factor of C is divisible by
the corresponding elementary factor of B. By similar reasoning
it may be shewn that each factor of A is contained in the corre-

sponding factor of C.

The theorem may be obviously extended to the case when G is

compounded of three or more determinants of the same order and

belonging to the same field.

9. A very important special case is when the value of one of

the determinants A, B \^ unity. Suppose that A = \; then the

elementary factors of G are identical with those of B.

To see this, let E and EJ be any two corresponding ele-

mentary factors of B, G respectively. Then, by the theorem of

Art. 5, EJ is divisible by E. But since (^) is a unit matrix, we

can find another matrix (A), with integral elements, such that

(I)(^) = [l],

and hence (A) (G) = (A) (A) (B)
=

(5),

identically. Therefore E^ is divisible by E^\ and finally E^ = E.

Two determinants of which one can be identically transformed

into the other by compounding it with a unit determinant are
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often said to be equivalent. Thus equivalent determinants have

the same elementary factors, and therefore also the same deter-

minant factors.

10. It will now be supposed that the elements of the deter-

minant A are ordinary whole numbers. We shall prove that it is

possible to find two unitary matrices (P), (Q), such that

(P){A)(Q)=(E)^[E\
where (E) or [A'] denotes a matrix of which the principal diagonal
consists of the elements E^, E^, ... En (the elementary divisors of

A) while all its other elements are zeros.

Consider the effect of transforming any determinant by one of

the four following elementary operations :

(1) Interchanging two rows ;

(2) Interchanging two columns ;

(3) Adding to any row k times another row, where k is any
integer, positive or negative;

(4) Adding to any column k times another column.

Any one of these transformations leaves unaltered the values

of the elementary factors E, because the complete system of

minors of any order for the new determinant coincides, except as

to arrangement, with the same system for the original determinant.

Moreover, by the rule for the composition of matrices (v. 2) it is

easily proved that if D' is the determinant derived from D by
either of the operations (1), (3) there is an identity

(/)')
=

(P)(Z))

with |P I

= 4- 1 or 1. Similarly, if D" is derived from D by one

of the operations (2), (4), there is an identity

(D) = {D){Q)
with |Q| = + 1 or -1.

In the given determinant
|

a
|,

unless every element is zero,

there will be at least one element of which the numerical value is

equalled or surpassed by every other element which does not

vanish. By the application of one or both of the operations (1),

(2) this element can be brought to the head of the principal

diagonal.

62
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By adding multiples of the first row to the other rows, we can

reduce every element in the first column, except the one at the

top, to a value which is either zero, or numerically less than the

value of the element at the top. We now interchange rows until

the first column is headed by an element, not zero, of the smallest

numerical value
;
and then proceed, as before, to reduce the other

elements of the first column. This process must eventually come
to an end

;
so that, after a finite number of transformations, we

get a first column in which every element is zero except the one

at the top.

We now operate upon the transformed determinant so as to

reduce the values of the elements in the first row by means of the

elementary operations (2) and (4). Ultimately we get a first row

of the form

a, 0, 0,...

and a is certainly not greater, numerically, than the number

previously in the same place.

If the elements now below a in the first column are not all

zero, we reduce them, as before, by the operations (1) and (3),

until we have a column with a at the top, and all the other

elements zero.

The elements a, a\ etc., which we thus get at the head of the

leading diagonals, diminish continually in numerical value, so

that a stage must come when no further reduction is possible.

When this is so, every element in the first row is zero except the

first and at the same time every element in the first column is

zero except the first. Thus A has been transformed into A\
where

A'== V,
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and carry out the process of reduction, as before, until we get
another determinant like A': this will have, instead of

rj, an

element of less numerical value. Here again the process must

come to a stop after a finite number of operations: so that we

ultimately get a determinant A' where every element bijc is a

multiple of
77.

If we now put rj
=

e-^, hik e^Cik, then

A'= e^, 0, 0, ...

v/) Bi C22 J ^1 C03 ,
... 6\ C^n

"> ^1 C32 , ^1 C33 ,
... 61 C^n

U.
e-i Cn2 > ^1 Cns > ^1 (^nn

and if we put

C=\c,,\ (i, k = 2, 2, ... n),

the determinant C can be treated in exactly the same way, so as

to transform it into

^'= 2, 0, 0, ...

U, 62(143, 62(144, ... C.^Clin

y), B^dnzi B^CtnAy ' B^^nn

and there will be a corresponding change of A' into

61, 0, 0, ...

0, e^e^y 0, ...

0, 0, a^, ... otg^

0, 0, a3, ... (Xnn

where each element a,fc is a multiple of e^e.^.

By continuing the argument we arrive at the final result that

(A) can be transformed into the equivalent diagonal system

[^1. E^y En\

where E = e^e^ ... e^,

and 61, 62, ... ^n are integers.

It has been assumed that some one element of A is not zero
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this being so, e^ is certainly not zero. But the determinant above

denoted by C may have every element zero : in this case we put

^2
^^

^3
^^ ^^ ^n ^^ ^

In like manner, after getting finite integers Ci, e^,-.. Br the deter-

minant which at that stage corresponds to G may have all its

elements zero : we then put

6r+\
^^

^r+2
^^ ^^ ^n ^^ "

11. The reduction of (A) to the normal form (E) having been

effected by the four elementary operations, we have an identity

(E) = (P,) (P,_.) ... (P.) (A) ((3,) (Q.) ... (Q,),

and since the composition of matrices is associative this may be

put into the form

(E) = (P)(A)(Ql

where (P), (Q) are unit matrices.

Hence the o-th elementary divisor of (A) coincides with the

o-th elementary divisor of (E). But it is easy to see that the latter

is E. For, in the first place, the non-vanishing minors of (E) of

order a are simply the products of E^, E^, etc. taken cr at a time
;

and of these the greatest common measure is

Da E^E^ ... -'0-

Hence the o-th elementary divisor is D/Da-i, that is, E^.

It follows that two systems (A), (B), of the type here con-

sidered, which have the same set of elementary factors must be

equivalent. For if (E) is the diagonal system of elementary
divisors there will be four unit matrices (P), (Q), (P), (S) such

that

(E)={P){A){Q) = (R){B){S),

and hence (P) = (P)-^ (P) (A) (Q) (S)-\

where (P)~^ is the unit matrix such that

(P)-MP)=[i],

and {S)-^ is similarly defined.

12. The argument and results of Arts. 10, 11 apply, mutatis

mutandis, to the case when the elements of the determinants
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considered are not integers, but rational integral functions of one

or more variables. In fact the process of reduction to the normal

form {E) can always be carried out when the greatest common
measure of any two of the elements can be found by a process of

chain-division analogous to that which is used for two ordinary

integers.

13. The elementary divisors of a determinant may also be

regarded as being associated with its matrix
;
and the theory may

be extended to rectangular matrices in general. All that is

necessary is to enlarge the matrices by adding rows or columns of

zero elements until they become square.



CHAPTER YIII.

DETERMINANTS OF SPECIAL FORMS.

1. When a square array is written down, it is natural to

inquire what simplifications arise in the determinant of the array

when special relations are supposed to exist between the elements.

And looking at the figure the relations which naturally suggest
themselves are those which depend on the geometrical form

which the array assumes. Hence we have various forms of deter-

minants obtained by supposing relationships, of equality or other-

wise, to exist between elements situated symmetrically in the

figure ;
this shews how the notation emplo} ed has influenced the

development of the theory.

The most important of these special forms are symmetrical and

skew symmetrical determinants. Here the special form of geo-
metrical symmetry considered is with regard to the leading

diagonal. Elements which are situated in regard to the diagonal
in the position of a point and its image with respect to a mirror

coinciding with the diagonal, have been called conjugate : two such

elements are denoted by ai^ and a^^.

2. If
ttjjfc

=
aj^i, the determinant is called symmetrical.

The square of any determinant may be expressed as a sym-.

metrical determinant of the same order.

For
I
a,, |2

=
I c,

I

where Ci
= a^ a^^ + a^g^2 +

It follows from this that every even power of a determinant is

a symmetrical determinant.
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3. We may also suppose the determinant to be symmetrical

with respect to the centre of the square formed by the elements of

the determinant.

Two cases arise, according as the determinant is of even or of

odd order.

First, if the order of the determinant is 2r, we may write it in

the form :

D = aj, 6i, Ci...mi. Til, z/j. Ati...7i, A, !

ttg, 62, C2...W2, 712, V.2, fl2"'y2, ^2, 0^2

ar, hr,
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Hence (iv. 7),

i) = ai + !... r?i -f 1^1 rir Vr " dr Oij

ar + OLj.... n^ -\-Vr Til 1^1 . . . tti !

But if the order of the determinant is 2r + 1, it may be written

in the form

Vi, V2... Vr, p, Vr ... -^2, V,

!, A ^1, ^i> ^1 ^1, Ctl

By proceeding exactly as in the former case, we can shew

that

D =
! + ! ... ni + Vi, Ui

ar + (Xr ... Wr+ ''r> ^r

Vr ... ar OLr

/li 1^1 ... ttj !

2Vi, ... 2v,., _p

So that when a determinant is symmetrical with respect to the

centre of the square formed by its elements, it reduces to the

product of two other determinants.

4. If in a determinant the conjugate elements are equal in

magnitude but opposite in sign, i.e. if

the determinant is called a skew determinant. If, moreover,

an = 0,

the determinant is called a skew symmetrical determinant.

5. It will be useful to notice the connexion between two

minors of these systems, such that the rows and columns sup-

pressed to obtain the one minor correspond to the columns and

rows suppressed to obtain the other. Two such minors may be

denoted by
P =

dpf, Ctpg
. . .

dqf, Ctqg

Q = afp, afq .,

dgp , dgq
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6, If the determinant is symmetrical,

i.e. if anc = ain,

clearly P = Q-

A special case of this is, that in a symmetrical determinant

for Aik is got by suppressing the ith. row and kth. column, while

Ajci is got by suppressing the kth row and ith. column, thus these

determinants are of the same nature as P and Q, and are therefore

equal. Thus the determinant of the reciprocal system is also

symmetrical. If A is the determinant of the system,

^"^ - A 4-/1
^^*^

But

da

dA
dan

da.

2A,

= ^u.

In a symmetrical determinant An and the like are still sym-

metrical determinants.

7. If in Art. 5

we see that

=
otpy, apg

aqf, ttqg

dik = -(lki,

afpy agp

-afq, -ayq

(-ly^Q.

m being the order of the minors. Thus if m is even

but if m is odd P = Q.

8. The calculation of skew determinants reduces to that of

skew symmetrical determinants, which we shall therefore now

consider. A skew symmetrical determinant of odd order vanishes,

for if we multiply each row by 1, since aik = aki, this changes
the rows into columns, which does not alter the value of the deter-

minant.

Hence, if n be its order,

and therefore ^ = if n is odd.
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The minor Ai^ differs from A^i by the sign of every element
;

hence

Ai,=(-ir-'A,i.

Thus A]ci = Ai]c if n is odd, but = Ai^ if n is even.

Thus the reciprocal system is skew if n is even, but sym-
metrical if n is odd.

An is a skew symmetrical determinant of order n 1, and

hence vanishes if n is even.

We have

dA A
,

. dajci

aaijc ctaijc

= Aijc Aki

= 2Ai]c if n is even

= if 7? is odd.

9. A skew symmetrical determinant of even order is a com-

plete square.

For if ^ =
i
ciik I

is the determinant, A^j^ vanishes because it is a skew symmetrical
determinant of odd order. Hence (vi. 6), if a^^ is the complement
of ai;k in ^11,

ctu, ciik =0, or auakj^^aij,^,

Otki, 0.kk

since 0Li]c
=

a]ci (Art. 8).

Now by (iv. 24) if we expand according to products of elements

in the first row and first column, since ^n =

A= ^.a^ttkl^iky

where i, k take the values 2, 3 . . . ?i
;

or ^ = Xa^i a^k '^olu OLkk

Thus A is the square of a linear function of the elements of a

row. Now an is a determinant of order n 2, which is even if n

is even. Thus a skew symmetrical determinant of order n will
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be the square of a rational function of its elements if one of

order ?i 2 is so. But when n = 2,

I

0, aii

I ^21,

Thus skew symmetrical determinants of orders 4, 6...2r are

squares of rational functions of their elements.

10. Since if n = 2 the square root contains one term, when
?i = 4 the square root will contain 3, when w = 6 it will contain

5 . 3 terms, and so on. Hence a skew symmetrical determinant of

even order n is the square of an aggregate of

1.3.5...(7i-l)

terms, each consisting of the product o{ \n elements of A.

In particular ay^a^i, ... an-m is a term oijA, for

n

(0^12^34 ^71 m)'
=

(~~ 1) tti2 0f34 <^7l 17l<^21 ^43 0^n?l !

11. This function ^A is of importance in analysis, and has

been called a Pfaffian by Prof Cayley on account of the use made
of it by Jacobi in his discussion of Pfaff's problem.

That value of \lA which contains ay^a^^ . . . an-m as first term

with positive sign will be denoted by

P=[l, 2...].

The remaining terms of P are got from the first term,

^12^34 ^n in>

by interchanging all the suffixes 2, 3 ... n in all possible ways, and

giving a sign corresponding to the number of inversions. Since

c^t*
=

(^'ki it is possible to effect the interchange in such a way that

all the terms are positive.

The Pfaffian changes sign on interchanging only two suffixes

i and k. For if we interchange i and k in the determinant, this

interchanges the ith and A;th rows as well as the ith. and kth columns,

thus the value of the determinant remains unchanged. If Pj is

the new value of P,
Pi^ = P\

Hence Pi=P.
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To determine which sign we are' to take, let us consider the aggre-

gate of terms aijcpiu which contain aik. Then pik only contains

terms whose suffixes are independent of i and k. The corre-

sponding aggregate for Pj is

which, in consequence of the relation a]ci
=

aik, proves that

p.=-p.

12. The minor an is also a skew symmetrical determinant.

We shall shew^ that

\/^ = (-iy[2, ... 1-1, 1 + 1, ... n\
or with 1 2 cyclical interchanges

\/(Xii
=

[l + 1, . . . 71, 2 ... 1 - 1].

Since dik^^^^u^kk,

it follows that the terms of the product 'Jan 'Jajck are either equal
to those of ai]c, or equal with opposite signs.

Now the product

(-iy+*[2...i-l, i + l...?i][2...A:-l, k+l...n]
and the determinant

Ctik
=

(^2,k-\ a.
2, k+1'

ai-1.2.
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13. Since we have shewn in Art. 9 that

JA =
ai.2 sja.^i + ai3 ^ja^ + . . . + a^n ^/(^nn,

it follows that

[1, 2...n]
= a,^[S...n] + a,,[4>...n, 2] + ... +ai[2 ... n- 1] ;

a relation which enables us to determine Pfaffians of order n from

those of order n 2.

Observe that after we have selected the suffix 1, the others are

written cyclically. Hence

[1,2] = a,,

[1, 2, 3, 4]
= ai234+ ^130^42 + 0^4^23

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
= a,, [3, 4, 5, 6] + a.^ [4, 5, 6, 2] + a,, [5, 6, 2, 3]

+ a,5[6, 2, 3, 4] + a,e[2,3, 4, 5]
^

Cli2 034^56 ~r ^12^36^64 i ^12^36^45

I <^13^45^62 "T" ^13^46^25 ~l~ ^^3^42^56

+ 0^14^56 tt23 "I ^14^52^36 "f" ^4^53^62

+ ai562a34 + 1563 0^42 + 015^640^

+ 0^62345 + 162453 + a^a.^a^.

In particular

0,

a,

-
c, g,

^>,
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hence Aij, = (- 1^+^ [1, 2 . . . 7i] {ik},

where {ik} is the Pfaffian got by omitting i and A; in [1, 2 ... n].

15. In a skew symmetrical determinant of odd order An is

a skew symmetrical determinant of even order, and is hence the

square of a Pfaffian
;

viz. Aii=[l ...i-1, ^ + 1 . . . nf,

^Au==(-iy-'[l...i-l, z + l...n]

=
[i + l ... n, 1 ...i-l].

Also, since ^ = 0,

Aik^^AiiAkk.

Hence Ai}c=[i+1 ... n, 1 ... i l][k -{-1 ... n, l...k l].

16. The result of bordering a skew symmetrical determinant

is also of interest. The result assumes different forms according
as the determinant which we border is of odd or even order.

Let the original skew symmetrical determinant be

A =
\aik\,

and let the bordered determinant be

i) = ttn a a

dip, Ctn, <Xi2j 05.13

CCiPi 0^21) <^22, 0^23

By Cauchy's theorem (iii. 24)

D = aapA - Xa.ai ak^Aij,.

Now, if A is of odd order it vanishes, and

Aik = [i-\-l ...n, 1 ...{-l][k-{-l ...n, l...A;-l];

hence, if we suppose that afnc
=

a/cp,

D =
l>aaiapic[i + 1 ...n, 1 ...il][k + 1 ... n, 1...A; 1]

= (ai[2, 8...n] + ...)(a^i[2, 3...^] + ...)

=:[a, 1, 2.../l][A 1, 2... 72],
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where in the Pfaffians such expressions as a^a, a^jc which do not

occur in the determinant are supposed to mean aai, ak^.

But if A is of even order,

.
D= a^^[l, 2 ... nf-^laaiapk(-iy'-'' {ik}[l, 2 ... n] (Art. 14)

=
[1, 2...n][a, A 1, 2...n].

17. We have hitherto treated of skew symmetrical deter-

minants : it is easy to reduce to these the calculation of skew

determinants. Namely, by Iv. 23

D' = D + l^auDi + lauajckBik + . . . + tta22 cinn,

where D is what D' becomes when all the diagonal elements vanish.

Di is what the coefficient of an in D' becomes when the diagonal

elements vanish
; Dik the coefficient of auUkk in D' with the elements

in the leading diagonal zeros, and so on.

If all the elements in the leading diagonal are equal to x we
can write this

B' = x"" + x^'-'tD., -h ^"-^XA + . . . + *-"* 2i), + . . .

where B^ is a minor of order m got by suppressing n m rows

and columns which meet in a diagonal element, the other diagonal
elements being put zero, and the summation extends to all m-ads

in n.

If m is odd, i),^ vanishes, and if m is even it is a complete

square.

Thus, the elements being skew,

I

*, i2 , ^^13 =af-{-x {a\, + ti-13 + a^^)

I 0^21 J Xy tt.23

^31' ^32) ^

I

X, ay,, arsy ciu
I

= ^ + 2
(a\2 + a'n + 'u + a"'23 + a''^ + w)

\ a.2i, X, a^, a~u -^(ai2a^ + ai.a^2 + au(^23y'

41, <-U2, 4:{>
^^

18. We can apply this last theorem to prove Euler's theorem

concerning the product of two numbers, each of which is the sum

of four squares. Namely, we have

s. D. 7
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a,
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Multiply these two equal determinants together by rows, and we

obtain :

A''= 0, li-,, lr> hn

\ 1-21 , U, 69;. ^2n

where

SO that ^..
= 0, ^,, + Z,,

= 0.

Thus ^1^ is represented as a skew symmetrical determinant.

It follows that A can be represented as a Pfaffian of the functions I.

If n = 4, for example,

dii ... Cti4
=

fci2^a4 + h;!^4-2 + ^14^23'

a.i ... a.

The sign is determined by making the sign of a single term in the

determinant and Pfaffian agree.

If, instead of interchanging columns, we interchanged rows, we

should get another independent representation of the determinant

as a Pfaffian.

20. A third class of determinants comprises those of the form

Z)=
I

ttj, as, a., ... an

(I2 , Ct-s , (l^ ... (In+i
'

ttj , a^, a,, ... an-1.2
'

^n ) ^^71+1 ) ^n+2 ^2711

where all the elements in a line at right angles to the leading

diagonal are the same. If the elements had been written with

double suffixes we should have had the relation

whenever p ^q = r-\- s.

Such determinants have been called orthosymmetrical. Their

most important property is that we can replace the elements by
differences of rtj.

72
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For if we operate on the rows as we did in Chap. ill. 5 (iv), and

put

A(/o- = a.X+1

A a..

Clx, &C.

... Aar

A-tti, A\i2, ... A^a,^

A'^-i^i, A''-'a ... A'^-iftn

Now repeat the same series of operations on the columns,

beginning at the last, then

D =
\

a Aai, ... A^-^ai
|

Atti, A^ai, ... A^ai

A^ai, A^ai, ...

A^-^ai, AX, ... A-'^-^ai

An important example of this class of determinants is that

where ajc is a function of k of the mth degree in k, whose highest

term has coefficient unity, so that the quantities ai, a^ ... form an

arithmetic series of the mi\\ order. If in = n \ all the elements

below the second diagonal vanish, while all those in it are equal

to {n 1) !, whence the value of the determinant is

n(n-\)

(-1)
=

{{n-\)r-

If Qii is less than n 1 the determinant vanishes.

21. The determinant of order I' + l,

tp^.y

where

mp, 7np+^, 77ip+.
... mj

(m + l)p, (m + l)p+i, (m + 1)^+2 {fn + l)p+r

(m + 2)p, (m + 2)p+,, (m + 2)^+2 ... (vi + 2)^+,.

(m + r)p, {m -f ?-)^+i, {m + r)^+2 (^^ + r)p^r

771 (m 1) ... {m p+1)
""'^^ 1.2. ..p

^

'

though not orthosymmetrical, is of a similar nature
;

let us call it

V' m.t)'
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Divide its first row by m, the second by ?m + 1, ... its (r + l)th

by m + r. Then multiply the first column by p, the second by

p + 1, ... the last by p + r. Then

(m-l)^_i, (7/1-1)^ (m-lY'/?+> 1

7?iP+/--1

I (w + ? - l)^_i , (m + r - 1)^ . . . (??i + r - l)^+,._i

or, if we multiply numerator and denominator of the fraction by

(r + 1)!,

^ _ (?M-r)r+i r^

Thus by giving to m and p different values we obtain the series

of equations

m\,p\
(m + r-l),

(p+r-l).
m2,p2

Jrt j7+l mp,

Now Fi_p is the value of the last determinant in ill. 5, when we
write m p for m and 1 for d. Hence its value is unity, which

gives, when we multiply the above equations together and cancel

like factors,

y ^ {m + rV+1 {m-\- r -\ \+^ . . . {m -[-r-p-\- l)r+i
''^'^

(p + rU,(p + r-lU,,..(r-^lU,

Another expression can be obtained for the determinant by

dividing the first row by nip, the second by (m + l)p, ... the last

by (in -\-r)p. Then multiply the first column by po, the second by

ip + 1 )i, the last by {p + r),. ;
the transformation gives

^ ^ nip (m + l)y (m + 2)^ . . . (m + 7%
"'

i>^(l>+lV(i^ + 2)^...(^ + 7%

A remarkable special case of the first form is when p = ly the

value of the determinant being {m + r)r+i, i.e. the last element in

its leading diagonal.
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22. If in the determinant of Art. 20

(^k+i
= KC-\-K + m)ni = -^ ,

1 . Z ... m
then if ni = n l, A^^~'^a-^

=
1, and we have

(c + 71 - !),,_ (c + n)n-^ . . . (c + 2n - 2)^_i
>

^ ^ V^
(c + ?i)_i , (c + ?i + 1 )n_i ... (c + 2?i - 1 )^_i

(c + 2n-2)n-i, {c + 2n-l)n_^ ... (c + 3?i-3)^_i ,

23. Another class of determinants consists of those of the

form

i) =
!

! , a2 ... ctn

CLji , Cli . . . Clni

1 a.2, a. ... !

where the element in the leading diagonal is always a-^, and the

rest of the row is filled up with a.,... an in cyclical order.

The peculiar property of this determinant is that it divides by

! + cioW + a;jft)- + . . . + a^""\
where o) is a root of the equation x*^ = 1.

For if J.1, A>i...An are the complements of the elements of

the first row of this determinant we have (iv. 11)

cwA^ + a-^Ao + ... + tinAn = D
a^A.^ + a.,A. + . . . + cinA-^ =

(1).

LhAn+ Ct.2^1 + + anAn-x =

Now consider the product

(tti + a^w + a^ft)- -f . . . + anOj'^-O (^i + ^2^0"' + A^w'^- + . . . + ^,,ft)-"+^).

The coefficient of o)*"^ is

-^iCijk + A2(ik^i + ... + An(-h\'

If ^ is equal to unity this is equal to D, by the first of equations

(1), but if A; is not unity it vanishes by one of the other equations.

Thus D divides by
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Hence

i> = (tti -h aa + . + COn) n (ttj + ttoCO + a3(o'-+ ... + anO)^~^),

where co is one of the roots of the equation a;*^ 1 = 0, unity

excepted.

24. Another elegant demonstration of the theorem of the

preceding article is the following. If Wj, oj., ^n ^^'^ the ?? roots

of unity, let

P = 1, Q)i, (Oi' ... ft)i^*~^

I 1, (Do, 0)2" 6)2""^

I 1, COn, (On^ ... Wn""^

Then if we write

tti 4- oft) + a-sco- + . . . + aa)"~^ = <^ (co),

and remember that o)^^ = 1
,

ft>l</>(&)l), ft)2(/)(ft>2)

0}i^<f){COl), (O.f (f) {oi.2)

=
P</) (&)i) (^ (o).,) ...</) (a),i),

whence Z) =
</> (a)i) <^ (w..,) ... (<w,i)-

25. Mr Glaisher has shewn that a determinant, such as that

in Art. 23, of order 2?i, can be expressed as a similar determinant

of order n. Namel}*

Oil > ^'2 ^'211
'

a2, a <^i

.0
1 ,
^ .1 . . . ^ ,j

^, ^1 ... An

A,, A, ... Ai

where

Ai = t/itti ttonf^j + ae^-^a-i ... a.,cun

A. = a.^a^ aoCiz -\- a^a-s ... chatyn

Jx
,
^=

ft^r 1^1 0^27. 2^2 ~^~ ^2r .3^3 Oij,i-(t^
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For the first determinant

= n
(ttj + ttaW + Choy + ... + a2nft)^"~0,

ft) being a 2?ith root of unity ;
and since for every root w there is a

root ft), this

= n (^1 + A^(D- + A.,w' + ... + ^,,ft)2-2),

which product is equal to the second determinant. For the 2??th

roots of unity being denoted hy 1, oy^, w. ... Wn-i, the nth.

roots of unity are 1, (i){% w^ ... ft)\_i.

For example, if n = 2,

a, b, c, d =\ A, B ^

d, a, b, c \ B, A
c, d, a, b

b, c, d, a

where A^a^-^-c"-- 2bd,

B =--d' + 2ac

and the value of the determinant is

a'-b'-\-c'-d'- 2a'c^ + 2b'd' - 4^a'bd + 4<b'ac - ^c'bd + Wac.

26. If in the determinant of Art. 23 we suppose

^" "
(^-1)!

^
{n + r-l)\^ (2n + r - 1)!

^ "

i) = e*n (ai + tir^di -h a3ft)2 + ... + a,,ft)'^-^)

= 6^11 e'-^

__
^a;(i4-t)i+(02+...+WH-i)

= 1.

27. Determinants whose elements are binomial coefficients

have been discussed with great minuteness by v. Zeipel, who has

given an immense number of theorems relating to this class of

determinants. One or two of these we shall now consider.
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The value of the determinant

lUk, n, ptn^, qni2 ... tiUk-i i

I

(7/^+l)fc,71+l, (^ + l)(//^ + l)i, (^-hl)(7?l + l),...(^+l)(m+]);fc_,
I

'

(^ + 2^, 71+2, (p+2)(77i+2X, (g+2)(m + 2),...(i+2)(m+2),_i
|

(7n+k)k,n-\-k, (p-\-k)(m+k\, {q-hk){m+k% ... (t-^k)(m +k)k-i \

is (m n) (m p l){in q 2) ... {m t k -\- 1).

We must first shew that the determinant vanishes when m is

equal to any one of the quantities

n, p + 1, q + 2 ... t-\-k-l.

First let m = u, then the determinant is

m/c, m, pmi, qm-i

(m + l)k, m +1, (P + 1)0^^ + l)i> (^ + 1)(^^^ + l>i

(m + k)k, in -\- k, {p { k) (m + k\, (q + k) (m + k)^ ...

If we subtract the second column, multiplied by p, from the third

we see that the determinant is independent of p. Do this, and

divide the first row by m, the second by m + 1, the third by
7?^ + 2 .,., then multiply the first column by k, the fourth by 2, the

fifth by 3 ..., then the determinant reduces to the product of

7n (m + l){m + 2) . . . (m + k)

l.2...k

and the determinant

{ni-l)k-j, 1, 0, q{f/i-l),, r(m-l)2

f'f^k-u 1, 1, (9 4-1)///!, (r+l)//i2

(nt-\-k-l)k^ 1, k, {q-{-k){m + k-l\, (r-]-k)(m-^k-l),...

Multiply the second column by q{m l)i, the third by

q{m-\\ + \ . m^,

and subtract their sum from the fourth column, and we get the

new determinant
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(m-l\_ ], 0, 0, r{m-l),

iUk-i, 1, 1, 0, (r + l)vu

(m + l).-!, 1, 2, 1, (r + 2)(m + l).

(m + k- l)k-i, ^, h, h, (r + k) {m -\-k-l%..

In this determinant multiply the second column by r{m 1)2, the

third by r{in-~l\-\-l.nu, the fourth by r (m l)o + 2 . 7/2i, and

subtract the sum of their elements so multiplied from the elements

of the fifth column, and proceed in a similar way with the altered

determinant. Finally we reduce the determinant to the product
of a finite number of factors and

k-\: 1, 0, ... 0,

1, 1, ... 0,

1, 2, 1 ... 0,

I (m + ^^-l)^-l, 1, K, tj ... h-'i, kk-.

In this determinant multiply the second column by (m l)k-i,

the third by (m l)k~o, the fourth by (m l)k-:i, &;c., and subtract

their sum from the elements of the first column; then each element

of the first column, and consequently the determinant vanishes.

Hence our determinant divides by m n. Similarly we can

shew that it divides by each of the other factors, hence it is

equal to

G(m, - n) (m-p- I) (m -q-2) ... {m - t - k + 1),

where C is independent of n, p, q ... t, because the determinant is

linear in each of these quantities.

To find the value of C put

n=p=q=.
then we get

Vlk 1, (m + lX,

2, 2(m + 2),.

3, 3(m + 3)i,

.
= ^ = 0;

(m+l)o_ ...

2 {m 4- 2)o . . .

3(7?i + 3), ...

k, k (m -f k\ , k{m-\-k% ...

^Cm{m-1) ...(m~k + l).
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But the determinant last written is equal to k\, as we see by

putting fZ = 1 in the last determinant of Jii. 5. Hence

C=l:

thus the theorem is proved.

28. The determinant

lUk, n, prih ... qnik-i, siiijc, ... uiiir-i

:(m+l)fc, n+\, {p + l){m^\\ ( + !)(?// + l),_i

: (m -h k\, n + ^, {p 4- k){m + k\ {u + k){}n + k),-x

(ni + r)jc, n-hr, (p + 7^){m + r\ (u + r)(ui + 7'),.-i

is equal to the product of

(A' + l)(7v+ 2)...r

and

vijc, n, piUi, ... qntk-,

{ni-{-l)k, n-\-l, {p + l){m-\-\h ... (7 + 1)(^'' + l)/fc-i
(1).

I {m-\-k)k, n-hk, (p -^ k) (m -\- k), ... (q + k) {m + k)k_i

That is to say, it is independent of the ? k quantities s, ... u.

To prove this, apply to the determinant the operations of in.

5 (iv). Then in place of any element P in the^'th row we nuist write

Then in the first column every element after the {k-\- l)th vanishes,

in each of the others every element below the leading diagonal

vanishes, while the element of the iih. column which is in the

leading diagonal is {i 1
).

Hence if we expand the determinant by Laplace's theorem,

according to minors of the first k colunms, it reduces to

{k + \)(k-\-2) ... r
^

iNjc, 11, p)tti ... qmic-i

I

mk-.,, 1, [p,No-h{f>t + 1)J ...

mk-,, 0, 2
(/// + !)

0, 0. 0,
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which proves the theorem. For the last determinant is the

result of operating, as in ill. 5 (iv), on the determinant (1). The
determinant (1) is known by Art. 27, and hence we know the

value of the new determinant.

29. Next let us consider

(m + l)jfc, (n + l)(m + l)rf, {p + I) {m -h l)d+, ...

0>^ + r)k, {n-\-r){iii + i%y {p + r) (ni, + r\i+, . . .

where k has any value from d to d + r 1 inclusive.

Divide the rows by

ma, {ui + l\i ... (yM + 1%

respectively, and multiply the columns by

k,_a, 1, (c^ + l)i, (rZ+2),...

Then our determinant is equal to

vid (m 4- l)d {ni + 2)rf . . . (m + r)a

um.(i+r-i

multiplied by the determinant

{)n,-d\-d, >?, p(m-d\
(ni~d+l\-a, n + 1, (p + l)(m- d-\-l), ...

(771 -d-^r)k-d, n-hr, (jy ^ r) (m - d + r\ ...

which by the preceding articles is equal to

(k-d + 1) (k -d+ 2) ... r (>M -d- n) (m -d-p-1)
(m-d-q-2)...

.(1)

(2),

being independent of the last (r
~ k + d) of the quantities ?i,

p ... IL

The determinant we started with is equal to the product of (1)

and (2).
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30. In the determinant of the last article let

n=2:)=... = it = ^, k = d=l;

then, if we multiply both sides by 2'', we obtain

I mi, 77li, 11U ... lllr

{m + \\, 3(m+l)i, 8(m + l)2 ... 3(m4-l),

(m-f 2)i, 5(m + 2)i, 5(m + 2), ... .5(m+2),

i (m + r)i, (2r+l)(w + ?-)j, (2?--f 1) (m + ?')2 ... (2?' + l)(m + r),.

= 2^m(m + 1) ... {in + ?).

Divide both sides by m{m + 1) ... {m 4- ?), and then multiply both

sides by r!, thus

1, 1, (m-l)j, ... {m- l),_i

1, 3, 37M ...3(>/0,_i =2.4.0... 2r.

1
1, 5, 5 (??i + l)i ... 5 (m -H l),._i

Hence, changing in 1 into m, if we write

^<;.
=

1, 1, 7/i], ?/io ... iti,.

^, 1, (m4-l)i, (m + 1). ... {m + l)r
|^

1, 1, (m + 2)i, (/M + 2X, ... (m + 2), T

we have by Wallis' theorem

Lin

when r, and therefore the order of the determinant, is infinite.

Lim. (2r+lX._, = |,



CHAPTER IX.

ON CUBIC DETERMINANTS AND DETERMINANTS WITH
MULTIPLE SUFFIXES.

1. Just as when li^ elements are given we can arrange them

in the form of a square, so when rv^ elements are given we can

arrange them in the form of a cube. Then we can indicate the

position of the elements by means of three suffixes. The elements

will lie in three sets of parallel planes ; supposing the cube

containing the elements to stand on a table with one face towards

us, we may for convenience call those planes parallel to the face

on which the cube rests strata, those parallel to the face in front

of us planes, and the perpendicular planes sections.

2. An element of such an array will be denoted by a^yjt,

where the suffixes mean that it stands in the ^th stratum,

jth plane, and kth. section.

The set of elements in the leading diagonal will be

^111 ^222 ^nnn

From this we can form a function analogous to a determinant, and

hence called a cubic determinant, by the following process.

From the leading term a-y^^a^^^ -- - <-hmn we form 7i\ terms by

writing for the series of third suffixes all possible permutations of

1, 2 ... n, giving to each of these terms a sign corresponding to

the class of the permutation. Then from each of the terms so

obtained we derive n\ new terms by writing for the series of

second suffixes all possible permutations of 1, 2 ... n, giving to

each new term, relatively to the term from which it is derived,
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the sign corresponding to the class of the permutation. The

sum of all these
{n!}'-^

terms is called a cubic determinant, and is

denoted by

or by I aijk \ {i j, k = l, 2, . . . n).

3. Just as an ordinary determinant can be represented as the

product of n alternate numbers, so a cubic determinant can be

represented as the product of n factors lineo-linear in two sets of

alternate units.

li Bi, 62 ... en', ei, 6-2 ... 6n are two independent sets of alternate

units, then the determinant of Art. 2 is equal to the product

n (a in ^1^1 + Cl{y,ie.2 + ... + aan^jen

(^
= 1, 2 ... n).

For if we consider any term of the product, it will vanish if it

contains two e's or two e's with the same suffix, i.e. if two a's with

like second or third suffix occur in the term, which ensures that

all terms which do not belong to the determinant vanish. Thus

every term which does not vanish contains some permutation of

the units ei, e, ... 6n and e^^eo ... en as a factor, and if the units

be brought to this order the sign of the term will be ( 1)^+";

where ^t is the number of inversions in the e's, i.e. in the second

suffixes of the term, and v the like number for the e's or third

suffixes. That is to say each term of the product is a term of

the determinant with its proper sign. Thus the determinant is

correctly represented by the product.

Just as an ordinary determinant is the product of linear

functions of the elements of a row, a cubic determinant is the

product of linear functions of the elements of a stratum.

By means of this representation we can deduce the properties
of cubic determinants.

4. The sign of the determinant is changed if we interchange
two planes or sections.

For interchanging two planes is the same thing as inter-
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changing two e's, and interchanging two sections the same as

interchanging two es. Either of these changes alters the sign of

every term, and therefore of the whole determiuant.

5. Interchanging two strata does not alter the sign of the

determinant.

For we can represent the determinant by either of the two

products

TT / ; (^
=

1, z ... ?n .

11 {Cn6i + 0^262 + ... + Cinn)

where bi^
= aajcj + ai^ke. + . . . + aink ^n

From the first form we see that the determinant, on inter-

changing two strata, suffers a change of sign as being the product
of alternate numbers belonging to the system e: from the second

we see that it also suffers independently a change of sign as being
the product of alternate numbers belonging to the system e.

Thus on interchanging two strata the determinant undergoes two

changes of sign, and hence remains unaltered.

6. A cubic determinant of order ii is the sum of 7il ordinary

determinants, each of order n.

For as in Art. 5

A = U (Ciiei + Ci^eo + . . . + Ci^e^)

where c^- has the same meaning as in Art. 5. Hence, by I. 19,

^ =
\Cik\.

Thus the cubic determinant is equal to an ordinary deter-

minant of the same order, whose elements are alternate numbers.

To split up this determinant into others with simple elements we
must take a partial column from each column of the determinant,

but if we take a partial column in the pth place from one column

we cannot take a partial column in the pth place from any other

column, for then ep would occur twice, and the corresponding
determinant must vanish. Hence each selection of partial

columns must be a permutation of 1, 2 ... n, there are nl such

selections, and as many determinants with simple elements.
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Thus A=t\aijik)\,

where the determinant on the right is an ordinary determinant
;

k is put in brackets to remind us that though it varies from one

column to another, in the same determinant it remains fixed.

This theorem is also an obvious consequence of Art. 2.

7. If in the preceding article we suppose all the first suffixes

to be the same, all the determinants on the right would become

alike, only their columns being permuted, and each determinant

would have the sign corresponding to that permutation, hence

suppressing the first suffixes altogether, the cubic determinant is

now equal to

(nl)\ajk\ (j,k = l,2...n).

This then is the value of the cubic determinant whose strata

consist of the determinant

repeated n times.

8. The product of two ordinary determinants, each of order n,

may be expressed as a cubic determinant of order n.

Let A =
\aik\

= A,A^...An,

B =
\bik\

= B^Bo ... Bn,

where Ai = aui + ai^e^ + . . . + ainCn,

Bi = 611^1 + 61262 4- ... + hinCn,

the systems of units e and being independent.

Then AB = YlAiBi

= n (a^i 61161^1 + anh^e^e.^ 4- . . . + anbine^en

+ (^iibiie^ei + 0^12612 2^2 + ... + ai^hine^en

+

+ din h\ ^n 61+ dinh^ 63+ . . . + ttf 6 j e Cn).

Now if djk
=

aijhii,,

the product on the right is the cubic determinant of the elements

Cijit-
Thus the theorem is proved.

S. D. 8
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By multiplying Ai and Bi together we avoided any inversion

of the A's and B's among themselves. If we allow for the conse-

quent changes of sign we can have as many such inversions as we

please, and so vary the form of the cubic determinant which

represents the product.

9. The product of a cubic determinant A, whose elements

are ap, and of an ordinary determinant B, whose elements are

bik, is expressible as a cubic determinant G, whose elements are

djki where

To prove this, we observe that

O = 11 \Ciiiiei + 1126162 + ... + Ciinien

1 Cr2i ^2 ^1 "T" C^22 ^2 ^2 H~ + Ci2n ^2 ^n

~r Cini^n&i + Cin26n2 + + Cinn^n^n)

= IT (aiuB^Bi + a^i2A^2 + . . + cbunBien

~r Oji2\ J^2 ^1 I 0!'i22 jD 2 ^2 I

+ );

where Bj h-^je^ + 62^-62 + ... + hnjen.

Now since the alternate numbers Bj follow the same laws as

units, this last product is a representation of the cubic determinant

A by means of the units e and B. Thus

G = A .e,...en.B^,..Bn

=^AB.

10. It is now an obvious step to construct functions analogous
to determinants by means of letters with more than three suffixes,

though when we take elements with more than three suffixes we

cease to be able to picture to ourselves their arrangement topo-

graphically as we can in the case of elements with one, two or

three suffixes. We can, however, conceive a set of elements with

p suffixes such as

nP in number, to be arranged in p sets of rectangular planes in

a space of p dimensions, and forming a rectangular parallelo-
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scheme of p dimensions. (Cf. Schlafli, Quarterly Jour. ii. p. 278.)

The elements which have all suffixes the same, except i, lie in

the same line, those which have all suffixes the same, with the

exception of i and j, lie in the same plane, ... those which have

only I in common lie in a rectangular paralleloscheme of
^^

1

dimensions.

The product of the elements

^11.. .1 0^22.. .2 ^nn...n

is called the leading term of the determinant of the j^th class,

which is formed by keeping the first suffixes unaltered, and writ-

ing for each set of the other suffixes all possible permutations of

1, 2 ... ^. To each term so obtained we give the sign corresponding
to the sum of the number of inversions in the p 1 sets of variable

suffixes.

The whole number of terms is {?i!}^~^

11. The determinant of the p\jh. class can be represented as a

product of linear factors of the elements which lie in the same

paralleloscheme oi p 1 dimensions.

ei, e^... en

Vu V2-"Vn

he p 1 sets of alternate units
;

it is plain from reasoning similar

to that in Art. 3, that the function

A =
Ill^aijk...iejk...vi

(where the sum is formed by giving to each of the suffixes j, k ...I

all values from 1 to 7Z,, and then forming the product of such sums

for the values 1, 2 ...n of i) is s. determinant of the pth class and
?ith order, such as we have defined in Art. 10.

12. This definition is strictly analogous to those for deter-

minants of the second and third class. A determinant of the

second class is the product of linear functions of the elements of a

row, one of the third class the product of n factors linear in the

elements of a stratum. Here the determinant of the pth. class is

the product of n factors linear in the elements of a parallelo-

scheme of p 1 dimensions.

82
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13. It is clear that by the interchange of any two suffixes,

except the first, the determinant changes sign. Also since the

factors of the determinant can be written as linear expressions of

each of the p 1 sets of alternate units, it follows that by the

interchange of two first suffixes the determinant undergoes ^ 1

independent changes of sign. Thus the determinant remains

unaltered or changes sign according as its class is odd or even.

14. We have kept the first suffixes in their natural order. It

is how^ever indifferent which set of suffixes is retained fixed. If

the class of the determinant is odd, it is perhaps more symmetrical

to keep the middle suffix unaltered
;
the determinant is however

not the same as before.

15. The product of a cubic determinant A, whose elements

are ap, and of an ordinary determinant B, whose elements are biky

can be represented as a determinant of the fourth class G, whose

elements djki
are given by

Cijkl
=

CLijkhl'

For A = 11 (ain i e^ 4- a^^ ei ^a + . . . + aim ^i On

+ ain 62 ^1 + )>

5 = n (6^1 77i + &i2^2 + . . + hnVn)'

Thus clearly

AB =
U{tcij,ieje,vi)

(in n ^ = 1, 2 ... 7^)

which proves the theorem.

16. The product of two cubic determinants A and B, whose

elements are aijk
and 6^^, both of order n, can be represented either

as a determinant of the fifth class, whose elements are

(^ipqrs
^^

aipqOiyg,

or as a determinant of the fourth class, whose elements are

given by
Cijkl

=
^apijbpki (p = 1, 2 . . . n) ;

the order of both determinants being n.

The first part of the theorem is proved as follows :

A = UXaipqpeq.

(In 2 p, q
= l, 2...n; in U ^ = l, 2...n.)
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B= Utbirsjrf^s-

(In S r, 5 = 1, 2...n; in U 2 = 1, 2...71.)

Thus AB= 112 aipqbirsepejrh

=
LL2^Cipqrsp^qJr'^s-

(In ^ p, q, r, s = 1, 2 ...n
;

in 11 i = 1, 2 . . . n.)

Which by definition proves the theorem.

For the second part of the theorem we have

C = UZcijkiej6kT)i'

Now the sum under the product sign

=
Xej {ciij^B, + aijoB.2 + . . . + aijnBn} (j

=
1, 2 . . . ?i),

where Bp = 6^ eirj^ + 6^1261 772 + +V ^1 "^h

+ bpoior]i + bp^e^Vi + . . + bp2n2Vn

+ ...

and if we write

xiiq
=

Cliiq6i + Cl{.2q6.2,
+ . . . + Clinq^a

the sum becomes

B,Ai, + ^2^12 + . . . + BnAin.

The product of this has to be taken for all values of i. It must

always be taken so that in each term we have the product

B1B2... Bn', for if two B's are repeated the term vanishes. The

value of this product is B.

The remaining factors in the term are

where p, (/
... r is a permutation of 1, 2 ... w. This is an ordinary

determinant of class 2. Comparing this with Art. 6, we see that

it is a term in the expansion of the cubic determinant ^ as a sum
of determinants of class 2. All these terms occur in our product.

Thus
C=A.B,

17. The following theorem regarding the product of two

determinants of any class can be proved by the preceding
methods.
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The product of two determinants of classes p and q, whose

elements are
a^-.. .^ and 6y-..jfc respectively, can be represented either

as a determinant of class jp + q 1, whose elements are

^ij...luv...s
^^

(^tj.,.l^iu...s>

or as a determinant of class p + q 2, whose elements are

Cj...luv...s
=

^CLij...l hu...s (l
= 1, 2 . . . ??),

all the determinants being of order n.

18. It is not difficult to see how the theorems with regard to

determinants of the second class (i.e. ordinary determinants) can

be extended to determinants of any other class. It is probable
that determinants of higher class possess many properties peculiar
to themselves, though as yet not many of these have been investi-

gated. The complement of any element of a determinant is a deter-

minant of the same class and next lower order. The extension of

Laplace's theorem would shew how a determinant of class p and

order n could be expanded in a series of products of pairs of deter-

minants of class p and orders m and ii m.

19. There is no difficulty in writing down the expansions of

determinants of any required class or order. The number of terms

however increases very rapidly.

The following are the expansions of determinants of the second

order, and classes 3 and 4 respectively :

5;(111)(222) = (111)(222)-(121)(212)+(122)(211)-(112)(221)
2 (1111) (2222) = (1111) (2222) -(1112) (2221) + (1212) (2121)

-
(1211) (2122) + (1122) (2211)

-
(1121) (2212)

+ (1221) (2112)
-
(1222) (2111),

while for the determinant of class 3 and order 3,

S (111) (222) (333) = (111) (222) (333)
-

(121) (212) (333)
-

(Ill) (232) (323) + (131) (212) (323)

+ (121) (232) (313)
-
(131) (222) (313)

-
(112) (221) (333) + (122) (211) (333)

+ (112) (231) (323)
-
(132) (211) (323)

-
(122) (231) (313) + (132) (221) (313)

-
(Ill) (223) (332) + (121) (213) (332)

+ (111) (233) (322)
-
(131) (213) (322)

-
(121) (233) (312) + (131) (223) (312)

+ (113) (221) (332)
-
(123) (211) (332)
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-
(113) (231) (322) + (133) (211) (322)

+ (123) (231) (312)
-
(133) (221) (312)

+ (112) (223) (331)
-
(122) (213) (331)

-
(112) (233) (321) + (132) (213) (321)

+ (122) (233) (311)
-

(132) (223) (311)
-
(113) (222) (331) + (123) (212) (331)

+ (113) (232) (321)
-
(133) (212) (321)

-
(123) (232) (311) + (133) (222) (31 1).

20. We shall conclude this chapter with the following general

theorems.

A determinant of any class, all of whose elements are equal to

a, except those in the leading diagonal which are equal to x, is

equal to {x -\- (n 1) a] (oo ay~^,

n being the order of the determinant.

We shall prove this for a cubic determinant, but the method is

perfectly general.
Z) = n {aei ei + aei 2 + . . .

+ ae.2i + ae.2.i+ ...

+ ... -hxeii + ...)

= n {aEE' -^(x-a) eiCi],

where E = 6^ + e2-\- ... + en, E' = j-\- 62+ ... + ,.

Hence, since E and E' are alternate numbers, any term in

which they occur more than once vanishes.

Hence D = {x- a)" -{-a(x- a)"-^ 1 {EEUeicek}

{k=l, 2...1-1, 1 + 1 ...n);

.-. n = {x- ay + na (x
-

a)"-^

=
{x ^{n-l)a}{x- a)"-i ;

for Eei . . . ei-iBi+i ... en = eiei ... ei-iCi+i ... Cn

=
( 1) 6x62 ... 6n\

and so E'e^ . . . i-i6i+i . . . n = (- l)*~^eie2 ... n.

The last theorem of iv. 25 can also be extended to determi-

nants of higher class. For a cubic determinant we may state it as

follows : If all the elements in the ith. stratum are equal to a^, with

the exception of that which lies in the leading diagonal, whose

value is Xi, then the value of the determinant is

f+y.arf(Xr)
with the notation given in iv. 25.



CHAPTER X.

DETERMINANTS OF INFINITE ORDER

1. If in the symbol aik we suppose the suffixes ^, k to assume

independently all positive and negative integral values, including

zero, we obtain a doubly infinite system of elements, which may
be arranged according to the scheme

. . .
ft_2, 2 ^2, 1 ^2, ^2, 1 ^2, 2

(X J 2 ^ 1 1 ^ 1 ^ 1 1 ^ 1 2

0^0, 2 05-0, _i tto, ^0, 1 ^0, 2

...Cli^_2 C^l, 1 ttj^o (Xj^i CZ.1^2

^2, 2 ^2, 1 ^2, ^2, 1 ^2, 2

Thus if we take a pair of rectangular axes, and measure ordinates

positively from left to right, and abscissae positively from above

downwards, the position of a^jk will be at the point (r, k).

2. Let
jp, q be positive integers, and suppose that

p + q = m;

then if i and k each range from p to q the determinant
\aijc\

is

of the mth order and its elements are in the same relative positions

as in the infinite array above indicated.

Let m increase indefinitely in such a way that p, q both be-

come indefinitely large: then the ultimate behaviour of
la^jtl is

analogous to that of an infinite series. It may become infinite
;

it may be indeterminate
;

it may converge. The case with which

we shall deal almost exclusively is that in which the determinant

converges to a definite limit, A, which is independent of the way
in which p, q become infinite. We may then, for simplicity,
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suppose that i, k each range from n to +7i, where n is an

integer which ultimately increases without limit. Thus A is

the limit of the sequence

^o> -^ij -^2> -^m

where Aq = ao,o and

An==\aik\ (ik=-n...+n).

The element ao,o rfiay be called the central element, and

the diagonal elements of the infinite determinant A.

Any diagonal element may be taken as the central element;

because if the notation is changed by writing

where X is any fixed positive or negative integer, the sequence
which in the new notation is ^o, B^, B^, etc. is simply one of the

sequences which may be chosen to specify A.

3. If, in A, any two rows or columns at a finite distance from

the centre are interchanged, the value of the new determinant is

A. For if we take n so large that An includes both the lines

which are interchanged, the sequence

-^m -^71+1} -^71+2 >

becomes -An, -An+i, -^+o,...

the limit of which is ^.

In the same manner it can be proved that if two rows or

columns are identical or proportional, ^ =
;

that if all the

elements of a row or column are multiplied by k, the value of

the new determinant is kA
;

that columns and rows may be

interchanged, keeping the diagonal elements in their places;

and so on.

4. The system of duads (i, k) may be associated with another

system of duads (X, /a), in which X, //, independently assume the

positive integral values 1, 2, 3, etc. The simplest way of doing
this is to put

\ = 2i if i is positive,

= 2i + 1 if i is zero or negative
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and in like manner for /a with respect to k. This correspondence
is reversible

; namely, if X is even, the corresponding value of i

is ^X, and if X is odd, z = ^(\ - 1); with a similar rule for
yu,

and k.

If, now, we write a^vt
=

^a^, we can form a new array

t^21 ^22 ^23

^31 ^32 ^33

and derive from this a sequence

5i, ^2, ... Bn, ...

where Bn = \hnn\- This is convergent, and its limit is A
;
in fact,

Bm-\-i
= ^n and B^n is a first minor of J.^ which converges to the

same limit as An itself

Accordingly it is sufficient to consider infinite determinants

associated with an array of the second type indicated. It will

be convenient to write

\a^o.\
= A

to express that A is the value of the infinite determinant which

is the limit of \ann\ when the positive integer n increases without

limit.

5. An infinite determinant is said to be normal if the product
of the diagonal elements is absolutely convergent, and the sum of

all the other elements is absolutely convergent. With the help
of Kronecker's symbol hik, these conditions are expressed by the

single enunciation that the double sum
00 00

1 1

is absolutely convergent.

Every normal determinant is convergent.

To prove this, we write

(^ik Oik = ^iky

and denote the absolute value of bik by ^ik. Putting
_ i=n k=np=n {1+2 /34,

t=l k=\
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the product P^ is absolutely convergent when n increases without

limit, and _ _
Lt (Pn+p P71)

=
n=oo

for all positive integral values of
j9.

If, now, An = |nn!

and An+p is the analogous determinant with p more rows and

columns, the difference (An+p An) can be expanded in terms

of the quantities buc. Changing each term into its absolute

value and prefixing the positive sign, we obtain part of the

expansion of (Pn+p Pn)- Consequently

mod (An+p
- An) < Pn+p

" ^n,

and its limit is zero when ?i = x . It follows that |a^^,| is con-

vergent.

6. In a normal determinant A let the element aik be replaced

by unity and all the other elements of the ith row and A;th column

by zero. The result is a normal determinant which may be denoted

by Aik and called a first minor of -4. If we put

we have
k=oc

A =
aiiCiii + ai22i. + . . .

= 2 aikOik:
k = l

1=00

and A = a,k^,k + cujca^k + . . .
= 1 ctikonk.

The truth of these formulae is almost self-evident. Let us

take the auxiliary determinant \ann\ where n>i\ then

\(^nn\
= f^uOu + ar2i'2 + . "h ain^in>

where du, etc. are first minors. Hence

k= oo k= n A; = oo

2 CtikOLik \ann\
= S Ctik {^ik ^ik) + S aikdik'

k= \ A;= l k = n+\

Now let n increase indefinitely : then the first sum on the

right vanishes because each factor {aik oiik) becomes infinitesimal

k=n
and S aik converges; while the second sum vanishes because

k=\
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the sequence a^^ (A;
= /i -f 1, n + 2, ...) has an upper limit, and

A=oo

S Uik ultimately vanishes. Therefore
k=n+l

k=<x>

X aiicai,^
= Lt \anti\

= ^
;

k= l n=co

and the other formula may be proved in a similar manner.

7. The notion of a minor of a normal determinant may be

extended as follows. Let

Pi, i?2, '" Pr

q q^, ... qr

be any two sets of positive integers, those in each set being all

different. In the ^^th row and ^^th column of the normal deter-

minant \a^^\ replace the element a^.^. by unity and every other

element by zero. After doing this for the values 1, 2, ... r of i

the original determinant has been transformed into another,

likewise normal, which we shall denote by

% P2 --'Pr'

.qi q2 ... qf

This is an rth minor of \a^J^ and is complementary to the finite

minor

Kigjl (ij = l,2, ...r).

If in the determinant \a^^\ we simply omit the rows and

columns specified by pi ... pr and qi ... qr respectively the new

determinant is the minor above defined multiplied by the factor

(- I)'*, where yu,
= S (pi + qi).

If f, g, ... I is a permutation of 1, 2, ... r containing X in-

versions

'Pf Pg

.qf qg...qiJ
' '

\q^ q^^-.q,

8. From the first two rows of a normal determinant \a^^\ we
can derive an aggregate of determinants ahk defined by

(^2h <^2Jfc

(^hk
=

where h, k are any two positive integers such that h < k. These
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finite minors of the second order may be arranged as follows in a

linear progression :

"12 '^13 U 0^23 15 24 16

the rule being that a^ precedes a^,, if h -^ k < I + m, or if h + k = I + m
and h<l. With this notation

(1

2\

^' ^j
(h,k = l,2,S,...\

the terms on the right being arranged according to the rule just

explained.

To prove this we take the expansion

\ann\
= ^CLrsA,s (r, 5=1, 2, ...?l)

where S^ = ^a^kAhk {h + k<n-\- 1),

and consider what happens when n increases indefinitely. Ulti-

mately the typical term of S^ converges to

1, 2^

O-hk
[h, k)

and since all values of h, k are included for which h + k<n + l

Si itself converges to

^'"*Ch.t)
(''.^

= 1.2,3,...)

as above defined, provided that, before going to the limit, the

terms of Si are properly arranged.

The limit of Sc, is zero, because if we write it

S2 = XcLlmAitn

the absolute values of the quantities Aim have an upper limit,

and 2a;rn ultimately vanishes. Finally, |a| converges to A, the

value of \a^J.

In a similar way, by selecting minors from the first two

columns of ^, we obtain the expansion

dhi cth2
I

/h, k\

dki CLk2 U, 2/
ki = S
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9. In a similar way it may be proved that if Pi, p^, ---Pr is

any fixed selection of 7- different whole numbers, arranged in

ascending order,

^ -
l^cou,!

-
^^ipq)

[
),

</ V^i ) ^2 > ^r/

where on the right hand a(pq) denotes the finite minor

and qi, q2,...qr is any selection of r different whole numbers

arranged in ascending order. It must be borne in mind that

A is normal, and that the sets (^i, q2, ...
q.,)

must be arranged in

linear order by a suitable rule. The summation includes all the

selections
5'i, ^2) 9'y.

There is a corresponding expansion with ^1,^2, ^r a fixed

selection, and^i,^2> ...pr a variable selection.

10. The product of two normal determinants A, B may be

expressed as a normal determinant by a method precisely analogous
to that used for finite determinants. Thus, if

A =
\a^^l B=%^\, G=\c^J\,

where

Cik
= u6a;i + cihhi + . . .

= taishs {s
= 1, 2, 3, . . .),

s

then C is a normal determinant and its value is AB.

To prove that G is normal, write

<^ik'=^ik-^ (^'ik, ^ik= ^ik -^ ^'ik, Cijc
=

Sijc + c'
ijc',

then c'ik
= a'ik + h'nc + ^a'is^'ks,

s

and therefore

S
|c',,| <2 |a;-,| + t \h'i^\ + S \a\,h'jcs\ {hks = l, 2, 3, ...).

Hence, A, B being normal, Sjc'^jtl is convergent, and therefore C
is normal.

Again, AB = Lt \ann\\Kn\
=

^^\ynn\,

where

yik
= anhi + tti^h^ + . . + ctm^to (^, A; = 1, 2, 3, . . . n),

and it can be proved that Lt |7nn|
= G.
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To do this, write

= Xaitbu (^
= ?i+ 1, 71 + 2, ...),

t

then \Cnn\=hnn + rnn\

=
|7n7i| + niCn + noCi2 + ... + r^nCm^

where 0^, Cja, ... G-^n are first minors of \Cnn\' Now these first

minors are all finite determinants, and a positive quantity R
can be assigned which is greater than the greatest of their

absolute values. Consequently, if
pi]^

denotes the absolute value

of n-jfc,

mod {|Cnn|
-

\^nn\\ ^ R (pn + pi2 + - - + Rm),

which ultimately vanishes when ?i = oo . Therefore

Lt \Cnn\= Lt \ynn\=^^\ctnn\\Kn\=^B,
n=aa n=QO

which proves the theorem.

As in the case of finite determinants the product AB may be

constructed in four different ways (v. 4).

11. There is a class of infinite determinants, which we shall

call semi-normal, defined as follows. Let

[y^, 2/2> 2/3,

be a series of quantities such that

1 yr

is absolutely convergent. Suppose also that

A =
\a^J^, B=\h^^\,

where hi]^
=

an^.

Then if A is normal, B is also normal: but it may happen
that B is normal when A is not. In this case A is said to be

semi-normal, and the system (x,., y^) may be called a reducent of A.

Clearly if one reducent exists, there will be any number of them.

Since \bnn\
=

Pn\an7i\,

where P^ is the product of the first n factors of P^,, and since
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when n is infinite \hnn\ and Pn converge to the limits B and P^ it

follows that A is convergent, and that

A = P^-'B.

12. Under certain conditions the product of two semi-normals

may be expressed as a semi-normal.

Let A =
\a^^\, B=\h^^\

be two semi-normals with the respective reducents

iX-^

X2 so^ , . . \Zi Z2 z^ ...

Vi 2/2 2/3 K ^2 ^3 ..

then if the product

1 ^r

is absolutely convergent,

AB^G=\c^^\,
where Cijc

= Xai^bkh (A = 1, 2, 3, . . .),

and is a semi-normal determinant of which

I Jb-y i/zo Jl/o

\U^ U2 U2 ...

is a reducent.

To prove this, let us write

ccik zr^iki ^ik = ~^ik, yik ^ ciih^hk ;

yk Uk 1

then c, = S^ ,, "^ A, = ^^yA ^^^^^^

and therefore mod Cik < //.
mod

( 7^-^
)

,

where fju
is the upper limit of the quantities mod (yhl^h)- This

upper limit exists, and is finite, because

1 Zh Xh Uh 2h

all the products on the right-hand being absolutely convergent.

Thus the series Cijc is absolutely convergent.

Again if we put

^ik = ^%k + 'ifc> ^ik ^ik + ^'iky
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where 8ik, as usual, is Kronecker's symbol,

^ _ '^iyi /'l ,
' I/O' ^S^i yh' R' \

Cii
= 1 + a ii + /:? u + 2, a ihP hi ,

^iZi V h Vi zji }

and hence the product Yica is absolutely convergent, and so also

Ui

Finally the series

is II Cii.

Ui

i, A: Uk Zh

is absolutely convergent, because '^oLih^hk is so and yhlzh has a

finite upper limit. The theorem stated has therefore been

proved.

In the same way it can be shewn that if Ucc^Zh is absolutely

convergent

I

^WOJ
I

^OJW
I

^
1

^CJU) I >

where \d^J is a semi-normal with elements dfefined by

dik
= ^aihb/ch,

h

and a reducent

III } ^2 , U^

Moreover, in these enunciations, x and y can be interchanged, and

also z and u.

s. D.



CHAPTER XI.

APPLICATIONS TO THE THEORY OF EQUATIONS AND
OF ELIMINATION.

1. The solution of a system of linear equations has already
been partially considered (p. 26) ;

we shall now proceed to discuss

the general problem. Let us take the m homogeneous equations

^21*^1 I ^22*^2 r ~r d^n^n ^^ ^

the question is to find all the values of the unknown quantities Xi

which satisfy these relations.

The nature of the solution is essentially connected with the

matrix (a^^), which we shall denote by A. It follows from the

partial investigation above referred to that if n = m-\-l and A is

of rank m, the ratios of ^i, ^2, ^n are determinate: in fact

where A^, A^, ...An are determinants of the ?zth order derived

from A by suppressing one column. If, however, the rank of A
is less than m, the determinants Ai all vanish, and the values of

Xt^: x^: ... : Xn apparently become indeterminate : the process of

p. 26 is in fact illegitimate, because the derived system is not

equivalent to the given one. We shall see presently that if r is

the rank of A, and m <n, the complete solution will involve 71 r

independent parameters, while if m'^n, the only solution is

x^ = X2= ... = Xn = unless r <n, in which case there is a solution

involving n r parameters.
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2. Suppose, in the first place, that m = n, and that \ann\ is

not zero. Let the reciprocal of \ann\ be |a,m|, and write

Ui = ^ancCCk, (k=l, 2, . . . n).

Then we have identically

k J,k K

and hence |a,J Xi^= 0,
K

or, since \ann\ does not vanish,

i/zj X/2
*~" -"

*^/i, v/

This, then, is the only solution when \ann\ is different from

zero.

Conversely if the equations Ui = () can be satisfied by values

of a?!, iPg, ... Xn which are not all zero, the determinant |a| must

vanish. This determinant is called the resultant (or eliminant)

of the n equations Ui = 0: or again the determinant of the n linear

forms Ui.

3. Next suppose that m < n. Without loss of generality we

may assume that |a^| does not vanish : let this determinant be

called Ar and let its reciprocal be |a^|. Then as in last article

=rt

a,iyr,+ a2iU2+ ... +(XriUr=ArXi+ 2 Ci^s^s, (i
=

1, 2, . . . r),
s=r+l

where Ci^g is a minor of A of order r, which may or may not

vanish. Hence instead of the system u^ = u^= ... = Uj.
= we have

the derived system
n

ArXi = - S CusXs, {i =1, 2, . . . r),
r+1

which is equivalent to it because |arr|
= ^/"~S which is different

from zero.

Hence we obtain x-^, x^, ... Xr as definite linear functions of the

{n r) quantities Xr+\, ^r+2. ...^n^ it niay of course happen that

some, or even all, of the coefficients Cig vanish. In any case, we

have found a complete solution of

1^1
= 0, u-i O, ... Ur = 0,

with (n r) independent parameters 57^+1, ... a?. Now let A^+t^

92
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be the vanishing determinant \ar+i^r+i\ and
|/3r+i,r+i| its reciprocal

in which ^r+i,r+i
= A^, s. quantity different from zero. Then we

have an identity

because if the expression on the left is arranged as a linear

function of x^, oo^, ... oc^ every coefficient vanishes as being a minor

of A which is of order (r +1). Hence every solution of the system

Ui = Uci
= ... =Ur = will also satisfy Ur+i = : and in the same way

it will satisfy Us = for s r + 2, r + 3, ... 7n. Thus we have

actually obtained the most general solution of the given system
of 771 equations in a form which leaves (n r) of the unknown

quantities arbitrary. It may happen that some one or more of

the quantities w-^, ... a)r is definitely zero. For instance, the

solution of

X + y 2z = 0,

2x + y-2z = 0,

\^ x Q, y= 2X, z=\, with \ arbitrary.

4. Next let m > n, so that the given system is redundant.

Then if r=n the only solution is ^^ = 0, because without loss of

generality we may suppose that \ann\ is different from zero, and

then the first n equations give Xi = 0. If r < n, we may suppose
that \arr\ is not zero, and proceed as in last article : we thus again
find a general solution in which {n r) of the unknown quantities

remain arbitrary.

5. Having given m linear homogeneous functions Ui of n

independent variables x-y, x^, ... x^^, it is important to know how

many independent identities exist of the form

with constant coefficients X^.

Equating to zero the coefficients of x^, x^, ... Xn on the left hand

we have

^11^1 + flgiXg + ... + (lmi\n 0,

0,12^1 "f ^^22^2 + . . . + Cim2^m = t),

Cf'in^i + CLm^2 + . . . + Ctmn\n = ^-
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This is a system with the matrix {amn)\ the rank of which is the

same as that of {amn)- Consequently if r is not less than the

smaller of the numbers m, w, the system will have only a zero

solution and the forms ui will be independent : while if r is below

this limit there will be (m r) linear relations Li (u) = from

which all others can be derived in the form

l.CiLi(u) = 0, (^
= l, 2, ... m-rl

with arbitrary coefficients Ci.

6. A non-homogeneous system

Ui-{-Ci = 0, (i
= l, 2, ... m),

where Ci is a constant, may be reduced to a homogeneous one by

putting

it should be noticed that for particular values of the arbitrary

parameters contained in the solution Xi may become infinite or

indeterminate.

7. Suppose that we have two sets of variables x^, x^, ... x^

and y\,yi, ... ijn connected by the relations

yi
= lai^X),, (i, k=l,2, ... 7i\

k

the coefficients ciik being constant, and |an| different from zero.

From these equations we can deduce an equivalent set

Xi^tUikyk.
k

If we substitute in the first set of equations the value of xi given

by the second set we obtain n linear equations in y^, y^, ... yn
which must be identities, if, as we suppose, the variables

Xi, X2, ... Xf^

are independent. Hence

k

and in the same way by substituting from the first set of equations
in the second

Xatkajcj
=

^j.
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Consequently

(ann) {ann)
= i^nn) (<^7m)

=
[1],

| | | ^nn|
= 1-

If we denote the matrix {ann) by A, and write E for the

matrix [1], then the matrix (ann) is conveniently denoted by A-^ :

thus

AA-^ = A-'A=E.

This notation is consistent with the ordinary laws of indices
;
and

we may express the relation between the sets (xi, oc^, ^n) and

(2/i> 2/2, 2/n) in either of the symbolical forms

{y) = A(a^), {x) = A-^(y).

These relations constitute what is called a linear substitution
;

thus in analytical geometry when we change from one set of co-

ordinates to another of the same type, this is effected by means of

a linear transformation.

8. If there are three sets of n variables (), (y), (z) such that

{y) = A(.x), (z) = B(y),

then it is found by direct elimination of y^, y^, ... y^ that

{z)
= BA {x), X = (BA)-^ {z)

= A-^B-^ (z),

the products BA, A-^B'^ being defined as in v. 2 (p. 50). This

theorem may obviously be generalised.

Let u (x) be the linear form defined by

u{x) = ^^kXk, {k=l, 2, ... n),

then by the substitution (x)
= A (y) this is converted into

V (y)
= Xvkyk,

where Vk = ^i(^ik + ^2Ct2k + '- + Sndnk,

so that {7})
= A'{^),

where A' is the conjugate of A (p. 49).

Thus the simultaneous substitutions {x)
= A (y), (rj)

= A' (f)

transform ^^{Xi into Xrjiyi. The variables f^ are said to be

contragredient to the variables Xi. Variables transformed by the

same substitution are said to be cogredient.
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9. Let there be n linear forms Ui (x) defined by

k

and let them be transformed into linear forms Vi (y) by the sub-

stitution 00=: A (y). Then

Vi(y)
= lqikyk,

where qik
=

Xptrark,
r

and consequently | qnn
=

I Pnn \ |
ctnn

I

Thus the determinant of the system of forms reproduces itself

multiplied by |a|, which is called the modulus of the trans-

formation. This is what might have been expected : for if

|j9,^^|
= the quantities Ui(x) are not independent: and when

this is so, the quantities vi (y) are not independent either, so that

Given any system of forms Fi{x-^, x^, ... Xn) the substitution

{x) = A{y) converts them into forms Gi{y^, 2/2, 2/n). If a

function of the new coefficients is identically equal to the same

function of the old coefficients multiplied by a power of the

modulus of transformation, we have what is called an invariant

of the system of forms. It has been proved, then, that the

eliminant of a system of n linear forms in n variables is an

invariant.

It follows from Arts. 1 5 of this chapter, as well as from

VII. 8, 9, that the rank of \qnn\ is the same as that of |j9n|.

10. In Art. 2 we have the first example of the process of

elimination
; namely, we have found a condition, independent of the

variables, which must hold if a certain given number of equations
are to exist between these variables. When r homogeneous equa-
tions hold between r variable quantities, (or what is the same

thing, r non-homogeneous equations between r1 quantities), it

is always possible to establish an equation R between the co-

efficients of these equations alone. Then R is called the resultant

or eliminant of the system of equations.
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When the equations are two in number the most direct process
is Sylvester's dialytic method. Let the two equations be

= ao -{ a^x + a^oc^ +...-{- arrcoj"^ ]
. .

=
bo + b,x + boX^-\- ...-{- bnO)'' J

If we multiply the first equation by 1, ^r, ^^ . _ ^-i we get n 1 new

equations, and from the second by multiplying by 1, w, x'^ ... x^~^

we get m 1 new equations, viz. we have now the system

=
tto + a^x + a^^x^ + . . .

=
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If we change y and z into yt and zt respectively, the value of

R is now

Observe that the separate elements and therefore each term of i^'

is multiplied by a power of t equal to the complement of the suffix.

Now, multiply the first n rows by

v'-\ p-2 ... f, 1,

and the last m by
t'^-\ t
m\ im2

.. t, 1.

Then R is multiplied by a power of t, whose exponent is

m (m 1) n (n 1)

But now the first column of R divides by ^+"-J, the second by
^m+n-2^ and so on. Thus R -i- R is equal to a power of t whose

exponent is

(m + n) (m -\- n 1) m(m 1) 7i(n l) = mn.

Thus every term in R must divide by t'^'\ which proves the

theorem. Functions, such that the sum of the suffixes, or of their

complements, of the elements in each term is constant, are some-

times called isobaric, and the constant suni is called the weight.

12. We may consider the question in another way.

If
(f) (x)

= 6o + biX + 62^- + . . . + b,iX^^

= bn{00-^,){x-^,)...(x-^n) (1)

is an equation whose roots are /3i, ^^ Ai, the function

f(x) = u = ao + a^x + ac,a? + . . . + a^A-'"' (2)

has n values corresponding to the different values of a; given by (1).

These n values are the roots of an equation of the wth degree,

which we now proceed to find. Multiply the equations (1) and (2)
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by the same powers of x as in Art. 9, and we have the m + n

equations

=
a^ u + a^x + a^x'^ + ...

=
(tto u)x-{- a^x' + ...

=
{ao u)x^+...

0= bo + b,x-\-b^x''+ ...

0= boX + b,x^ + ...

0=

Eliminating between these the quantities

we get

tto
-

u, aj

ao-u

^0, b.

= 0,

an equation of the ??th degree to find u, the roots of which are

/(A), /(/32),.../(A.).

The product of the roots being equal to the constant term,

(- 1)" 6:r/(/9o/(A) . . . f{0) = (- 1) R,

where R has the meaning in Art. 10. Thus

ii = 6;r/(A)/(A).../(/8).

In the same way we may shew that

B = (- 1)""' (C) 4> (.) <t> (.) </>()

if ! ... Urn are the roots of (2).

This result shews that the value of R obtained in Art. 10

does not involve any irrelevant factor
;
for clearly

</) (ai) </> (ota) ... </)(/)

is the simplest rational symmetric function of both sets of roots

which vanishes when the equations have a root in common.
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13. If the two functions
</>
and / of the preceding article are

a function and its differential coefficient, then R is called the dis-

criminant of the function, and its vanishing is the condition that

the function should have equal roots. If

f {x) = ao + a-i^x -{ a^x^ + . . . + anX'^

=
a,, (^

-
tti) (^

-
as) ... (^-a)

f {x)= ai -f 2a2^ + . . . 4- nanX'^~^,

!, 2a2, Sag ...

!, 2a2 ...

./'(..)

(Iq, Cli,

ao, a, ...

having w rows of the first, and ?i 1 of the second kind.

If we multiply the last row by n, and subtract it from the ?ith,

this becomes

... 0, nao, (n 1 )!,... a_i, 0.

Thus the determinant reduces into the product of a by a

determinant of order 2fi 2, which we shall call A.

Also /'(ai)= an (a^
-

a.,) (a^
-

a,) . . . (a,
-

ctn)

f
'

(2) = (^2
- aO an (a2

-
0(3) . . . (^2

-O
f (a) = (ofn

-
cti) (a,,

-
org) (

-
a^) ;

where f (! ... a,i) means the product of the squares of the differ-

ences of all the roots. Thus

A = (-l)
-^

ar'?(c<i, ....).

14. The artifice used in eliminating x between two equations

may sometimes be employed for the case of more equations than

two, as in the following examples due to Cayley.

Let x-\-y + z = 0, x^ = a, y''
=

h, z'' = c;
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multiply the first equation by 1, yz, zx, xy, and reduce by means

of the other three, then we get

x-\-y + =

xyz + cy-\- bz =

xyz {- ex ^az =

xyz + bx-\-ay =0,

whence, eliminating xyz, x, y, z, we get

., 1, 1, 1 =0.

1, ., c, h

1, c, ., a

1, h, a, .

Or if we multiply the equation by x, y, z, xyz, and eliminate

1, yz, zx, xy, we get

., a, b, c =0.

a, ., 1, 1

b, I, ., 1

c, I, I, .

Again, if we are given the equations

x-\- y + z = 0, x^ = a, y'"^ b, ^^ = c,

if we multiply the first equation by

X, y, z, y^z"^, z'^x^, x'^y^, x^yz, y'^zx, z'^xy,

and reduce by the last three we can eliminate

x'^, y^, z'^, yz, zx, xy, xy'^z^, yz^x^, zx'^y'^

between the resulting equations, giving

0.

Other forms of the resultant can also be obtained.
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15. The resultant of two equations has been obtained in a

compact form by Bezout. Let the equations be

/ = rto^''^ + a^x"^-^ + . . . + a, = 0,

(j)
= hox'' + h,x''-^ + . . . + 6,, =0,

and suppose m ^ n.

Write

<^Q= ho,(f)^
= hoX -f 6i, 4)0= boX'+ biX+b^, ...(j)r

= hoX''+b^x''-^-\-...-\-br

and form the combinations

=
X^'-^'fr (6,+a^^-^-^ + . . . + bn)

-
Cpr (ar+^X'^-''-' +... + am)

= Sc^^~\ (5
= 1, 2, 3, ... m),

s

for r = 0, 1
,
2 . . . (?i 1). If /= and

</>

= have a common root

the m equations

Xo = 0, X,=0, ... X_,=0, </)
= 0, r</)

= 0, ... a^^-'^-i<^
=

0,

can be simultaneously satisfied, and hence eliminating

X y LVy '^
>

(^

dialytically

Q, 1;

c
1,1)
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When m ==
n, the determinant is symmetrical, and each of its

elements is expressible as a sum of quantities of the type

(ciibj ajbi).

If in this symmetrical determinant of order m, we put

On+i = On-\-2
= " t>m = ^h

the resulting expression is the product of a^'" by the resultant

of /and cj)
as they are given at the beginning of this article.

16. We shall now prove that if Bezout's determinant is of

rank r, the polynomials /, cf)
have a highest common factor H of

degree (m r). For the sake of a uniform notation, let

y m n+1
= ^

J 'Y'inn+2
= -^15 'y m = -^ w i >

^}ri
=

XpikX^-'', {k = 1,2, ... m),

so that the resultant is

Let Xi, A^, ... \m be constants, t any whole number not greater

than m : then if we write

>lr - Xl^/^l 4- Xa^/r^ + . . . + X^"f^ = (7o + C^i + + Cm-i """',

the conditions

^m 1
^^ ^m 2

=
. .
= ^mt ^^ ^

form a deficient system of linear equations in Xj, Xg, ... X^. This

system always has a solution in which the quantities X^ are not

all zero (Art. 3). For such values the degree of "^ is less than

m t. Now ^ can be expressed in the form AfB(f) where A, B
are polynomials, so that "^ is divisible by H. The degree of H
cannot exceed m : let it be m

/i.
Then by putting t = fjL,we infer

that from the equations

the other equations Co = Cj = . . .
=

(7,^i_^_i
= necessarily follow:

in other words the system

Oo = Ci = . . .
= C^_i =

does not contain more than fi independent equations. But the

actual number of independent relations is precisely r: consequently

and the degree of H cannot exceed m r.
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The general values (Xi, X2, \n) which make "^ identically

zero can be expressed as linear homogeneous functions of (m r)

arbitrary parameters. Now in the identity '^ = AfB(f> the

value of B is

(Xi + X2^ + ... +X,
.mn

of which the degree is w 1. Equating to zero the coefficients of

.. Xr-\-2 ^r+i

we get a system of (m r 1) linear equations which determine

the ratios of the (m r) parameters : substituting these in A and

B we get an identity

^y- '</,= 0,

in which the degree of B' does not exceed r. Since
B'(j)

is

divisible hyf, it follows that/*, <^ have a common divisor of degree
not less than m r. We have already seen that the degree of H
cannot exceed m r: therefore its degree is exactly m r, as

stated. In fact H ^fjB' = (fijA'.

A numerical example will illustrate the argument. Let

/=^ + a:3_^2a7=^4-;r + l,

(f)==x^-\- x'^ + x + \:

then

R = 1 1
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where t, u are arbitrary. This gives

=
'%\iy\ri

=
[t{x'' + X + I)

- ii(x^ + x^ + x)](f>

-[t {x +1) - u{x^ + x)]/.

To reduce the degree of the polynomial which multiplies <^,

we must put u 0: thus finally,

identically, and H =
4>/(x + 1)

= ^^ 4- 1.

17. The resultant of the quadric

u = an^i^ + . . . + 2aikXiXk +... = (1),

and of the n1 linear equations

Vi
^

Cii^i I Ci2^2 "I "T" CmXy^ = U
I

.(2)

can be readily expressed as a determinant.

By Euler's theorem for homogeneous functions we can write

the first equation in the form

du du du ^ ^ .^.

Then if in equation (3) we do not consider the variables implicitly

contained in the differential coefficients, (1) and (2) being n

equations between x^ ...x^, (3) must be capable of being put in

the form

Xi^i + X2^2 + . . + Xn-iV^i-i = (4).

Equating coefficients in (3) and (4),

CliiXi -\- (I12X2 + . . . + Clifi^n
^ XjCii + A,2C2i + . . . + A^ni^nii

0-21^1 + 0^22^2 "!" + ^2n^n ^^
'^1^12 ~r A.2C22 "T" ~r A^iCn12

^ni^l "T" 0^n2^2 + 1 d'nn^n ^i^i?i "r '^2(^211 1" "r /^niCf

(5).

The equations (5) together with (2) form a system of 2?? 1 equa-
tions between x^, x.^ ...Xn, \, Xg ... X^-i ;

hence their determinant

must vanish. Thus
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(III ... dm, Cii ... Cn II

Ctni ^mij Ci7i ... Cf,

Cii ... Cm

^n 11 ^nm

the blank space being filled with zeros. This result is due to

Versluijs. aik and ajd mean the same thing, viz. half the coefficient

of XiXk in the quadiic.

18. The system of equations

X + y= a, x^ -\- y^
=

,

is solved by establishing the new linear equation

x-y= V262 - a\

Following up this idea Baur has solved the non-homogeneous

system of an w-ary quadric and n 1 linear equations between the

variables
;

viz. let the system be

aA-i2+... + 2aikXiXk+ ...=u (1),

Cii^i 4- . . . -j- Ci7iA'^
=

2/i

C21X1 + . . . + C^n^n ^^
y-i I /n\

^n 11*^1 + . + Cfim'^n yn\j

Then we wish to establish a new linear equation

Cn\^\ "T + (^nn^n ^^ yn x"^)}

SO that if we determine the values oi Xi ... Xn in terms of yj . . . y^
from (2) and (3), and substitute their values in (1), the result shall

only contain y in the form y^^. We are to have then

u = yn^-h Ibikyiyk {h k = l, 2 ... 7i-l) (4).

Now if 0=\cik\

we have Cxi = Ciiyi -\- G^y^ -I- . . . + Gniyn (0).

Hence, differentiating (4) partially with respect to i/, we get

_ du dxi du dx2 du dxn

dxi dyn dx2 dyn
'"

dxn dyn
'

s. D. 10
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or, by aid of (5), if
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Ui = ^
dxi'

Cyn = U^Cm + th Cn2+ "+ ^n C

Cix , Cio

C21 > C22

Cm

... C,

Uo

,(6).

Substituting for the differential coefficients their values we

determine the form of the equation (3). We have still to determine

the value of
y-n-

To do this we introduce the n(n 1) quantities

^11 J ^12 ^m

621 , 62-2 ^2?l

such that

and hence

where

Thus

^nn > ^n12 ^nin j

A =
\aik\.

^11 ) ^12 ^1

^7111 > ^?i 12 ^7111

OO-y y OC2 "^n

Now from the product of (6) and (7)

Cii ... Ci

(^nn ("nin

= Gyn (7).

G'yn'
= A

= A

6^^ ... 6\

'n 11 ^nm

Cn nn

Cn 11 C/i 191

^ ... Un

Bu, By2 ... Bm-iy y\

J^n 11} -0?i 12 . -tinini} Vni

2/1, 2/2
.- Vn-i. u

(8),
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Hyg = Cj-i^si + Cf^Cgo + + Crn^SH)

ABrs = Cn {CsiAn + C,,A,, + )

+

0, Cn, Cn ... Cm = ^^,,..

147

C)l J OjkI ) Ct-^^o . ^7

On the right-hand side of (8) all the quantities are known from

(1) and (2). Thus Cijn is known; substitute its value in the left of

(6) and we have the required equation (3), which with the equations

(2) forms a system of n linear equations sufficient to determine

the quantities x^ ... Xn.

19. The equation

Oil X, ai2, cti, . . . a. =

a22 \ 2

^fti > ^712 > ^713 ^^nn ^

(where aik = akt) formed by taking \ from each of the leading
elements of a symmetrical determinant is of considerable im-

portance in analysis. The following proof that its roots are real,

when the quantities aijc are real, is due to Sylvester. If we denote

the left-hand side of the equation by <\> (\) we have

</.(-X) Cl\\ -\- X, (7-12 .. a,

^22 4" A, . . . (X2l

and hence

</) (X) <f){-X)= Cn
-

X2, Ci2 ... dn

C21 C22 A-" . . . C2J1

where

!
C/n , C,j,2 . . . C^yi X

j

102
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the X disappears, because a^-s
= cisy Hence, expanding the right-

hand side by Art. 23 of Chap, iv.,

</) (\) (^ (- \) = (7 - X'lG, + x^SC. - . . . 4- (- X'y\

Now, by V. 9, C\, 0^.,. are all sums of squares, so that the co-

efficient of each power of X is positive. Hence, if we equate the

right-hand side of this last equation to zero, Des Cartes' rule shews

that it cannot have a negative root. Thus X cannot be of the

form /3 \/ 1. In order to shew that it cannot have the form

a -I- yS V 1 we have only to write an a = dn, "Sec, and the case

is reduced to the preceding.



CHAPTEE XIL

KATIONAL FUNCTIONAL DETERMINANTS.

1. If we have a series of n quantities x, y, z ... u, t we shall

denote the product of all the J7i(n 1) differences, obtained by

subtracting from each number all that follow it, by

f^a;, y,z...u,t).
So that
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Thus the determinant divides by the difference between each

pair of the letters, being a rational function. Hence it contains

f*
(^, y ... t) as a factor. But the leading term in the determinant

is
x'^~^y''^~'^

...u .1, which is also a term in l^^{x...t) with its

proper sign. Thus the theorem follows.

3. By a similar argument it may be proved that if a rational

integral function of x ... t changes sign when any two of the

variables are interchanged, it is divisible by f
^
{x ...

t).

4. If fi {oc) be a function of the ith degree in x, the coefficient

of whose highest term is unity, we have

fn-x {co), fn-i {x)... /i {x), 1

fn-i{yl fn-2(y)-''fi(yl i

fn-x(t), fn-,(t) ...Mt\ 1

= rH^>2/--.0.

For if we subtract the last column, multiplied by a proper number,

from the last but one, the elements in this column become x, y ...t.

Now multiply the last two columns by the proper numbers, and

subtract their sum from the last column but two, the elements of

that column now become ^-, y- ... t^. By proceeding in this way
we reduce the determinant to that in Art. 2.

If the coefficients of the highest powers of x are not unity,

the determinant is equal to ^^ {x, y ... t) multiplied by the product

of the highest coefficients in the separate functions.

For example, if

/*w= x{x \)...{x i-\-l)

*^n\ } ^n2 ^1 >
-L

2/n-i, yn-2 .-.
2/1,

1

rK^,2/...0

(71-1)! (71-2)!... 2

f'ni } hi 2 f1 )
J-

>

The denominator can also be written

2"-2.3^^-^.. (?2-2)-.(n-l).
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5. If fi {X) = a,iX''-' + a^x''-' 4- . . . + ani ,

we see by the theorem for multiplying two determinants (v. 4)

that

/i(a7i), f^(x,) ...fn(x,)

/I \^n)i y 2 \^n) ' Jn \^n)

I
ttn . . . Ctm

I

x^''-\ i-2 ... 1

/v. nl ^. n2 1
I

'^'71 > '*';i . . . i(Xyji . . . dnn

I

ann 1=1 1, Ci (- 2/i), c, (- 2/i)'
. . . (- 2/i)""'

i 1, c,{-ynX c,(-yny...(-ynr-'
= CfK2/i, 2/2 yX

where is the product of all the binomial coefficients of order

n-1.

For the elements in each column of the determinant are multi-

plied by that power of 1, which is introduced by moving the

column from its place in f* to the place it occupies.

Thus

(x,
-
y,Y-\ {x,

-
y,Y-' ...(*!- ynT-'

(.00,
-
y,Y-\ {x,

-
y,Y'' ...{x,- yn^-'

I (x,,
-
y,r-\ (xn

-
y,T-' . . . (xn

-
ynT-'

If oci
=

yi this gives us f (^'i . . . x^) in the form of a determinant.

6. We may give other determinant forms to the product

^Hx,,x,.,.xn)^Hyuy2--'yn)-
Thus

fi (X^, A'2 . . . Xn) fi (2/1, 2/2 yn)
= ^i''~' 1

rr nrp nl 1

y--^ ... 1

2/n"-^.. 1
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where, if we multiply by rows,

Cik
=

cci'-^ Vk''-' + ^i'^-'^Vk''-^ + . . . + xiyj, + 1

XiVk-'^

Or if we multiply by columns

... rr i^'*"ti nk ni^, nk 71 in, nk
Cik = x.'^-'yi'"-'' + x^-^y^^-*" + . . . + x,^'-'y,

If we put Xi = yi and Si = x-i; -^ xi -\- . . . -v xj we get

L, \X-y , X^ . . . Xn) = I 527i_2) 52713 . . . S,i_i

Squs > ^'^V4 ^n 2

Sq, Si . . . S^j^i

Si, 5-2 .. . Sn

an orthosymmetrical determinant.

7. A more general theorem is the following. Consider the

array
n m 1 /v, m 2 ^ 1

^,
m 1 /v. m 2 /vi 1

where 72 is greater than m. By compounding it with its con-

jugate, we get a determinant of the mth order which is equal
to the sum of the squares of the rim determinants, obtained by

taking any m different rows in the array. The determinant has

for elements
/y ^ 1 /> K 1/,, ... /yi t 1 /> K 1 I I /Y* t 1 ^ A/ 1

Vik it/1 ^i f . . . T^ uyn ^n
i\ m k-

^i+k2'

Hence, by aid of Art. 6, we get

1 {^{Xp,Xq...)}
=

^m1 ) ^m <^2*/i 2

where Xp^ Xq... are any m of the n quantities x^, x^... Xn.
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8. We have clearly by Art. 2

aA tti"-' ... a^, 1

where f(x) = ( aj) (^ as) . . . (a' a)
= ^ -

_Pj
a^"-^ 4- ^o^"-'^

- ... 4- (- 1 y~' Pn-i^^ + . . .

By equating coefficients of ^ on both sides we get

I

a," ... al^+^ ar^ ... 1
|

= fKi CLn)pn-i,

I "n . . . "^ y a.n . -L

where p,i_i is the sum of the products n 2 at a time, without

repetition, of the quantities ! ... a.

9. We may write the first identity of the preceding article

in the form
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from which by equating coefficients of the powers of x and y we

get a number of theorems. 5,. is now the sum of the ?'th powers of

the roots of the equation f{x) = 0.

10. We may extend the theorem of Art. 8 as follows : the

value of the determinant

n+ri rr' n+r'i
^1, 1

I
, n+ri rv ?i+r 2

... Xy, 1

1 ) "i ...!,!

?i+r 1 ri n-^-r-

which is of the form of that in Art. 2, may be expressed as the

product of three factors.

First the product of the differences of all pairs of the quantities

x^...Xr, i.e. ^^{x^...x^, which by Art. 2 can be expressed as a

determinant. Secondly, the product of the differences of all pairs

of the quantities 0i^...0Ln, i.e. f^f

(a^ . . .
). And, lastly, the product

of all such quantities as

f{x>) = {xi
-

tti) {xi
-

a.,) ...{oci- or,0

= Xt - PiXi'-' + ...+(- 1y-^Pn-k^H .

Hence its value is

X,-\ X,r-^...X 1 \^'^{a,...an)f(x,)...f(Xr).

ri rr r2
. . Xy, 1 ;

Multiplying the ith row hyf{xi), and then equating coefficients

of ^1^* . ^2^ . Xs^ . . .
,
we get the theorem :

If Du,v,w... is the determinant of order n formed by suppressing
the columns containing the uth, ?;th, wth . . . powers in the array

a,
n+ri n+r2 1

then

, n+ri n+r2 I

L^u,v,w... Pnu+r\y Pnu+r2 Pnu
j

b"('^i ^2 ^n),

J^nv+ri > Pnv+r2 Pnv
\

where pjc is the sum of the products A; at a time of a^ ... a^^.
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If k is negative or greater than n, ];)k
= 0, |)o

= 1-

11. Let us consider the determinant

155

1
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12. If Dik is the complement of in the determinant

D, then Da is equal to the expression obtained by omitting xi and

ttfc
on the right, and multiplying by ( 1)^+*.

where

^1
-

^A; ^'2
-

a* ^i-i afc ^i+i
-

^k ^n - Cik

Now if we write

g (2)
= {z- a;) (2

-
w.;) ...{2- Xn)

(^'1
-

ttjfc) (^'i
-

a;k) . . . (i_i
-

ajt) (^t+i
-

a;fc)
. . . (a;,,

-
a^)

= (- 1)*'
^^^

,

Xi CLk

then Aa:^ f(^i)gM 1

i) f'\a.k)g'{ociy Xi-dk'

13. The preceding article enables us to solve the system of

equations

a?! ! ^1 as ^1 OCh

viz. y,
= _|/^I/^')_^+...+Zi^")-^ ,./ (A;) [g (^1) i

-
"A: g (^n) ^n - &]

In particular, suppose that i^^i
= 2= = ?% Then since by

the rule for resolving a rational fraction into partial fractions

f{x) __ {X
-

tti) {X -CL^) ...{X- On)

g {x)

~~

{x
-

^1) {x x^) ... (x Xn)

^ {Xi) X Xi
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we see by putting x = ol^ in this, that

/(^i)

g' (^i) ^1
-

at

Hence if ui = 1, ?/^
=

^' iXn) Xn - CLk

gM
1.

14. If in the determinant D of Art. 11 we expand each terra

in a series as follows

= + + ...+ *- + . . .

^"i-afc Xi xi XiP^''

we see that the term in the expansion of the determinant which

multiplies {x-^p+^ . x^^-^^ . . . Xn'^^)~^ is

To expand the right-hand side of the identity at the end

of Art. 11, we have

1 ^ 1

Ui (Xi
-

tti) (Xi
-

Oo) ... (Xi
-

On)

1 H, Hr

Here Hr is the sum of all the homogeneous powers and

products of order r, which can be formed from the quantities

!, Ct2 an-

Now
^^ yXi , X2 . . . Xji)

= Xi , Xi . . . Xi, L

a,"-^ ^-,"-2 ...x, 1

r, l 1 ^ n 2 /v, 1

Multiply the z'th row of this determinant by the expansion of

ur' ;
the coefficient of {x,p+' . x,Ji+' ... a'/^O"' is

tip, -tip I
...

-Op-f-i_7i I

"9> -"(y-i J^q+i-n

H^, ^,s_, .. Hs+i^n
'
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whence we get the final equation

a,P, a,^ . .

OLn^,an^...a,

= (-1)
Hr H. H.

H.p+i- 11) -"o+i n -tis+i-n

[chap. XII.

with the convention that Hq = 1, and Hr = when r is negative.

15. As an example of Art. 14,

a^ a, 1
I

=

b\ h, 1
j

c^ c, 1

H,,
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Thus
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^{abcdfX a"
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We shall now shew that

[chap. XII.

B I
1

D
1 1

\

^1
-

!

'

1
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Now, in the first place, in the combination i,k ... p, no repetition

can occur, for in the product

not only B, but also
^"^

- vanishes if x^ and x^ both coincide

with ih. Hence on the right of (2) we must write for i, Ic ... p all

permutations of 1, 2 ... n.

Now if we write a^, a^ Wp for ^i, x^ ... x^ respectively, only

a single term of {u-^ ... UnY B remains, viz.

[/'(0/' (*)/'(.)?,
while

^^{x^, x^ ...Xn)= f^a,-, ajfc ... ap)

= ?Ki. 2...a;,),

the ambiguous sign being the same for both. Thus

Thus

-^ (a^i
-

CLi) {X^ -a-k) ... {Xn
-

dp)
'

where i, A; ... j9 is to be a permutation of 1, 2 ... n. This proves
the theorem as stated at the beginning.

17. The coefficients in the expansion of the rational fraction

1 + h-^x + h^x- + ...

1 \-aiX + a.iX^ + ...
'

in ascending powers of x can be represented as determinants. Viz.

if the expansion is

1 + P^x + P^x^-^ ...

we have

(1 + b,x + 62^2 4. , , ,)
=

(1 + p^^, _j_ p^^2 _|_ , , ,) (1 + otio; + ttaOJ^ +...)>

S. D. 11
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and hence equating coefficients



CHAPTER XIIL

ON JACOBIANS AND HESSIANS.

1. If
2/1, y^...yn be n functions of the n independent vari-

ables ^1, x<i ... Xn, and if

then the determinant
|

ai]c
\

is called the Jacobian of the functions

2/1
. 2/n with respect to the variables x^... x^. The name was given

by Sylvester after Jacobi, who first studied these functions.

The notations

d{x,,x,...x,y
'^(2/i.2/2...2/n)

have been employed for Jacobians, each of which has its advan-

tages. The first renders evident the remarkable analogy between

Jacobians and ordinary differential coefficients. The second is

useful when there is no doubt as to the independent variables.

If the
2/'s

are explicit functions, the Jacobian is formed by
direct differentiation.

2. If the functions yx ... yn are not independent, but are

connected by an equation

the Jacobian vanishes. For if we differentiate this equation with

respect to Xk, we get

d^ dyx d4 dy^ d^ dyn ^ q
dyi dxk dy^ dx^

'"
dyn dx^

'

112
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where k=l, 2 ... 7i. Eliminating

d(f> d^ dcf)

dyi
'

dyo'" dyr

from these equations we get (xi. 2)

d{y^, y^.-.yn) = 0.

3. If the functions y are fractions with the same denominator,

so that

dvi
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4. The determinant on the right has been denoted by

K{ii, u^...Un)- It has interesting properties of its own. For

example, since the Jacobian vanishes if the quantities 2/1
... Vn are

related by an equation, it follows that

K (U, Ui ... Un) =

if a homogeneous relation exists between u, u^ ... Un.

If

it is readily shewn that

Ui
Vi

t
'

6. If the functions y^ ... yn possess a common factor, so that

yi
= UiU,

d {X^ . . . Xn) U

U, 0,

du^ du

axi axi

dui du

du. du dur

""'"5^+""^^,

du

"rf^.+"''<te;

du
In this determinant multiply the first column by , ,

and

subtract it from the {i-\- l)st column, then

CL \Xi . , . Xji)

u,
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then

d{x^...Xn) d{x^...Xn)
'

d (y^ . . . ^n)
'

For if we differentiate the ith of the given equations with

respect to x^ we get

dFid^^dFidy^^ dFj dyn ^ dFj

dy^ dxjc dy.2 dx^
' ' '

dyn dxj^ dxj^
'

Thus by the rule for multiplying two determinants (v. 4)

j

dFi I ^ dFi \ \

djji^
I

1 dxjc I dykV dxk !

'

d(F,.,.Fn) d(F,...Fn) d(y,...yn)
or (- 1)"

d(x^...Xn) d{y,... yn)
'

d{x^... x^)'

which proves the theorem.

(i) If Fi does not contain ^j ... xi^-^, then in the determinant

d(F,...Fn)

d(x^... Xn)

all elements below the leading diagonal vanish, and it reduces to

dF\ dt\ dFn

UjX^ (JjX.2 CLXiyi

(ii) If Fi = -yi+f.i{x^...Xn)y

then ^^^^ = (-l).

and d(y^...yn) ^ dif,...fn)
a yX^ . . . XyiJ CL \X-j^ . . . X'jiJ

(iii) Suppose that from the given system we deduce by elimi-

nation

2/2
=

</>2(yi, X,2...Xn)

Since
yn = (t>n{yi'"yn-u Xn)'

d<i>i dy^_^ d4i_ dyi_^ d<f)i ^ dyi

dyi dxjc

'"
dyi^i dx^ dx^ dx^'
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For since

dzi ^ dzi dy^ dzj dy^ a. ^ ^V^
dxjc dyi dxjc dy^ dxk

' ' '

dyn dwjc

we have

dfi

dx]c

dzi d^
dxk

which proves the theorem.

In like manner, if ^i ... z^ are given as functions of yi ... yn,

and these given as functions of x^ ... x^ ',

then

d(zj... Zm)

a {Xi . . . x^)

But if 771 < 71

d(z^ ... Zm)

= 0, if m > n.

= S d(z Zo^...z^) d{yt, yu,yv )

d{x,...Xm) d(yt, yu, yv-Y d{xi, x^...Xm)
'

where for t, u, v ... we take all m-ads in n (v. 3).

8. If /i.../^ are independent functions of x^...Xny then

Xi ... Xn are independent functions of f^ .-.fn, and we have

d{fl'-'fn) d{x^...Xn) ^^
d{x^... Xn)' d(f^...fn)

For differentiating /^ with respect tofk we must consider x^^ ... Xn to

be functions of /i ...fn- Thus

dfi, dx^ d/j, dx^
_,

dfi dxn

dx^ df]c dx2 dfk
'"

dxn dfk

is equal to unity or zero, according as k is or is not equal to i. Hence

dfi

dxk

dxi = 1.

For in the product only the elements in the leading diagonal do not

vanish, and these are all equal to unity.

9. If A = dfi

dxjs

B = dxi

dfu

df- dx-
and Aik, Bik are the complements of /* and -,J ,

in these two deter-
dxjc d/jc

minants, we have

^S=^- dXk
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Also

1G9ON JACOBIANS AND HESSIANS

^ d{x^... X,n) ^ d{f,n+i"'fn)
d (/i . . ./ti) d (^,^+1 . . . ^n)

'

D d ( /i . " Jm) _ ^ (^m+l ^w)
rf (^1 ... ?,,)

~
0? {f,n+x...fn)

'

For we have just seen that

df, dx,
^df, dx,_^ ^ df^ dxn ^ ^

dx-^ dj\ dx^ dfk
'"

dxn dfk

dfic dxj_ dfk dx2
^

dfk dxn ^^
dx^ dfk dx^ dfk

'"
dxn dfk

dfn dXj_ dfn dx2 dfn dXn^^
dx^ dfk dx^ dfk

'"
dxn dfk

Multiply these equations by A^i, A^i ... Ani respectively and add,

then (IV. 11)

Similarly we can shew that

axk

Again we have (vi. 5)

-^11 '"Aim

d {Xm+i ^n)

Substitute in the left for Aik the value just found; thus

^, d{x,...X,n) ^ ^,_i
d {fn+l-" fn)

^

d{f ...fm) d{x,n+i ... Xn)'

which on dividing by A^^~^ gives the result required.

The last equation is proved in a similar way.

10. If we suppose the functions f ...fn to depend on t, we

have (IV. 16)

dt
^ '*

dtdxk
{{, k=l, 2...n),
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and Aik = ^ ^^
dA
dt

^j^^(dYi_dx,_^d^dx,_^
\

\dtdx^ dfi dtdos2 dfi '"J

or

A similar relation holds for B.

11. The relations between Jacobians present great resemblance

to the ordinary formulae in the differential calculus.

Thus the formulc

d(zi... 2n) ^ d(Zi ... Zr) d {y^ . . . yn)

d{x-,... Xn) d{y^... yn)
'

d{x^... x^)
'

djfi '"fn) d(x, ... Xn) ^^
d{x^...Xn)' d{f,...fn)

are the analogues of

dz __dz dy ^ dy dx _
dx dy

'

dx dx
'

dy

This analogy, which was perceived by Jacobi, led Bertrand to

devise a new definition of a Jacobian. Let /i . ../^ be n functions

of the variables x-^ ... Xn. Now if we give to the variables n distinct

series of increments

Ul X-^ J Ct/J tX'2
. . ttj Xrfl

CLt^ X-y , 0^2 Xi^ . . . Ct'2X^ Kjl jy

CLjiXi, dyiXc^ ... CtfiXji

let the corresponding increments of the functions be

difi, djf, ... d,fn

dofx, dj^ ...dojn (2).

Then just as the differential coefficient of a single function of a single

variable is defined to be the limiting ratio of corresponding incre-
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ments of the function and variable
;
the Jacobian of the functions

/i . . . / of the n variables .i;i . . . cc^ is defined to be the limiting ratio

of the determinants of the systems of increments (2) and (1).

That this leads to the same Jacobian as before is plain from the

equation

^^^' ^ dx'^^^^
"^
dx

^*^' ^ '"'^
dx'

^*^*"

which gives (v. 4)

\d,f,\_ d(A...fn)

\d]cXi\ d{x^,..Xn)'

according to our former definition.

Using this new definition we can prove all our former

theorems. Let us use it to prove the first of the above equations,

viz. the theorem of Art. 7. If the system of increments given to

/j . Xji De

d\X-^ . . . U-iX-ji

(til Xi . . . Ctji X)i ,

let the corresponding systems for yi ... yn and z^ ... Zn be

c?i2/i d^Vn diZi ... d,Zn

Clnyi ... (^nyn Cin^i ^n^n.

Then we have identically

\diZk\ ^ \diZk\ \diyk\^

\diXk\ \diyk\'\diXky

or by definition,

d{z^ ...Z
n)^ d(z, ...Zn) d{y^...yn)

d(x^... Xn) d{y^... yn)
'

d{x^... Xn)
'

12. We can also, using alternate numbers, obtain a symbolic

expression for the Jacobian, from which the ordinary results follow.

Viz., i/i ... yn, being n functions of ^i ... Xn, let

y = e,y^-\-e.,yo+...-\-enyn,

X = 6iXi -{- 60X2 + . . . -f- 6nXn.
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Then

whence (ii. 15)

^ =
^1

-^' + e/^' + ... + en
^

QjOC^ diOC'i CfjCCi CLOC'i

dy dy dy ^
doci

'

dx^
' ' '

dxn
dyjL

dxi
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while
Tji, 2/2 yn-\ remain constant. This gives us

O-^dx+^dx-^ ^^dx
IXU/j 01/0/2 tt/O/^

Solving this to find c?^n we get (xi. 1)

where ^^^ j(y..
y.- y.)

Hence we must replace dyn by ^r^ dxn, and

/=/... i^c?7/i . . . c??/
=

I

. . . i^j^ dy,... dyn-idxn ,

the limits of Xn being determined from those of 2/.

In this integral begin by integrating with respect to yn-i-

We have to find the sum of the quantities F j dy^i^-^, while

yi ... yn-2, ^n remain constant, so that

dr ' ^ '" ^
dr ""'

=
-^' c/^1 + ... + ,-^^dXn-x
UiX-^ ClXfi 1

which gives

Jn2^yni ~ JjiiClXfii'

Thus
c?2/7i_i

is to be replaced by y^^^ dxn-i, and Fy^dyndn2 *Jn1
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by F . -f^ '

-i^~^ dxn-^. Hence, the limits being properly deter-

mined, / = \...F -j^ dy-^ . . . dyn-^df^n-idocn.

Similarly if we began by integrating this with respect to yn-^

we should get a system of equations which would give us

dns
and

I =
\...

F j.'^dy^... dyn-^dxn-^dxn-^.dxn.

Proceeding in this way we should finally obtain

/ =
j...

F -^ dy^ dx^ . . . dxn-

Then we integrate with respect to y^, subject to the equations

dx.2
= 0, dx.-i

= 0, ... dxn = 0,

so that we must replace dy^ by
~

dx^, i.e. J-^dx-^.

Thus / =
I

. . . FJndx-^dxo . . . dxn

= !...F{x) jfai>.y^---3/^
)
da^^d^, . . . dxn,

J Qj \X-^ J Xt^ ... Xfij

F (x) being the result of substituting in F for y^ ... y^ their values

in terms of ^i ... Xn.

14. As an example let us consider the following determinant

of definite integrals due to Tissot; we shall however follow Enneper's

proof.

Let a^, a^... an be n constant quantities in ascending order of

magnitude, and let

where pi, p^-'-Pn are either positive proper fractions or any real
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negative numbers. The determinant to be considered is then

D J II . . . Jm

J jii ^ nn

Jik =
I

J a

dxjc

where

(a+i = X
).

Thus

^^) ra^ fas r
* H (^, . . . oc) exp. (CC, ... Xn)

^ ^
J a, J a, Jan ^iW <^2W 0n (^n)

(exp. u = e").

Now let us introduce in place of ^i, ^2 ^ the n new variables

2/1 2/n, given by the equations

d/j Q/i X-y tto ^1 ^n

-^^+ ^' + ...+
^" =1.

^n ^1 '^n ^5i

Then by xii. 13,

and hence

Thus by xii. 11,

Vk^
9 ((Ik) .

di/k^ Vk

dxi Xi ajc

d(y,...yn)_ I

1
I

d(^,...a;) ^'^"la-i-atl

therefore
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Hence in the integral we replace dx^ . . . dwn f^
(^i . . . Xn) by

Now if we write

Fm{z) = (z-a^) ...{z- cim) (a,^+i
-

z) . . . {a^,
-

z)

we have

ii.PxoiPi 11 Pn =^ ^_
y.^^y^^ ... 3/n^

= -^iMM^A^iiM^^)

Hence

is replaced by

% dyn ^Ha,...an)

Again x-^ ... x^ can be regarded as the roots of the equation

z a-i_ z a^ z a^

the roots of which lie between aj and a^ ; a^ ^^^ ^3 ;
. . a^ and 00 .

Hence yi ... yn take all positive real values. Also we have

^1 + ^2 +...+ ^rx = 2/1 + 2/2 +...+ 2/71
+ !+...+ a^.

Thus our integral reduces to

n(n-\)

(-1)
2

fi(ai ... a,i)exp. (-(Xi-... -a^)

exp. (-yi-...-yn)

y^^'-'-yn^

r exp.(-yi-...-yn)

15. If u be a function of n variables x^ , ^2 ^n and y^ ... yn
its differential coefficients with respect to these variables, since

dyi d (du\ d^u

dxjc dxjs xdxj dx^dx,
= Uki = Uik:
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the Jacobian of
y-^

... y^ is a symmetrical determinant formed

from the second differential coefficients of xi. This determinant is

called the Hessian of u (after Hesse), and is denoted by H (u),

so that

H(u) = \uik\.

The Hessian of ic will vanish if the first differential coefficients

of u are not independent (Art. 2).

For example, if

dx{

- = 2 {x,^^,..-\-x\_^ + X\^, + ... +Xr,%

d?u _
dxidx]c

* *'

.-. ()=
rriX-J 00*2 J

4tx^x^

{x^^+X^^-^...+Xn^)..,

Or, dividing the ith it)w by 2^;^ and the ^th column by 2a7t,

H (u) = {^^x^x^ . . . Xnf x^ + a;.,2 + . . . + Xr?

^x^

1

1

5?i -T Xv^ + . . . + X^

This is a determinant of the form of that in iv. 25. If we write

v={a- x^^) (a-
-

X,') ...{a- Xr,')

If u =
a?y'^ + y'^z^ + z'a?,

this gives

H (u) = 24 {9A-y^2
_ (^ + ^^2 4. ^2) ^j^

16. Jacobians and Hessians belong to the class of functions
known as covariants. That is to say, if these functions are

s. D. 12
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transformed by means of a linear substitution, the Jacobian of the

transformed functions is equal to the Jacobian of the original

functions multiplied by the modulus of the substitution, and the

Hessian of the transformed function equal to that of the original

function multiplied by the square of the modulus.

Let the variables be transformed by the substitution

^i = Ctil^l + ai2?2 + . . + Ciin^n (^
=

1, 2 . . . n),

and let the functions y^ ... yn of x^ ... Xn become in consequence

the functions y/. 2/2' Vn of fi ... f^. Since

dy- ^dji dx,dyi dx2 dyi dcc^

d^k dx^ dh d^2 d^k
'"

dxn d^k

it follows from the multiplication theorem that

d(yj ...yn )^d{y,...yn)
^

,

rf(?i...fn) d(x,...xny
^*i;

which proves the theorem for Jacobians.

To prove the theorem for Hessians, let u be the original and

u the transformed function. Then since the Hessian of u is the

^ , . ^ du du ,

Jacobian of
.,

. . . , we have
axi axn

-. /du du' du

Now

, /du' du\

Cl \Xi . . . Xjij

d'u' _ dhi_

dxid^jc d^kdxi
'

n (du du \

W^i
*

dxj

, / du du

CLX-^ CLXji

d (x\ . . . .%)

H(u).\aik\\

^("'>=^iK-Ttf>-'
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17. If we have n linear functions

Vi
= ^11^1 + . . . + hino^n (^

=
1, 2 . . . w),

If u is a quadric function

u = h^^x^^ + . . . + ^hikXiXk + . . .
,

then H{u)=2'^\hiicl (bik
=

hi).

The symmetrical determinant on the right, which is called the

discriminant of the quadric, is therefore an invariant which on

transformation is multiplied by the square of the modulus.

122



CHAPTER XIV.

APPLICATIONS TO BILINEAR AND QUADRATIC FORMS.

1. A BILINEAR form is an expression which is linear and homo-

geneous in each of two sets of independent variables. If the

number of variables in each set is n, any such form is defined by
an equation

A ^laikOSiyjc. (i, k=l, 2, ... n)

If B is another bilinear form with coefficients bik, a third form

C can be derived from A and B, with coefficients Cik which are the

elements of the matrix (a^^) (6J. Thus

C = taiibijcXiyj, (1=1, 2, ... n)

= :s

dyi dxi
'

It is convenient to write symbolically

C=AB]
it will be observed that AB is, in general, different from BA, so

that the multiplication is not commutative. But it is associative

and distributive
; thus, for instance, if P, Q, R denote any three

forms,

P{Q + R) = PQ + PR, P.QR = PQ.R.

In the particular case when AB = BA, the forms A, B are

said to be commutable. We have a series of forms represented

symbolically by positive integral powers of A
;
these are com-

mutable, and obey the ordinary laws of indices.
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2. With any form A are associated the matrix and the deter-

minant of which the coefficients of the form are elements
;
and we

have

with a corresponding theorem for the determinants.

The form PAQ, may be derived from J. by a linear transforma-

tion of each set of variables. For if we put

the form A (f, 77) becomes

*" '*

a^/i 'bx), dyi dxi \ dyk dxj

= P.AQ = PAQ.

If the substitution is cogredient, pu^qu, and the matrices of

P, Q are conjugate (v. 1): in this case we shall write Q = P' and

call P' the conjugate of P.

3. The form
^ =

S^x2/i (1
=

1, 2, ...7?)

is called the unit form. If A is an ordinary form, that is to say
if

I

-4
I

does not vanish, there is a form A~^ such that

AA-' = A-'A = E.

This is proved by assuming A~^ = ^pikXiy^ and equating co-

efficients. Clearly

\A\pik-=aij,

where Oik is the coefficient of a^c in \A\. The form A~^ is called

the reciprocal of A
;

its reciprocal is A itself, and if we adopt the

convention that A^ = E, the laws of indices hold for all integral

powers of ^.

Again
{ABC)-' = G-'B-'A-'

and similarly for any number of factors, if all the forms involved

are ordinary.
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If AB vanishes identically, either \A\ = or
1

5
1

=
;

in

particular, if A is ordinary, ^ = 0. because in this case

B = A-'.AB = 0;

hence the ordinary theory of equations may be applied to sym-
bolical polynomials involving powers and products of ordinary

commutable forms. For instance,

A'-E = A'-B' = {A + E){A-E),

and if either of the factors on the right hand is ordinary, the other

must vanish identically, if A'^ = E.

4. A form A in which aik = except when i = k may be

called a normal form. Supposing that the coefficients belong
to a field with the properties stated in vii. 2, it follows from vii.

10 12 and Art. 2 of the present chapter that rational unitary

forms P, Q can be found such that

PAQ^N
where iV^ is a normal form. The number of terms in N is equal
to the rank of

|

J.
| ;

we shall call this the rank of A.

The determinant of A and its elementary factors are invariants

of J.. If Ay B are any two forms, and X an indeterminate, the

result of equating to zero the determinant of XB A is an

equation in X, the roots of which are invariant for simultaneous

transformations of A and B. The most important case is when B
is the unit form; putting

\XE-A\ =
(I)(X),

(j) (X) is called the characteristic function of A, and

(/) (X)
=

the characteristic equation of A.

5. Any rational function of a variable t can be reduced to the

shape

where g (t), h (t) are polynomials. If, now, A is any bilinear form.
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g{A) and h (A) are the symbolical expressions of two forms derived

from it. If h (A) is ordinary, the form reciprocal to it will exist,

and we may write

f{A)=g(A)[h(A)]-' = g(A)lh(A).

Let g (t) be a polynomial in t, with roots t^, U, ... tm', and let

cp(X)
= (X- X,) {X

-
X,) ... (X

-
\,),

<^(X) being the characteristic function of A. Then if

g(t)
= c(t-t,).,.(t-t,n\

g(A) = c{A-t,E)...(A-t,nE),

and hence

\g(A)\
= c-\A-t,E ...\A-tmE\

=g(\)g(K)---g(K)-

Similarly, if f{A) is a rational function of A of which the

denominator is ordinary,

|/(^)|=/(X,)/(X.).../(X).

Changing f (A) into XE f{A), which is also a rational

function of A,

\XE-f(A)\==n{X-f(\)\;

hence the roots of the characteristic function of f(A) are /(Xi),

f(X^), ...f(Xn) where Xj, X^, ... Xn are the roots of the characteristic

equation of ^. As a particular case, the form <I>(A) has a charac-

teristic function X^\ and the roots of its characteristic equation

are all zero. As we shall presently see, the reason of this is that

cf>(A) vanishes identically.

6. The coefficients of A^, A-\ etc. are rational integral functions

of the 71-^ coefficients aik', hence it must be possible to find Co, Ci, ...

Cp, rational integral functions of the coefficients oi A, such that

ylr(A)
= c,A' -\-c,A'-\- c.A'' + . . + CpA^ =

identically, for some value of j)
vvhich does not exceed n^. We

may suppose that yjr(A)
= is the equation of lowest degree

which is satisfied by A : thus Cp does not vanish.
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Consider the equation

where the symbolical expression on the right is an infinite series,

and r is an ordinary numerical quantity. By taking r large

enough, the form S is interpretable, because its coefficients are

convergent series in r. Multiplying by -v/r (r), we obtain

where G (r) is an integral function of r with coefficients which are

integral functions of A
;

all the negative powers of r disappearing,

in virtue oi ylr(A) = 0. Thus S can be represented as an integral

function of A with coefficients which are rational functions of r.

Again,

consequently

and

r r^

= A'^ + AS]

{rE-A)S^A' = E

8= {rE-Ar-^^'^

where <^
is the characteristic function of A, and

yj
y SC-^ , tt/2 , vC/fi

2/1 > ^11 '^5 ^12 > ^mF{r)

fik being a first minor of

C^wn T

'^fikXiVk,

A-rE
Since

(l){r)~ylr(r)

and yjr(A) is the lowest function of A which vanishes, yjr (r) must
be prime to G (r) for arbitrary values of the variables Xi, yi and,

in addition, must be a factor of
</> (r). Suppose (/> (r)

=
i/r (r) x (^) ;

then
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and consequently A satisfies the equation

<t,(A)
=

where (X) is the characteristic function of A.

Evidently %(r) is the greatest common measure of <f>(r) and

the quantities fik',
in other words (vii. 3) it is the determinant

factor Dn-i of <^ (r) written in its determinant form. Hence

also

ir(r)
=

cl>(r)lx(r)
= Bn,

the ?2th elementary factor of
</> (?').

7. If A is an ordinary form, the constant term in '^{A) is

different from zero; for otherwise, we could nmltiply the equation

t/t (J.)
= by ^~^ and obtain an equation of lower degree satisfied

by A. Suppose, now, x being an indeterminate, that

ylr(x)
= q{x- a) (x-hy(x-c)y ...,

a, b, c ... being all different from zero. We shall prove that there

is an integral function of x, say x W* such that (% (x)Y x is

divisible by yfr (x).

Taking >\/a with a determinate sign, we may write

^x = ^{a-\-{x a)]

= F{x)-\-{x-a)''R{x),

where F{x) is a polynomial of degree (a 1), and R(x) is a series

proceeding by powers of {x a), which is finite when x a = 0.

Similarly

^x=G{x) + (x-byS{x) = H{x) + (x-c)yT(x) = ...

and so on.

Now let

this is an integral function of x, and

(x-aY
^ ^

{x bf
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where the right-hand member is finite when x = a. Similarly

(^_6)^
'

(x-c)y
"

are finite ior x = h, c, ... respectively. Hence

ix (^)Y
- a; ^ XW + V^ X (^)

- V^

yjriw) q
'

(x ay {x-hf ...

is finite for all finite values of x, and is therefore an integral

function.

Since
\/r (^) = 0, it follows that

,

and we may write

X{A)=U=AK
The form U is ordinary, and we may also write

8. Let J., 5 be any two ordinary forms, and let

then
FAF = B (AB)-i AB (AB)-^ = B,

p-iBF-' = A.

We have therefore found a substitution

Xi = Ipki ^k, iji
= tpikVk

k k

which converts A {x, y) into B (f, rj). The coefficients of the

substitution are rational in the square roots of the roots of the

characteristic function of AB. In this field of rationality, then,

any two ordinary forms are equivalent.

Let us now inquire whether A can be transformed into 5 by a

cogredient substitution
;

that is, whether a form Q can be found

such that

Q'AQ = B,

Q, as usual, being the conjugate of Q. We shall begin by

supposing that A, B are both symmetrical, or else both skew-

symmetrical.
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Suppose P determined, as above, so that

PAF = B)

then since A' = A, B' = B, corresponding signs being taken, it

follows that

P'AP'=B;
and hence that

If now we put

f^' = P(P'rS and

Hence, also,

{P-'P') A (P'P-') = A.

P-'P'=U

UA=AU'.

U-^A = UAU'=^AU'\

and, generally, if
;^ ( [/) is a polynomial in ^

X{U)A^Ax{U').

Let x(C^)= f/*, and let

Q = (U-)iF-
then

Q'AQ = PUiA{ UyP' = PA U'P' = PAP = B
;

so that two symmetrical, or two skew-symmetrical forms, if both

ordinary, can always be changed one into the other by a cogredient

transformation, the field of rationality being suitably extended.

More generally, if we start with

PAQ = B

and write (QT'^ = ^,

then xiU)^=^^x(U')\

and if x(^) i^ ordinary

Px(UrAx(U')Q = B.

To make this a cogredient transformation, we must have

Px(U)-' = Q'x(U),

or x(Uf = {Q')-'P=U.
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Conversely, if

it follows that R'AR = B.

9. Now let A, B be any two forms, A', B' their conjugates,
and suppose that, u and v being indeterminates, two forms, P, Q,

independent of ii and v, exist, such that

P (uA + vA') Q = uB + vB'.

Write
A -{- A' = Ay^, A A' = A^,

B }- B = Bi, B B' = B2 ',

then ^1, ^1 are both symmetrical, while A2, B.2 are both skew-

symmetrical ;
and moreover

PA,Q = B,, PA,Q = B,.

Hence, by the method of last article, a form R can be found

such that

R'A^R = ^1, R'A^R = B^,

and hence also

R'AR = iR (A, -\-A,)R^ B,

R'A'R = iR'(A,-A,)R = B.

Therefore the necessary and sufficient condition that A may
be transformable into 5 by a cogredient substitution is that forms

P, Q can be found such that

PAQ = B, PA'Q = B\

This result is due to Kronecker: the proof here given is that

of Frobenius. The equivalence of bilinear forms, whether ordinary

or singular, has been completely discussed by Kronecker and

Weierstrass; the subject is too extensive to be pursued here.

It should be observed that all the theorems of this and the

preceding articles of this chapter admit of a three-fold interpre-

tation, according as we refer them to bilinear forms, determinants,

or matrices. The product of two matrices has already been

defined : we may call the matrix associated with the form A -^ B
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the sum of the matrices associated with A and B, and then

the symbolic calculus of forms becomes a calculus of matrices.

From this point of view, the subject was initiated by Cayley.

10. We have already considered (vii. 10) the reduction of

a matrix to a normal form
;
the process there given also supplies

a method for the reduction of a bilinear form.

Suppose, in particular, that the form A with which we start is

symmetrical. Then, in carrying out the process of reduction, we

may arrange it so that the elementary transformations are made

in successions of conjugate pairs. After each such pair the trans-

formed matrix is again symmetrical, so that finally we get a

cogredient transformation

PAF = N=ieiXiyi
1

where r is the rank of the matrix of A.

Let us now make the two sets of variables coincide
;

then

A becomes a quadratic form, of which
|

a
|

is the discriminant,

and we have the theorem that by a linear transformation of the

variables a quadratic form can be reduced to the shape

^1*^1 I ^2*^2 ~r ~r fXf

where r is the rank of the discriminant. The discriminant is an

invariant for any linear transformation, because

\PAP'\ = \P\^\A\.

11. The reduction of a quadratic form to a sum of squares

may be effected by a transformation which is rational in the

coefficients of the form and in a certain number of indeterminates.

The possibility of this arises from the fact that the general linear

transformation involves n^ independent coefficients, while the

conditions that the new form may be a sum of squares are

\n{n l) in number, and this is less than ri^.

Let us write

u = l^aikXiXjc, Ui = -^
= laikXk; (i, A; = 1, 2, . . . n)

and let us suppose that

(2/n)
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is a matrix, with arbitrary elements yik. Consider the sym-
metrical determinant

a aj2 ... di Vn 2/1 Vm U^

am



ax^ + ^hxy + %^ (3/22)
=

^ .
i
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12. At first sight it seems that a transformation has been

obtained involving n^ independent parameters ;
whereas we have

seen that this is impossible, the number of independent constants,

in general, being \n{n-\- 1). The explanation is that the constants

yik enter into the quantities X,;, Ri in particular combinations,

namely certain minors of
| ynn |

\
these are connected by identical

relations, and the number of really independent parameters is

reduced accordingly.

Thus, to take the simplest illustration, let

P

then the direct application of the above process gives

Xi = {\p fiv) {(va \h) X + {yh \h) y],

X2 = {ah h') (Xx + vy),

R^ = ah
, i^i

= bX- + 2hXfjL a/ur , ^2 = (V ~
H'^f '

and formula (2) of last article reduces to

..-. + 9/, ,. 4. A2 - (*
-

''')0^ +J'2'>'
+ K"" - 1^^) 0'+ {hv-bX)yY

ax+.nxy + by-- bX'-2h\v + a?

Here there is only one independent parameter, namely X/i' ;
but

instead of Xi, X^ we may take arbitrary multiples of them, and

this gives two more parameters. The method which has been

explained is due to Darboux
;
he has shewn that it does, in fact,

give the most general substitution of the kind required.

13. Let us now suppose that
\anii\ is of rank r; that is to say,

let one at least of its minors of order r be different from zero,

while all those of higher order vanish. Then, in the notation of

Art. 11,

^0 J ^1 ) Rnri
vanish identically, but Rn~r does not, so long as the quantities yi^

remain arbitrary. We shall still have

Ri+i Ui Xi- = f/i^.! Ri

ioY i = n r
,
n r -\- \, . . . n\ and we conclude as before that

_nr A nr+i . -^n

t*"nr '^nr -^n r+i -^ni ^n
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In the determinant Un-r subtract from the last row the sum
of the products of the first n rows by x-^, x^, .,. ^^^ respectively ;

the last row now becomes

0, 0, ... 0,
-

Zi,
-

/2> ... In-r,
-

u,

where k = ^ystoog.
s

From the last column of this new determinant subtract the

sum of the products of the first n columns by x^, x^, ... x^ respec-

tively ;
the new determinant is symmetrical, and its value is

where pik is a minor of Rn-r obtained by cancelling the row and

column containing ^/i*.
But

pi]c
= 0, because it can be expressed

as a linear function of minors of \anni which are of order higher
than r : hence

Unr ^^ '^J^nr)

and

u =
^ n r+i -^ n r+2 -^n

-i^nr-^nr+i -^nr+i-^nr+2 -^ni-^n

Thus in the general case, where r, the rank of \ann\, is un-

restricted, Darboux's method gives the reduction of u into the

sum of r squares. The values given to the parameters i/ijc
must

be such that none of the quantities Rn-r, Rn-r+i, Rn vanishes;

this is always possible, since they are functions of the quantities

2/ijfc
which are not identically zero.

14. Returning now to the case when
|
Gnn

\

does not vanish,

we will shew that if

tlJ t2) ... b 71

are any assigned independent linear functions of ^i, x^, ... Xn,

we can, by a suitable choice of the quantities ya^, express the

quadratic in the form

** == (^if1 -h a2f2 + . . + an^nT

(62^2 + ... + hn-i ^n-1 + hn^nf k'^n'

= ai'a,'... Bn\

where Hg is a linear function of f^., f^+j, ... ^n-
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Suppose ^k
=

^Ckj Xj, (j
= 1

, 2, . . . ?i)

then
I

Cnn
I

does not vanish, and the matrix (/3) can be deter-

mined by making
Ui = X0ik^k (i k = l,2,...n)

k

identically. In fact, this gives

y^nn)
^^

\Pnn) \(^nn))

and therefore (ffnn)
=

{(^nn) {Cnn)~^-

In the expressions we have denoted by Rp, Up put yik
=

/3ik;

and to fix the ideas suppose that Xp has been obtained from Up

by omitting the last row and the last column but one. Let Zp be

the determinant obtained from Xp by putting yik
= Pik\ then if

the columns headed by /5n, ^12, ...
fii, p-\ are multiplied by

fi ^25 fp-i respectively, and the sum of the products sub-

tracted from the last column, the new elements of the last column,

read from the top, are v^^v.^, ... v^, where

k=n

Vi=l ^ikSk-

Hence Zp, when expressed as a linear function of fi, fa,--. f,
does not involve fi, fg. -- ?p-i ',

and this proves the proposition.

15. The advantage of this transformation is that if we suppose

Cp+l ^P+2 - - -
=

^71
= ">

so that
Zpj^-i^

=
Zpj^^

= ... = Zn=0,

the resulting values of Z^, Z.2, ... Zp are linearly independent.
Hence we get the reduced expression of w as a sum of jo squares
when the variables are subject to {n p) linear relations. This

reduction is important in problems of relative maxima and

minima.

There are two special cases which deserve attention. The

first is when ^k '^^k^ so that /3ik
= Sik, where Sik, as usual, is

Kronecker's symbol. The value of Rp is now ( l)^Ap, where

Ap is the minor obtained from
|

a
| by omitting the first p rows

and columns : thus, writing A for
| |,

we have (Art. 13)

Zi" Z^ Z,^

AAi A1A2 A,,_i

where Zf^ is a linear function of u^, 'Wg^.j, ... w.

S. D. 13
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The second case is when ^jc
=

oO]c, so that 0ik = aik. The value

of Rp is now ( l)^AAp, where A'^ is obtained from A by omitting
the (p-\-l)th, ... 7ith. rows and columns: thus, with A' = A for

symmetry,

A', A\A', A'n-^^V

where Zg is now a linear function of ^g, cog+i, ... x^.

Sylvester has proved that when a quadric is linearly trans-

formed to a sum of squares by a real substitution, the number of

positive and negative squares is always the same. The results

of the present article shew that the variations of sign are deter-

mined by either of the sets

AAi, AA, ... A^_2A,,_i, An-u

A\, A\A\, . . . A'n^A'n-u ^\i-A'n-

In particular, the necessary and sufficient conditions that all

the squares may be positive are that either of the series

A, Ai, ... A,,_i,

A\,A\,...A'n

should consist of terms which are all positive. In the case when

the variables are subject to (n p) linear relations, the variations

of sign in the reduced form of u are obtained from

\^nn) \ Hnp)

(^np)' i%p)

and its leading minors, the elements ^i^ being determined as in

Art. 14.

16. If a quadric, by means of a linear transformation, has

been reduced to the sum of n squares,

the discriminant of the right-hand side is A1A2... An, and hence

if
fjL

is the modulus of transformation,

A1A2 ... An = P'^ I
Ctyin

I

Two given quadrics
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can, in general, by a simultaneous linear transformation

^i = Cn Vi + Ci^y. + . . . + Cinyn (*
=

1, 2 . . . ?l)

be reduced, each to the sum of n squares of the same linear

functions, viz.

u = A^y^^ + A.y^^ + . . . + Anyn\

V = SiA^yi" + s.^A.,y^- + ... + SnAnyri" ;

for in order to determine the ?i- constants, cuc, we have first

n (n 1) equations from the fact that the coefficients of the

products yiyjc must vanish, and n additional equations from the

condition that the ratio of the coefficients of y^ is to be st; in

all, n^ equations.

If we form the discriminant of su v, its value for the original

quadrics is

I
Sann-Kn

\ (1),

and for the transformed quadrics

A, ... An{s-S,)(s-S.;)... (S-Sn) (2).

The ratio of the quantities (1) and (2) is
yu,-; hence Si ... Sn are

the roots of the equation

A(5)= I
Sann-hnn

\

=0 (3).

17. The following resolution is due to Darboux.

If we write

F=su-v,

we have identically by Art. 11

1
su V =

A(.)

Sdn-bn ... Sa^n-b.n, X^

Sttni Oni ... SCljiji 0^^, -A^

Xi ... Xn

(*),

...(5).

The determinant on the right is a function of s of order nl
resolve the fraction into partial fractions, and we get

su v = '2,

A'(si)(s-Si)
^i^ni Oni . Si(lnn~ t>nn) X^

Xi ... Xn

...(6).

132
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The determinants on the right are all perfect squares by vi. 6,

for they are obtained by bordering the vanishing determinant A{si).

Whence

A' (Si) (S- Si)'

where Ui is a linear function of the form

^i dii^i 4- . . . + dinX-fi'

If in the determinant (6) we replace Xi by its value from (4),

and subtract from the last column the first n multiplied hy x-^.,. x^y

and do the same for the rows, the value of the determinant is

du
unaltered, but X^ is replaced by ^ (5 Si) -j-

.

A term is also introduced in the principal diagonal in the last

place, but since its minor vanishes by (3) we may replace it by
zero. Thus Ui is replaced by

TT, 1 / N / I
du , du\

Ui=\{s-Si)[di,^^
+
...+d,,-^J

= {s-Si)Vi,

where Vi is independent of s
;

Vi^{s-Si)

Equating coefficients of s we get

^A'isiY A' (Si)'

which is the required resolution.

It is assumed here that Si, S2, ... Sn are all different: when

this is not the case, the analysis requires modification. For a

complete discussion, the memoirs of Weierstrass, Kronecker, and

Darboux should be consulted.

18. An important branch of the theory of quadrics is that of

their linear automorphic transformation. That is to say, as the

name implies, the discussion of those linear transformations which

do not alter the outward appearance of the quadric. So that if

cci ... oon are the original, and y^...yn the new variables,

^aikXiXjc becomes Xai^yiyk-
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Without entering into a discussion of the general case we shall

study that particular one which gave rise to the whole theory.

In the transformation from one set of rectangular axes in space
to another with the same origin, the distance of a point from the

origin is the same, and expressing this for the two systems

^2 4- 2/2 + 2^ = x^ 4- y- + z''^\

such a transformation is linear and automorphic, and is known as

an orthogonal transformation.

19. The general case of an orthogonal transformation is to

determine those linear transformations which give us

The theory is due to Cayley, but we shall give it here as

modified by Veltmann.

Let us consider the following equations

^n^i + 6i2^, + . . . + 6ia? =
6n2/i + ^21^2 + . . . + K^Vn

621^1 + ^22^2 + . . + KxXn = b.^yi + 6222/2 + . . . 4- bnojjr .(1),

^711^1 + ^712^2+ ... +6n7i^7=^in3/l+627l2/2+ . +^171^71

where the system 6,jfc is skew, so that

hik=-hi, bii
= z (2).

The rows of coefficients on the right coincide with the columns on

the left.

Let B=\bi,\ =
\b,i\,

so that 5 is a skew determinant, and let Bik be the system of first

minors. Solving the system of equations (1) we get

2/i
= OiiXi -\- Ci2^2 + . . + Oin^Oji

^k= dkiyi-{- dk^y^ + . . . + dknyn-

The coefficient of Xk in yi is given by

BCik = Biibik + A-2^2A + . + Binbnk-

If S = Bn bkx + ^-2^*2 + . . . + BiJ)j^,

then Bcik + = 2Aahk .
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Now s = B or according as i is or is not equal to k, thus

^iZ-B
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the system of first minors is

1, ^

-X, 1.

Hence the coefficients of a binary orthogonal transformation

are

1-V
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For the quaternary orthogonal transformation

B 1, a, h, c

-a, 1, h,
- g

-h,-K 1, /
-c, g, -/, 1

Then

5 = 1 + a^ + 62 + c^ 4-/2 + ^2 _j. /^2 _^ 5I2^

where 6 = af -\- bg + ch.

And the system of first minors is

B21 = a fd + eg bh,

Bsi b cf gd + ah,

B^i = ~ c -\- bf ag hO,

B,,= b + gd- cf+ ah,

^23= h+fg + cO- ab,

^33= l + g'+c'+.a',

Bi^ = f + gh be aO,

jBi2 = a +fd bh + eg,

B^= 1+/2 + 62 +c\
B32 = h -\- fg - ab c6,

B,2= g+fh-^bd-ca,

Bu= c -{- hd ag + bf,

B2^ = g + hf ac bO,

^34= f+gh + ad-bc,

B^= l^ h^ +a' + b\

Thus the coefficients of the quaternary orthogonal transforma-

tion are

Bcn = l-6'-{-p-a'-{-g'- + h'-c%
Bci2 = 2(a+fd -bh + eg),

Be,, = 2{b+g0-cf + ah),

Beu = 2{e+he-ag + bf),

&c.

21. The square of the determinant of an orthogonal sub-

stitution is unity, for

\ciic\'=\dij,\,

where di^ = c^c^k + e^e^k + . . . -{- enienh,

i.e. dik = 0, dii=l;

Oik 1, or \cik\== ,

where e means + 1.

22. If Cik is the complement of ei^ in G, then
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For we have the system of equations

CikCjk-^ +CnkC,ik= 1

Ci?i<^ijfc + . . . + CnnCnk
"

Multiply these equations by O^i, Gi^ ... Gin and add, the co-

efficient of Cik is
,
the others vanish; thus

Gik = Cik.

23. Any minor of the system Ctk is equal to its complementary
minor.

For

by VI. 6. But

Cii ... Cip

y^pi
. . . vy^

Gil ... Cip

Lpi . . . L>pp

= eP-'

= eP

(^np+i
' ^nn

"n ^ip

Cpi . . . Cpp

by the theorem just proved. Hence

m ^ip

Cpi . . . Cpp

^p+\p+\ (^p+in

^np+i

24. If ^<' =
I ann |,

B^''i = \bnn \

be two determinants of

orthogonal substitutions of order n, then the determinant

P (\, fl)
=

I

Xan + flbnn \

is not altered by interchanging \ and
fj,.

For the symbolical expression for P (X, /n) is

P(X, /.)
= (X^+/i5r

as in VI. 7. And as there proved

p rx a^ =^ (") (^*> ^^ + ^^
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Or, if A '^^' = 1 =5<^), we have by Art. 22,

P (\, fjb)
=

I
\hik + fiaijc

I

From this we see, that if from the coefficients of an orthogonal
substitution of order n we subtract the corresponding coefficients of

another orthogonal substitution of the same order, the determinant

formed with these differences vanishes if n is odd.

25. If we take 7i quadrics in n variables we may conveniently

represent them by the system of equations

Ui = '^aijjcXjXk (i, j, k = l, 2 ... n).

With the coefficients ayjb we can form a cubic determinant of

order n which will be an invariant of the system of quadrics Ui...Un.

Zehfuss has pointed out that for three ternary quadrics this gives
Aronhold's invariant, while the auxiliary expressions he gives for

its calculation are the cubic minors of the second order.

For the two binary quadrics

ax^ + 2hxy + cy^,

ax" + Wxy + cy,

it is the harmonic invariant

aa' '2bb' + cc.

The general theorem is that for n quantics of order p in

n variables the determinant of class (p + 1), which can be formed

with their coefficients, is an invariant of the system. By allowing
all the quantics to become identical we get an invariant of a single

quantic when it is of even order.



CHAPTER XV.

DETERMINANTS OF FUNCTIONS OF THE SAME VARIABLE.

1. If ?/i, 2/2
. .. yn are functions of a variable x, and if
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is unity, and the determinant reduces to the determinant of the

n 1 functions

dx\yj y^
'
'"

dx\yj y^

If therefore we put

2/n)

then i)
(2/1, 2/2

.. . y^ = 3-^
B {y^ , y^ ... y^\

2/1

3. If the functions
3/1

.. . yn are connected by any linear

relation

Ci2/i + ^22/2 + ... + CnVn = 0,

it is plain by differentiating this n 1 times, and eliminating

Ci . . . c between the original and these n\ new equations, that

we get :

^(2/1' y2-'-yn)
= ^'

Conversely if the determinant of the functions yj ... y^ vanishes,

then they are connected by a linear equation with constant co-

efficients. We shall prove this by induction
;
we shall assume

that if the determinant of ?i 1 functions vanishes, these functions

are linearly connected, and we shall shew that the same is true

for n functions. If
3/1

does not vanish, which would be equivalent

to a linear relation among the functions, it follows from the pre-

ceding article that since

D{yu y2"-yn) = 0,

we must also have

D(y.'. 2//...2/,;)
= o.

Hence by hypothesis the n 1 functions
3/2' yn are linearly

connected, i.e. we have

C22// + c.,y3 + . . . + Cnyn
= 0.

Dividing by yi^ we get

or integrating

Ci2/i + ^22/2 + . . -f Cnyn = 0.
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Thus if the theorem is true for ?i 1 functions, it is true for n,

but it is clearly true for two functions, and hence generally.

4. From the formula

^ (yi, 2/2
. . . yn)

=
^-^^2

^ (y2> 2// yn),
2/i

it follows that

D(yi, yo, ys)=-D(yo\ y^)
2/i

IX^h, y-2, y,)=~D{y^, y/)
2/i

D(yu 2/2, yn)
=

-; D{y,', yn).
yi

The same formula also gives

D(y,\ 2/3' ...2/n)
= -L^ 1^(2/- y/X ^(2//, 2/;)...i)(2/;, 2/n)).

2/2

Combining these formulae, we obtain the equation

i>(2/i, y^'-y-^^
lBiy,, y,)]^-'

^^^^^'' ^'' ^'^'

D(yi, 2/2, 2/4)..- J^iyu 2/2, 2/n)).

By repeated application of this method we obtain the

theorem :

If Ui, u^ ...Um, Vi, t;2 . . . -^n be functions of x, and if

Wi = D (U^, Wo . . . Um, Vi) (l
= 1, 2 . . . 7l),

then Z)K, ,..., ^" ''-- ^') =
{
J (u., .)}-.

5. A special case of this theorem is

D(y,...yk-i, yk+i.'-yn, yk, y)

^ D {/)(yi ... yfc-1, yk+i '-.yn, yk), D (.Vi .- yfe-i, yk+i ---yn, y)}

I>{yx...yk-u yk+i-'-yn)

which we may write in the form

l>(Pi'"yn,y)D(yi'-'yk-i,yk+i".yn) ^_ d D(y,y^...yk-i,yk+i...yn)

B(y,...yn)D{y^...yn) dx D{y,.,.yn)
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Assuming now that the functions
,Vi Vn are independent, let

us write

^. = (-1)
n+k^Jy^-'-yjc-u Vk^i'-yn)

D{y^...yn)

P(y) = (-l)n^Jl^ll^llM

-^{yi " yn)

then the above equation can be written

6. The determinant

yi ) y^

7/

y^(k) ^ y^(k)

" yn
(k)

vanishes if k <n l, but if k = n l its vahie is i)
(3/1, 3/3 yn)-

Expanding it according to the elements of the last row we get the

system of equations

yiZi + y^z^ + + ynZn =
\

2/1 (%i + 2/2''* ^2 +...+2/n<^>^n =0

2/i<"-^>^i + 2/2<'^-'>^2 + ... + 2/n^^-^>^n
= 1

J

If we write s^q
=

2/i<^^^i<^> + 2/2
<-^'

-22*^' + . . . + yn^^^Zn^^^^

we can write these more briefly

Now we have

^ ^fc 2,0 _L 9o _|_ o
~ir~^ ^A, ~r ^5* 1, 1 i~ ^A;-2, 2

.(A).

tt "00 7 7

-J-fe
=

Sk,(i + /^5;k_j,i 4- A:'25A:-2,2 + ... + 5o,fc.
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li k <n 1, it follows from these equations that

Sap
= 0, ifa + /3<?i-l.

If A; = ?i 1, it follows since

^l-.iy=l^r + r,-...+(- ly =

that Sn-i,oj ^71-2,1
are alternately equal to + 1 and 1.

Hence we get the following theorem : The expression Spq is

equal to zero when p -\- q < n 1, and equal to ( 1)? when

p + q = n 1.

li k = 7i, we conclude in the same way that

^n,
^^

^711, 1
=

^71 - 2, 2
^^ ^^

\ ^) ^0, 7i

7. Among the relations just established we have.

% + 'y^ +...+ ^n^'^yn
=

^i'^-'''2/i + ^2^''~'^y2 + . . . + ^7z'"-^'2/n
=

(-i).
yi + ^2'"-^'2/2+--- + -2',,< '3/. (- 1)'^-^

.(B).

If D(zi, 22-.. ^7i) vanished, it would follow, since

^00
^^

") ^0]
= U . . .

Sq^n2 ^^ ")

that 5o,n-i would also vanish, while its value is ( 1)"~^ Thus the

functions Zi, z^.-.Zn are not linearly connected with each other.

Comparing the systems (A) and (B) it appears that the relation

between yi ... yn and z^ ... Zn is a reciprocal one, if we neglect the

sign when n is even. From each relation between these systems
we deduce a new one by interchanging

y1 > y^ " ynt ^ii ^2 ... Zn

with (- ir-%, (- ly-^ ...(- 1)"-%,, y y.

Thus from the equation

yn'

., = /_ 1 \n+k J^jyi-'-yk-u yk+i...yn)
' ^ ^

D(y,,y,...yn)
we deduce

yk
= (-if-

.ji)(^i ... Zk^-^y Z]c+i... Zn)

D{Z,, Z2...Zn)

In consequence of this we shall call z^ ... Zn the conjugates of

yi-'-yn-
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8. If we form the product by rows of the two following

determinants

Vk, Vk+i yr

2/1*-" .
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9. From this last equation we get

209

= {-^Y{y,y.->yn)D{zz,...Zn).

Or

P(:y) = {-rY y, y, ... y^

\y '^2/i'^^ -yn^''

1,

0, ^1

i2/(', I/, ()... y. 0, 2'i'^-i' ...z,
(n-i)

= (-1)- y, soo,

r(i)

^0,11-1

y J ^10? ^11 ^i.n 1 i

y > ^no 5 ^ni Sn,ni

Similarly we should get

P(^) = (-l)" z, ... z (n)

^00 > ^01 ^n

^n i,Oj ^n 1,1 ^n i,n

10. These determinants occur in the theory of linear differ-

ential equations. Thus, consider the equation

ao3/ + i2/<'* + -.- +an2/'''*
=

where the quantities ao, a^ ... a,^ do not contain y. If y^ ... y^ are

n particular integrals, we have the n equations

aoyi + a,yi^'^ + . . . + a^^y^'") =0 (i
=

1, 2 . . . n),

and by eliminating the as we get

y, 2/<^)
... !/("> =0,

yu yi<^ ...^i'"'

or

yn,yn^'^ yn^''^

n(y,y,...yn) = 0.

S. D. 14
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If we solve the equations for ~^^ we get
Cl"n.

2/1, yi^'^ ..yi*'^-^ 2/1'"'

(n-2) (n)
yn,yn'" "-yr 7/

we

2/1, 2/i*^^.-.2/i*"-''

ym yn yvi

I.e.

(^

^ log D (2/,, 2/,. ..2/..)
=
-^;-,

i>(2/i> 2/2-.-3/)
= exp. \^\^^dx\.

11. Though not immediately connected with the subject of

the present chapter we shall give Hesse's solution of Jacobi's

differential equation.

This equation is

-A^drj^ A^d^ + A 3 {^di]
-

7)dS) = 0,

where Ai = a^f + ai^v + a^-g (*
= 1, 2, 3).

We can write the equation in the form of the determinant

f, ^,1 =0.

d^, dr],

Now let f = -
, ri= \

the equation becomes
z z

X, y^ z = 0.

zx z'x, zy' yz\

Ai, A^, As

Multiply the first row by / and add it to the second, this

divides by z, and we get

X, y, z

x\ y\ z'

= 0.

^1, ^2> A.^

Now let us multiply this equation by

i, A, 7i

and let
jo^
= olix + ^iy + jiZ.
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Also assume that

XiPi
= A,ai + Ao^^i + Asyi.

Then

211

Pi, P2, Ps

dpi, dp^, dps

\Pl, \iP2, ^i?3

=
0,

I.e.

dpi dp2 dpi

Pi
'

P2
'

Pz

I

1, 1, 1

or, as we may write it

= 0. or logi?!, logpa, log Pa

1, 1, 1

A], A2, Aj

Pi 'Po. .Pz "=C.

Since we assumed that

A,ai 4- A^^i + Asji = XiPi,

we have, by equating coefficients of a:, y, z

Ui (a
-

\) + ySittia + 7ii3 = 0,

ttittsi + A (^ - >-) + YittoS
= 0,

aittsi + Attsa + 7i (ass
-

X) = 0.

Hence eliminating aj, /Qj, 71, we see that X^ X^, X3 are the

roots of the equation

dii \, ai2 , oti3

^21 > ^^ A, CI23

0.

142



CHAPTER XYI.

APPLICATIONS TO THE THEORY OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS.

1. The application of the theory of determinants to con-

tinued fractions gives great facility in the discussion of these

functions. As usual in English mathematical works we shall

denote the continued fraction

^' hOo 7

an

b -^ -- A_ hi
^

! + of'a + a3 +
"
+ a

'

Such a fraction is called a descending continued fraction.

In addition to these we shall discuss a less known form of

continued fractions, which, however, is historically the older form

of the two, namely, the ascending continued fraction

A ,
^2+

**

OiH
ao ,

a,

which, in an analogous manner, will be denoted by

&1 + 62+ -\-hn

(Zj Ct'2 tt'jj,

Our object is to establish a determinant expression for the

convergents to these two forms.
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2. If we write down the system of equations

we see that

b.

! + ao +

Hence is the continued fraction
X

A A_...
tti + tto +

" *

3. If we are to determine the ?zth convergent, i.e. the value of

the fraction when we stop at
,
we must suppose that a?^.i and

all succeeding xs vanish, whence we have the system of equations

b^x = a^Xi H- X2

=
62.T1 + a^x., + X3

=
b^x^ 4- ctsXs + X4

Solving this set of equations for x^ we get :

! ,
1

,
... x,= h,x, 1

,
...

62, tta ,
1 ...

, fto ,
1

, -63, a^ ...
, -63, a-i ...

, 0,0... an-,, 1

, , ... -6, a

Thus

^ =
6,

0,0,0 6, a,

0^2,
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or

say, where

Pn==h

^ Pn

0^2, 1
, ,

... 0,0
-h,, a, ,

\
,

... 0,0
, -64, a,, 1 ... 0,0

, 0,0,0... a_i, 1

, , ,
... -6 a^

= anpn-i + KPn-2,

if we expand (iv. 24) according to the elements of the last row

and column.

Similarly

Oi ,
1

, ,
...

,

-62, a^ ,
1

,
... 0,0

, -63, a 1 ... 0,0

, 0,0,0... an-i, 1

, , 0, ...-6^, a^

Since pn = b^
- ^

,
we can write the convergent in the form

4. The determinants of the form g^ have been called con-

tinuants by Mr Muir. Since

if Un is the number of terms in the continuant of order n

an equation of differences which gives

1 + V5

Since u^ l, ^2 = 2, we have

Un = {(1 + V5r+^ - (1
- V5)

)\B(i^):
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It is easy to shew by the binomial theorem that this number

is an integer. Prof. Sylvester obtains this number in the form of

the series

1^^. ^^ . (n-2)(>t-3) (n-3)(n-4)(-5 )

1.2 1.2.3

5. The value of the continuant qn is the same as that of the

determinant

qn
=

fti, Ci, ...

d ttg, Co ...

, c?3, ag ...

0,0,0 ... an

provided only

Crdr+i
= - hr+i (r=l, 2 ... ?l - 1).

This is clear if we expand by iv. 24, according to the elements

which stand in the last row and column. For then

qn
=^

(^nq 711 ^11^11 \q n 2

=
(Inq n\ "r ^nq n 2>

where g/ = ^i, q^
=

q^. Hence qn
=

qn, the equation of differences

being linear.

Thus we can also write

qn= a^, 1, 0,0 ...

62, a.2 y I,

, ^3 , tta ,

- 1 . . .

0, 0, 6,, a,...

6. The value of the continued fraction is not altered if we

replace
br, ar, br+i

by kbr, kar, kbr+i.

For the quotient is unaltered if we multiply numerator
qn

and denominator by any the same number. If we multiply both

by k, the row
... - br, ar, 1 ...
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in the determinants equated to pn and qn in Art. 3 is replaced by
... iCOf J rCdf ,

rC . ,

and by Art. 5, in place of the last k, we can write unity if we

replace hr+i by M^+i.

Since then we can write the continued fraction

in the form

^1 h
tti + a.2 4-

J tv J tv J til

6i 62 63

+ dr

ha
Clni ^n

k-\- k+ /j+
"*

+ k

qn can be written in the form of the skew determinant

k
, a, , 0,0..

! ,
k

, a.2 ,
. .

, a.2, k
, tts ..

, ,-a k ..

where

Thus the convergents to a continued fraction can always be

represented by the quotient of two skew determinants.

7. In any determinant D we have

d?D
__ dJD dJD^

dP dPP
daiidann da^ da

For P take the continuant qn (Art. 5), then

d'P ^1 dP dP

dP
da.

bj)s ...bn: (- If-^

Pn,

dP
da,y

Thus qnPn-i
-

qn-iPn = (" 1)*' ^1^2 K-

8. In the case of the ascending continued fraction

61 + 62 +
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it is clear that if the nth. convergent be
,
the scale of relation is

^n ^nQni

Hence qn a^a^... an.

To determine pn we have the system of equations :

Pi

-
Ct-iPi + Pi

-
dzPi + i>3

an-iPn2 + Pni ^n-\

-
anPn-i + Pn = K-

The determinant of this system is unity, all the elements to

the right of the leading diagonal vanishing ;

1,0,0... , 6i

-ao, 1
,

...
, 6,

,
- a,, 1 ... , K

0,0,0... 1
, hn-,

, 0,0... -a hn

Multiply all the columns except the last by 1, and move the

last column to the first place ;
the determinant is unchanged, thus

p,,= h,,-l, ... 0,

I

62, 02 ,

- 1 ... 0,

63, 0, a, ... 0,

hn, ,
... 0, an

The nth convergent to the fraction is

Pn
ttitta ... a

"

The number of terms in pn is n.
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9. By means of these determinant expressions for the conver-

gents we can transform an ascending continued fraction into a

descending continued fraction.

In the determinant pn of the preceding article multiply the rth

row, beginning with the last, by hr-x, and subtract from it the

(r l)st row multiplied by 6^, and do this for all the rows. The
determinant is multiplied by the factor

6162 ... hn-i = k-\

say, and

=k
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Hence by Arts. 3 and 6
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Cln2^n-zb,

^n\ '^n- + 6_i - anhn-x + hn

n-z^ni

qn ! ^2^1 + ^2 Cish + ^3

which gives us a rule for transforming an ascending continued

fraction into a descending continued fraction, the number of

quotients in each being the same.

10. We can make immediate use of this theorem to deduce a

formula of Euler's, by means of which a series can be converted

into a continued fraction.

Take the series

=
j

A 1, 0, ...

A^, 1, 1, ...

A 0, 1, 1 ...

An, 0, 0,

as we see by subtracting from each row the one below it, beginning
with the last, when the determinant reduces to its principal term.

Multiplying each column after the first by 1, we reduce the de-

terminant to the continuant for an ascending continued fraction.

Thus the above series is equal to :

/_ 1 \n-i
-^1 "^ -^2 + An_i + An

^ ^ 1-1 -1 -r
and transforming this by the rule just obtained to a descending
continued fraction

\n-i _^ ^. AiAs -"-n Q-"-i"
^ ^^ l-A,-A,+ A,-
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we can obtain its form as a continued fraction by altering the

continuant to S in accordance with Art. 6, when we get

1 Ai" A^'

^1+ ^2--4i+ A.,-Ao^+'

11. Various generalisations of continued fractions have been

devised by Jacobi and others. The following generalisation, due

to Fiirstenau, is taken from a review of his memoir by Gunther.

If X and y are any two real numbers, and we write

^ = &o +
1 ,1 ,1-

, ^j
=

61 + -
, j;2

=
t>2 H . .

3/1 2/2 Vz

where a and h are the greatest integers contained in x and y,

then on substituting we have :

1

y = ao +

61 +

tto

+
64

a4

h

and

^ = 60

a>,

1
+

1

0^4 +

as i+-
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If now all that stands to the left of one of the vertical lines be

called a first, second ... convergent, and if we denote the numera-

tors of ^ and y by Xp, Yp, while the denominator, which is clearly

the same for both, is called Np, we shall have

(F, X, N)p^,
=

ap^, (F, X, N)p + hp^, (F, X, N)p_, 4- (F, Z, N)p_,.

Thus the equations have four instead of three terms, and

we get
F

Xp

a, ,
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each such fraction can be written as a continued fraction of the

(n l)th class. The ^th convergents to these continued fractions

take the form

pi
X

p-2
Xpn

N,'



CHAPTER XYIL

APPLICATIONS TO GEOMETRY.

1. The axes being rectangular let the co-ordinates of the

angular points of a triangle ABC be (x^, y^) (oo.^, y^) {x^, y^. Then

if A is the area of the triangle it is plain from the figure that

A = trap. BN. trap. BL trap. CL

= i (2/2 + 2/3) {x2 -x^)-l (2/2 + 2/1) (^2
-

^1)
-
i {y, + yO {xi

-
x^\

or 2A = y^Xo^
-

y^x^ + x^y^
-

i 3/3 + ^1 2/2
-

x.,y^

1, a;.,, 3/2

1, 1, 1

Xl y X2 , X^

2/1 > 2/2, ys ^3 > 2/3

If the axes were oblique this would have to be multiplied by
the sine of the angle between the axes. Thus

2A = sin (ZF) 1, 1, 1

Xly a?0, Xg

Vi, 2/2, yz
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where (XY) is the angle between the axes. This form, however,

is not often used, and unless the fact is specially mentioned the

axes are supposed to be rectangular.

If we multiply the first row by ^i and subtract it from the

second, then the first row by y-i
and subtract it from the third,

we get
2A

It must be noticed that the area of a triangle changes sign if

we alter the cyclical order of the letters. Thus ABC and ACB are

equal triangles, whose areas are opposite in sign ;
ABC and BOA

are equal in magnitude and agree in sign.

2. Let the co-ordinates of the angular points of a tetrahedron

ABCD be (^1, 2/1, -2^1) (^4, Va, ^a)- Let V be its volume.

Let A be the area of the triangle BCD, and let the equation of

its plane be

{x ^2) cos a + (2/ 2/2)
cos j3 + {z z^ cos 7 = 0.

The projection of the triangle BCD on the plane of xy is

A cos 7, and the co-ordinates of its angular points are

(2, 2/2) (^3, 2/3) (^4,2/4);

thus, by Art. 1,

2A cos 7 =

Similarly we get

X^ ^2> "^4

2/3-2/2, 2/4-

2Acosa

2/2

2Acos^= ^3-^2, '2'4- -2^2

zz\cosa=|3/3-2/2, 2/4-2/2

X^ Xs^ J X^
"-"

X2 -2^3
~~

Z^ ) Z^ 2^2

If p is the perpendicular from A on the plane BCD,

p = (xi X2) cos a + (2/1 2/2)
cos + {zi Zo) cos 7.

Hence

-6F= -2Ap
= 2A cos a (xi X2) + 2A cos /3 (2/1 2/2) + 2A cos 7 (z^ z.;,)

(x,-x^) 2/3-2/2> 2/4 -.V2

^9 -S^g

+ (2/1-2/2) ^3
-

'S'o,
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^
i "^l

"*"
*^'2 } 3 2 J 4 2

3/1-2/2. 2/3-3/2, 3/4-3/2

1, 1, 1, 1

tV\
"

^s J ^J 3
^~

2) 4
"""

2

3/i-3/2> 0, ^3-3/2, 2/4-3/2

If in this last determinant we multiply the first row by

X2, 3/2, ^2 and add it to the second, third and fourth rows re-

spectively, we obtain

6F= 1, 1, 1, 1

Xl, X2, X^y X^

3/1, 2/2. Vz, Va

^1} ^2} ^3} ^A

3. If the tetrahedron be referred to oblique axes through the

same origin, and if the cosines of the angles these make with the

rectangular axes be given by the scheme
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we have
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D^= 1, COS ZF, COS Z^
!

cos YX, 1, cos YZ

cos ZX, cos ZY, 1

This determinant is usually called the square of the sine of

the solid angle contained by the oblique axis, in analogy with

the determinant

sin2ZF = cosXF

cos FX, 1

in a plane. Thus

i)2 = sin2(ZF^).

And in oblique co-ordinates

6F=I 1, 1, 1, 1 i sin(ZF^).
i

[

Xj, Zs, Zg, Z4
I

Fi, F2, Fg, F4
j

Z,, Z,, Z,, Z, I

4. From the determinant expressions in Arts. 1 and 2 we can

at once write down a number of geometrical relations.

If the distances x be measured along a straight line from

a fixed point, we see that

1, Xi ={xjcXi) =(ki)

is the distance between the two points marked k and ^. The

determinant

1, ^'i, 1, Xi

1, X.2, i, X2

1, x.^, i, X2

-L
J t//^ y

J_
, tX/4

vanishes identically, because it has several columns alike. Ex-

panding it by IV. 5 according to products of minors from the first

two and last two columns, we get

(12) (34) + (13) (42) + (14) (23) = 0.
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Or, if we call the points A, B,C, B, this is the well-known relation

between the segments formed by four coUinear points

AB.CD + AC.I)B + AD.BC = 0.

If we expand the vanishing determinant

I
1, ooi, yt, 1, Xi, yi I

(i=l, 2 ... 6)

according to minors from the first three and last three columns,

we get no geometrical relation, the terms cancelling each other

in pairs.

But if we expand the determinant

I 1, ^r, 2/i, zu 1, ^i, 2/i> ^i
1

= ^ (*'= 1' 2 ... 8)

according to the products of minors from the first and last four

columns we get an identical relation of thirty-five terms between

the volumes of the tetrahedra formed by eight points.

5. Again, for five points,

1, 1, 1, 1, 1
,

= 0.

1, 1, 1, 1. 1

Xi, Xo) ^3, ^4, Xn

2/i> 3/2, y^> 2/4. 2/6

If Vi
= volume of tetrahedron (2345) and we expand the deter-

minant according to the elements of the first row, by IV. 10,

we get

6. By the theorem vi. 20,

1, 1, 1
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1, 1, 1, 1

X-i, ^2) ^^7 ^i

Vl, 2/2, 2/3, 2/4

Z^ , Zo , Z-i , Zi

1, 1, 1, 1

fi, e., ?3, ?4

^1, V-2y ^3, ^4

bl, V2> b3 b4

can be represented either as a sum of four terms

1, 1, 1, 1

b2, S3, b4, ^4

V2, VS, V4, 2/4

b2> b3, b4, -^4

1, 1, 1, 1

OCi, X.2, X-^, ^1

yi, 2/2. 2/3, %
Z\, Z^, Z-^, ^i

or as the sum of six terms

1, 1, 1, 1

^'ij ^2) bl' b2

2/i, 2/2' ^1' '^2

S"!, 2^2, ?1, ^2

+ ..,

1, 1, 1, 1

^3, ^4, *^3, ^4

^3, ^4, 2/3. 2/4

b3, b4, ^S, -2^4

+ ....

Or calling the two sets of points ABCD, EFGH, we have the

identical relations between the volumes of tetrahedra :

ABGD X EFGH = ABGE x FGHD - ABGF x GHED
+ ABCG X HEFD - ABGE x FGED

ABGD X EFGH = ABEF x GHGD + ^5(?Zi^ x EFGD

+ J[5^6^ X iTi^Ci) + ABHF x ^G^Ci)

+ ABEH X i^(?Ci) + J.i?i^6^ X EHGD.

Application of Alternate Numbers in Geometry.

7. In applying alternate numbers to geometry, a number

stands for a point in a flat space whose dimensions are one less

than the number of units.

To begin with a plane, the units ei, e.,, e.. stand for the vertices

of a fundamental triangle ABG. Any other number

P = x'^i + ye., + ze-i
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stands for some point in the plane of the triangle. It is generally
convenient to assume that

so that X, y, z may be taken to mean the ratios of the triangles

FBC, PCA, PAB to the triangle ABC, though this is not neces-

sary.

If P and Q are two points, then

mP + nQ

is a point in the line PQ, dividing PQ in the ratio n : m. Thus

^ (P + Q) is the middle point, and P - Q the point at infinity of

PQ-

Similar definitions hold for a space of three dimensions.

Four points ABCD being taken and represented by the units

^i> ^2, 63, 64 any other point in the space is represented by
P =xei -\- ye^ + ze^ + we^,

where if we choose we may write

X -\- y -\- z + w=\,
X being the ratio of the tetrahedron PBCD to ABCD.

And so on for a space of any number of dimensions.

Then a binary product e^eg is a unit length measured on the

line joining the points Cr, Cg or the distance between the points

6r, 6g.

A ternary product erCget is a unit area measured on the plane
of the points Cr, Sg, et, or the area of the triangle formed by the

points Cr, eg, et. And so on.

In a space of two dimensions the product of three points is

the area of the triangle they form refen^ed to the fundamental

triangle.

Now if p =
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And 6162^3
= ABC = A, the area of the fundamental triangle, so

that in areal co-ordinates

PQR yi, ^1

I ^3. ys, ^s '

Similarly in a flat space of three dimensions if

is the volume of the fundamental tetrahedron, the volume of the

tetrahedron formed by four points is

PQRS vi, yi,
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be the direction cosines of two sets of straight lines, then

cos {ik)
= liXk + mifjLjc + UiVk

is the cosine of the angle between the ith. line of the first and Hh.

of the second system ; and, by compounding the two arrays, we

get the determinant

I

cos {ik) I

.

Hence by v. 3, if there are two sets of four straight lines

we get

cos (11) ... cos (14)

cos (41) ... cos (44)

= 0. .(i).

If there are two sets of three straight lines a, h, c; f, g, h,

cos af, cos ag, cos ah

cos hf, cos hg, cos hh

cos cf\ cos eg, cos ch

h, t^hy '^h
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This is the identical relation between the mutual inclination

of four straight lines in space, or also the relation between the

sides and diagonals of a spherical quadrilateral.

If we write cos (AB) for cos (ab), or what comes to the same

thing change the signs of the elements in the leading diagonal, it

becomes the identical relation between the cosines of the dihedral

angles of a tetrahedron formed by four planes A, B, C, D perpen-

dicular to the lines a, b, c, d.

10. If the two straight lines marked 1 coincide with two

straight lines u, v
;
while those marked 2, 3, 4 coincide with a

set of oblique axes x, y, z,

= 0,cos
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If the angle at which the small circles cut is
i/r

cos
(f)
= cos R cos R' sin R sin R' cos

yfr ;

and the above formula can be written

(1
- tan R tanR cos f) sin (ABC) sin (A'B'C)

0, 1 ... 1

1, cos (AA') ... cos (AC)

233

1, cos (GA') ... cos (CC)

If the two systems coincide
-^/r
=

tt, and we get

sec' R, 1, 1, 1=0,
1, 1, cos c, cos h

1, cos c, 1, cos a

1, cos b, cos a, 1

a, b, c being the sides of the spherical triangle.

12. Similar relations can be developed in the same way for a

plane.

In a plane we can shew that for two sets of three straight lines

cos (11), cos (12), cos (13) =0,

cos (21), cos (22), cos (23)

cos (31), cos (32), cos (33)

and then deduce

'

1, cos C, cos B

cos C, 1, cos A

cos B, cos A, 1

0, ,
cos (^2/), cos (xa)y cos (ocb)

I cos (ay), 1, cos(a6)

i

cos (by), cos (6a), 1

= 0,

similar to the equations in Arts. 9 and 10.

13. Next, let us compound two arrays

1,^1,^1,711 1, -Xi,-/ii,-i/i

1, Ip, m.p, rip l,Xp,-fip,-

We get the determinant

I

1- cos (ik) 1

=
I 2sin2^ (ik) |.
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Hence, by v. 3, for two sets of five straight lines

sin2^(ll)...sinH(15) 1
=

(i).

16

sin-^ (51) ... sin2-J-(55) i

For two sets of four straight lines a, b, c, d; a, h\ c', d\

sin^Kaa )...sin2i(acZ')
= -

|
1, k, mi, ni\x\ 1, Xi, fjL;, Vi

\

(1=1,2,3,4)... (ii).

Expanding the determinants on the right according to the

elements of their first column, our determinant

=
{sin {bed) + sin {cad) + sin {abd) sin {abc)]

X {sin {b'c'd') + sin {cad') + sin (a'b'd') sin {a'b'c)}.

For two sets of three straight lines, our determinant is

l-cos(ll)... l-cos(13)

1- cos (31) ... 1- cos (33)

or

1, ...

1, l-cos(ll)...l-cos(13)

1,

1, 1 - cos (31)... 1- cos (33)

|1,
-1, ... -1

I

1, -cos (11) ... -COS (13)

|l,

1, -cos (31) ... -COS (33)

This is equal to the sum of the products of determinants of

the third order taken from the two arrays. Omitting the term
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are the directions of the shortest distances between he, ca, ah,

we have

\l,l,m sm (be) cos (Nj^z) + sin (ca) cos (J^^z) + sin (ah) cos (N^z),

\1,X, /j,\
=

sin(6V)cos(iV/^)+sin(c'of/)cos(iV/2r)+sin(a'6')cos(i\y-s'),

and similarly for the other determinants. In particular, if a 6 c lie

in one plane, and a'b'c in another, the normals to the two planes

being N, iV, the value of the determinant is

{sin(6c)+sin(ca) + sin(a6)} {sin(6'c') + sin(cV) + sin(a'6')} cos (iViA'^'),

viz. this

= -
0, 1 ... 1

1, cos (aa') . . . cos (ac')

1, cos (ca') ... cos (cc')

.(iii).

For two sets of two straight lines we deduce in the same way,

if R, r are the directions of the external bisectors between them,

0, 1, 1
! ,

oh . a'h ,^ ,= 4sinTr-sm ^r- . cos (iir).
1, cos (11), cos (12)

2 2
^ ^

1, cos (21), cos (22)

14. If we compound the arrays

Zi, mi, nj, 1, Xi, yti,i, z^i, 0, 1

li, mi, tii, 1, Xi, fii, Vi, 0, 1

0, 0, 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,

we get the determinant

I

cos (11) ... cos (li), 1
I

cos (^l) ... cos (li), 1

1 ... 1,

Hence for two sets of five straight lines

cos (11)... cos (15), 1
I

=0.

cos (51) ... cos (55), 1

1 ... 1
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-|1J, m, ?i|| l,\,fi,v\,
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COS (11)... COS (14), 1

cos (41) ... cos (44), 1

1 ... 1,

and so on.

But these are not new theorems. In the first, for example, if

we expand by IV. 24, according to products of elements in the last

row and column, each term vanishes by Art. 8.

On Systems of Straight Lines.

15. If

/= q r

cos /3, cos y

xp
COS a
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If the expression on the right vanishes, then either d = 0,

i.e. the two straight lines intersect, or sin^ = 0, when they are

parallel, and hence also meet. It is convenient to have a name
for the expression on the right. If a unit force acted in one of the

lines its moment about the other would be d sin 6, i.e. in terms of

the co-ordinates of the lines

<hf2 + big2 + cji.2 4- a,/i + h.jQi + cji^ .

Hence we shall call this the moment of the two straight lines.

If two straight lines meet their moment vanishes.

17. Let us take two systems of straight lines whose co-

ordinates are

i, ^1, Ci,/i, ^1, Ai //, gi, hi\ a/, 6/, c/

dir hi, Ci,fi, Qi, hi fi> gL hu a/, hi, d .

Then if m^s denotes the moment of the line r of the first and

s of the second system, by compounding the two arrays we get
the determinant

I
wiifc I

.

Hence for two sets of seven straisfht lines

= 0,wt, w,

7^71 ...TYlr,

an identical relation between the mutual moments of two sets of

seven straight lines. If the two systems coincide

0, ?/li2 ^^^17

??i2i ,
. . . 77127

7?l71, ??l72 ^

For two sets of six straight lines

= 0.

'm^ m.

m. mc^

=
I
(ii,hi, Ci, fi, gi, hi

X \fi\gi\hi',ai',bi,Ci (1=1, 2... 6).

If one of the sets of six straight lines say the first is met by
a common transversal whose co-ordinates are a, b, c, f, g, h, we
have for each of the straight lines of that system

afi + hgi + chi -\-fai + gh + hd = 0.
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Thus the first of the determinants on the right vanishes, and

m.i ... mi =

mei ... mg

is the relation between the mutual moments of two sets of

six straight lines, one set of which is met by a common trans-

versal.

If the two sets coincide we get the identity for a system of six

lines met by a common transversal.

18. If the moments of a system of forces about one set of

seven lines be mj, m^, ... iiIt, and about a second set n-^, n^ ... riy, we

can establish an identity among the moments involved.

For if any force P of the system act in a line whose co-ordinates

are a, b, c,f, g, h, we have

mi = %P [a/i + 6^1 + cJh +fai + gbj_ + hci}

=f,lPa + g.lPh + h,^Pc + a,%Pf+ h.tPg + c.tPh,

and six other equations for m^ ... m^. Hence eliminating

^Pa, l.Pb...XPh,
we get

mi, !, 6i, Ci,/i, 0^1, Ai 0,

and a similar equation for the other system. Hence each of the

determinants

0, mi, ai, 6i, Ci,/i, g,, h,

U, Wiy, ^7, t>7, Cj, J7, g^, li'7

ni, 0,//,^/, h^\ a/, 6/, c/

^7, 0,//,^7', V, a7', 67', c/

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

vanishes. Forming their product we get

rriii ... mi7, n^

TUji ... m77, ?l7

rrii ... vij,

= 0.
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Tetrahedra and Triangles.

19. Let there be two systems of points in space whose co-

ordinates referred to rectangular axes are {xi, yi, Zi), (f^, rji, f^). Let

us compound the two arrays

Xi,yuZi,l,^ -2f,,-2^,, -2f,, 0, 1

0, 0, 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,

we obtain the determinant

Cu . . . Cii, 1

1 ... 1

where c,.^
= 2Avf

-
^yrVs

-
2^,-? .

To the rth row add the last multiplied by Xr^ + y^? -{ Zr^, and to

the 5th column add the last multiplied by fg'-^
+ '^/+ f/, the deter-

minant is unaltered and its elements are now

drs
=

OOr^ + y,? + Z,?
"

2^,f
-

^yrVs
"

^^vKs + V + Vs' + f/

=
(^r

-
f )' 4- {yr

- VxY + (^r
"

f)',

i.e. drs is the square of the distance between the rth point of the

first and sth point of the second system. We have then the

determinant

dn ... dn, 1
i

dii ... da, 1

If

1 ... 1

= 5 the determinant vanishes, hence

dn ... d, 1=0

c?5i ... d^,, 1

(i)

1 ... 1

is the identical relation which subsists between the lines joining

two sets of five points in space. If the two systems coincide

dii = 0, and the determinant, which is then symmetrical, gives the

relation between the lines joining five points in space. The

relation in this form is due to Cayley.
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If i = 4,

C^n... du, 1 = ^1, yi, ^1, 1,

1 ...1,0

004, yi, ^4, 1,0

0, 0, 0, 0,1

2^1, -2r} -2?,, 0, 1

2?4, -27;^, -2^4, 0, 1

, , , 1,

= 288 FF'
(ii),

where F, V are the vohimes of the tetrahedra formed by the two

sets of four points.

If the two sets coincide in a single tetrahedron, for which

a, a; b, h': c, c are pairs of opposite edges.

288 F^ =

If i = 3, we have

, c-\ h'\ a\ 1

c'\ 0, c^ h\ 1

h'\ c^ 0, a", 1

a'2, h\ a^, 0, 1

1
, 1, 1, 1,

C^ii .
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the other terms vanishing. Now if a, b be the lengths of the

lines joining the points of the first and second systems and

the angle between them,

Hence

du, C^12,
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third columns by a\ and then multiply the first and last rows by

a^, we get :

16A2= 0, c\ b\ a"

c^ 0, 1, 1

h\ 1, 0, 1

a\ 1, 1,

21. If in case (ii) of Art. 19 one of the sets of four points-

say the first lies in a plane, then F =
,
and

dii ... c?i4, 1 =0.

If one of the sets in case (iii) lies in a straight line the cor-

responding triangle vanishes
;
hence

Ui-Xl ... <Xq

= 0.

By allowing the second system to coincide with the first we

get the identical relations between the lines joining four coplanar

and three collinear points.

22. In the identical relation

dn ... d,^, 1 =0

C?51 ... C?55, 1

1 ... 1

between the squares of the lines joining two sets of five points,

let the fifth point of the first system be the centre of the sphere

circumscribing the tetrahedron formed by the first four points of

the second system, and the point 5 of the second system the centre

of the sphere circumscribing the first four points of the first

system. Then

^51 <^52

d,,
=

C?45
= R'

d,, = d^ = R'\
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Also, if
</>

be the angle at which the two circumscribing spheres

intersect,

d,,
= R''-\- R'^ + ^RR' cos

(/).

Hence with an interchange of rows and columns

dn ... du, 1, R^ =0.

1 ... 1, 0, 1

R' ...R'\ 1, d,.

Multiply the fifth column by R- and subtract it from the last,

and the fifth row by R'^ and subtract it from the last, then

c^ii ... C?i4, 1, = 0.

c^4i ... d^, 1,

1 ... 1, 0, 1

... 0, 1, 2RR'cos(t>

Or, resolving according to the elements of the last row and column,

we have by Art. 19 (ii)

51 6VRV'R cos (l>= dn ... d,.

d,, ... du

We see from this that so long as the circumscribing spheres

remain fixed the tetrahedra can turn about in them without

altering the value of the determinant on the right. The determi-

nant vanishes if the circumscribing spheres of the two systems
cut orthogonally. This relation is due to Siebeck.

23. If in Art. 22 we allow the two tetrahedra to coincide we

get, since
(j)
=

tt,

16{6VRy = -
0, a'2, h'', c

0,

6'= 0, a'

c\ h\ a\

162
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Multiply the second, third and fourth rows and columns by

a^ 6^, c^ respectively, then

16 (QVRy a'c' = - 0, {aaj, {hh')\ {cc'y

(aa'f, 0, a'b'c', a^Jfc"

(bby, a'h^c\ 0, a'h'c''

{cc)\ a'b'c^ a''c\

Divide the second, third and fourth rows by {abcf, then multiply

the first column by the same quantity,

\6{<6VRf = - 0, {aaJ, {bbj, {ccj

(aa'f, 0, 1, 1

(bbJ, 1, 0, 1 .

(ccJ, 1, 1,

Now if we write

aa = kx, bb' = ky, cc' = kz,

then if A is the area of the triangle, whose sides are x, y, z, we

have by Art. 20,

QVR = k'^.

This triangle, whose sides are proportional to the square roots

of the products of pairs of opposite sides of the tetrahedron, has

many interesting relations to the tetrahedron. It is sometimes

called the conjugate triangle.

Formulce relatmg to the Ellipsoid.

24. Let {xi, yi, Zi) and (f^, rji, fi) be two sets of points on the.

ellipsoid
^2 ^2 ^2

a'^b'^c'
'

Then, if drs denote the square of the distance between the rth

and sth points of the two systems and Dys the square of the parallel

semidiameter, we have

_ Cirs^ i) f -\ _ ^r^s VrHs ^rbs

"-"-'])-[ "a'

~
b'

~
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Hence, if we compound the two arrays,

^1 ^ fi

a
'

6
'

c
1 2|x _2^x _2?\

2/i ^i 2f.

we get as in the preceding articles :

For two sets of five points situated on the ellipsoid,

an ... ai5
= 0.

; ttgi ... ttgg

For two sets of four points forming two tetrahedra of volumes

F, r,
au-..au 576 FF^~

a'-^tV
'

Similar formulae can be established for an ellipse in a plane.

If the ellipsoid become a sphere, a = b = c = E, and since all

diameters are equal, we can replace are by drs- Thus

dn ' d^ =

I dsi ...ds6

is an identical relation between two sets of five points on a sphere.

This relation is due to Cayley.

The second relation in this case reduces to the result of

Art. 22, when the two tetrahedra have the same circumscribing

sphere.

25. If the points (xi, yi^ Zi){h, Vt, fO ^re not situated on the

ellipsoid, then since

^ _ drs_ (Xr-^sy
,

{yr-Vsf
,

i^r
- Q'

^''~Drs~ a' b'
"^

C'

~
r,l

"^ A2
+

^2 ^2 A2 ^2
"^

^2
"*"

7.2
"*"

^2 '
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if we compound the two arrays whose rth rows are

^i
, yi_ I fi^ ^ Vi ^i

1

a^^ b^ c'' a' 6
'

c
' '

-2?i -2vi -^i il.vl,K_l
a h c

we get the identical relation (v. 3)

a ... a.fi =

a^

ttgi . . . (Xg

for any two systems of six points in space, and

an ... ai5

^51 . . . <X55

'^t
I 2^* 1

'^t ^t 2/* ^^

^2 + A2
+

a' 6
'

c

-2|, --_27K -^, |^! , ^V^'
' ' ' '

c
'

a^
"^

62
-^

c^a
'

6
'

c

(^
= 1,2...5),

for any two systems of five points.

If in the latter equation all the points of the first system lie

on the ellipsoid

we have

x"

^)'<^)'*{~h

y^ z^ 2px 2qy 2rz p^ (f-
r^

m'

satisfied for each point of the system. Hence we see by eliminat-

ing

-2p -^ -2r P^.q^r^_.
a

'

6
'

c
' a'^h'^c'

between these five equations, that the first determinant on the

right vanishes. Hence

an...ai5 =0,

^51 <^55

if the five points of one of the systems lie on an ellipsoid similar
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and similarly situated to the given one. If the ellipsoid reduce

to a sphere, we get

du.-.die =0,

"61 ^66 I

an identical and homogeneous relation between the lines joining

two sets of six points. And

c? . . . c?i5 1

=

C?5i . . . C?55

for five points situated on a sphere.

26. In like manner, if for the same systems of points as in

the last article we compound the arrays

^ yi ^1 ,1,0
2f, __2rn _2^

a c

0, 0, 0, 0, 1,

we get the determinant

2|i
a

0,

<^11 Cji ,
1

1 ... 1

0, 0, 1,0

^here Crs
2XrSs ^VrVs "^Zr^s

Multiply the last column by

fc 2 2 5^2

a-^ 6^ c2

and add it to the sth column, and the last row by
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and add it to the rth row, then the element at the intersection of

the rth row and sth column is

And hence (v. 3),

an ..
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points P and Q; let it be denoted by 1^- Then, by compounding
the arrays whose ith rows are

'^i yi ^i -1 . ^% II' -yi
1

a c a c

we obtain

36Fr

28. It may be remarked that these space relations connected

with an ellipsoid are not really more general than those connected

with a sphere. For they may be deduced from the latter by

applying to the whole configuration the homogeneous pure strain

which changes the sphere

x' + y"" +2' = R^

to the ellipsoid

a- 0- c^

Forrfiuloe relating to Systems of Spheres.

29. If r, s be the radii of two spheres, </>
the angle at which

they intersect, and d the distance between their centres, then

d- = r"^ -\- s- -{ 'Irs cos
</>.

The function

2r5 cos
</)
= c?2 - r2 - 2

is of importance in the study of the mutual relations of spheres ;

it is called the power of the two spheres. We shall denote it

by prs-

If one of the spheres, say s, becomes a point, the limit of

2rs cos
<f)'\s>

d^ r^, i.e. the square of the tangent from the point to

the sphere, or what is known as the power of the sphere at the

point, or the power of the point with respect to the sphere.
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If both spheres reduce to points the limit of 2r5cos is cZ^ the

square of the distance between the points.

If one of the spheres becomes a plane, and p is its distance

from the centre of the other,

cos (f) = .

If the second sphere become a point, and p is its distance from

the plane, the limit of r cos
(j>

i^ p.

30. Let {xi, yi, zi) and (f^k, t]]^, f^) be the co-ordinates of the

centres of two spheres of radii r^ and pk, then \i pik is their mutual

power

= xe 4- Vi' + Zi'
-

ri'
-
2xi^k

- ^iVk - 2zi^k + Sk' + Vk' + ^k'
-

Pk'^

Hence, compounding the two arrays

a)y,,z 1, a^Z + ^/i'^ + V-n'

and
^i) yi) Zi, i., OOi + l/i" + Zi Ti ,

- 2f -
27;^,

-
2f, , 1,-^ + ri{^ + f^^

-
p,\ 1

-
2f,,

-
277,,

-
2?i, e^^ + 'ni + &^

-
p^, 1,

we see by v. 3 that for two systems of six spheres

Pn-'-Pi =
.(i).

Pei'--P,

If COS ^ijc is the cosine of the angle at which two spheres cut,

we can also write this

|cos</>,vfc|
=

(^,^^
= l, 2...6).

For two systems, each of five spheres,

Pn '"Pif>

.(ii)

=
|a^,i/,^, l,^2 + 2/' + ^'-^1x|-2?, -277, -2f, p + 772+^^-^2^ 1|.

If the five spheres of one of the systems say the first have

a common radical centre, taking this for origin we should have

x' + y'' + z--r'' = c^
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where c is the same for all the five spheres. Hence, in the first

determinant on the right of (ii), the fourth and fifth columns are

proportionals and the determinant vanishes.

Thus

Pw-Pi =
(iii)

P5l --'P^S

when the five spheres of one system have a common radical

centre.

If the five spheres of the first system reduce to points (iii) is

the condition that they should lie on a sphere.

If both systems reduce to points we regain Cayley's condition,

that the five points of one system should lie on the same sphere.

31. But if neither of the determinants on the right of (ii)

vanish, expand the first determinant with regard to the elements

of the last column.

Then pi = a^i" + yi" + zi^
- r/

is the power of the origin (i.e. any point) with regard to the ith

sphere of the first system. Then if we write 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for the

centres of the five spheres, and denote by

v,
= {2U5), ?;2

= (3451), &c.,

the volumes of the tetrahedra formed by the points in brackets,

and if accents denote similar quantities for the second determinant,

we have in place of (ii)

\pik\
= 288 {v,p, + v^p, + . . . + v,p,) (v/p/ + . . . + v.p^)

(i,k=l, 2... 5).

Now describe about the origin a sphere of radius ?% cutting

the spheres r^ ... r^ at angles c^i ...
</).,.

We have, since (Art. 5)

Vi + ^2 + + ^5 = identically,

ViPi + . . . + v,p,
= v,(p,-r-)-\-...-\-v,(p5- r^)

= 2r (vjrj cos
<^i + . . . + ?;5 r^ cos (^5),

and p being a similar sphere for the second system,

\pik\
= 2SSprX2viri cos (pil2v/pi cos (/>/ (i, k=l ... 5).
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Thus rX 2viri COS
(f>i

is independent of the particular sphere r;

let this be the orthotomic sphere of the first four, and let R
denote its radius

;
then this sum reduces to

2?;5 rgiiu cos (rgii),

and the second factor, in like manner, becomes

2v,'psR cos {p^R).

Hence

i?51
. . .

i?55

= llb^v^v^r^p^RR cos {r^R) cos {p^R').

32. For the fifth sphere of each system in this last equation
take the orthotomic sphere of the first four spheres in the other

system. Then in the determinant on the left all the elements in

the last row and column vanish except p^^, and

p,,
= 2RR' cos {RR).

Hence we obtain

Pn . . Pi, 2RR cos (RR) = 11 ry2v,v,'R'R' cos^ (RR),

P^l "P44

or dividing out the common factors and writing V, V for v^, v^,

we get for two sets of four spheres

hi'-'Pu \

= 57 6 VV'RR cos (RR).

P41'"PU I

If the spheres reduce to points we regain Siebeck's formula

(Art. 22).

The determinant on the left vanishes if the orthotomic spheres

of the two systems of spheres cut orthogonally.

33. To determine the meaning of the determinant

\Pik\ (i, A; =1,2,3).

In the determinant of Art. 32, let the fourth sphere of each system
be the plane determined by the centres of the first three spheres
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of the other system, then if A, A' be the areas of the triangles

formed by the centres, (/>
the angle between their planes,

lim. r = 3A cos lim. = 3A' cos-d).

Also if the radical axis of the spheres of the first system meet

the plane of centres of the second system in P, whose power
with reference to the spheres is p, and P\ p' denote like quantities

for the other system,

2RR' cos {RR') = PF' -p -p'.
Hence

Pn '--Pn

/>3i
. P33

= IGAA' COS (t>(PP'-'-p-p').

34. In the relations

dn .
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connecting the mutual powers of two sets of five spheres and two

sets of four spheres.

35. Another element connected with two spheres is the length
of their common tangent. For two spheres of radii r, s the dis-

tance between whose centres is d and which cut at an angle (/>,

the square of the length of the common tangent is given by

= 2rs coa^
^(f).

If one sphere reduce to a point, t is the power of that point

with respect to the other sphere. If both spheres reduce to points,

t is the square of the distance between them.

36. Using the same notation as in Art. 30, if tik is the square

of the tangent common to the two spheres

tik
=

(^i
- hf + {yi

- VkY + {2i
-

^kT
- (n - Pk)'

Hence, compounding the two arrays

xx, 2/i, ^1, n, 1, oc^^ + Vi-^zi -n'

^i, yi, Zi, Ti, ]
, ooi" -f- yi" + z^"

- ri

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1

- 2f -
27;,,

- 2f 2p ?,^ + V,' + ?i^
-

px\ 1

-
2fi,

-
2rj,,

-
2?,-, 2pi, ^i + rje + ^^

-
pi\ 1

0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,

we get for two systems of six spheres the identity

1 ... 1

For two systems of five spheres we should get

til ... tie, * = 0.

^11 i\5y ^

f51 ^55 >
--

1 ... 1

using the notation of Art. 31.

= 576 {viVi -f- . . . + v^i\) {vipi + . . . + v^p^),
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If ^5 is the angle at which the plane of similitude of the first

four spheres of the first system cuts each of these spheres, and

(rgfs) the angle at which it cuts the fifth sphere, and similarly for

the second system, we can reduce this to the form

t^^ ... t-i

tsi "55

1 ... 1

U,, 1

= 576v,rr,V5p5 1 -
cos (r^ts)

cos L
1- COS (P5T5)

COS T5

Hence the determinant vanishes if one of the systems of five

spheres has a common plane of similitude.

For two sets of four spheres, after some reduction we can

prove that

^n.
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Take these for the first five of each set of spheres in Art. 38,

let the sixth sphere be the one required, and the seventh a point
on the sixth.

Then we shall have

and the equation is

^j ^12} fj3> hi) hbj 1> ^1

1, s.

= 0.

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0,

Si, S2, S3, S^, S5, 0,

This is apparently of the fourth order, but by means of the

sixth row and column we can get rid of the terms of the second

degree in the seventh row and column.

39. All the equations of this section relating to spheres are

capable of numerous and varied applications, some of these will

be found in the examples, and others in the memoirs of Bauer,

Darboux and Frobenius.



EXAMPLES.

Prove the following relations : 1 5.

2.

(b + cY,

ab
,

ac
,

{b+cf,
c'

,

b' ,

1 ,

ab
,

(c + af,

be
,

1 ,

tan A
,

tan B
,

sin 2^, sin '2B
,

ac

be

{a + by

b"'

(a -f bf

1

tan C
sm2C

'2abc (a + b + cf,

2 (be + ca + abf.

0,

ii A, B, G are the angles of a triangle.

(a + x) J(c + x)

(a + y) J{c + y)

(a + z) J{c + z)

1,
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6. If a, h, c are the sides of a triangle of area A, 2s=^a + b + c,

then

(b + cf, ab
,

ac
,

a ^~\^8/^{ah\-\-bh\2^G\^^

ab
'

, (c + a)\ be
,

b

ac
,

be
, {a + b)', c

a
,

b
,

c

^u ^2 J ^3 being the radii of the escribed circles.

If the elements in the principal diagonal are (b c)^, &c., the other

elements being as before, the value of the determinant is

AV' b~

s Ki

(b + c)% ab
,

(c + af,

be ,

ab

ac

1

ac

be

(a + by

(b + c)',
ab

,
ac

,
1

a6
, (c + af, be

,
1

ae
,

be
, (a + bf, 1

1 1

= - 166-A(ari +br.. +
cr.^),

-16A--20a6cs.

7. U S=aj^ + ao + ...+ a,, , Ai = S- ai, prove the following theorems :

x{x-Sy-\

=.{x + {n-2)S}{x-Sy'-\

x-A^,
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9. If in a determinant all the minors of the second order are

divisible by the same quantity ^:>,
then the minors of the mth order

are divisible by p"''~'^.

10. If in a determinant of the nth order there be a block of p by q
elements all of which are divisible by a, the determinant is divisible

by aP+i-\

11. Prove the theorems :

a,
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^1

A

cos^-ao, cos"'~^ao ... cos a^, 1 I

COS^ttj, COs"~^ai ... COSa^, 1

cos"a, COS"^ "a ... cos a. 1

sin (n + 1 ) ttQ ,
sin 7iaQ . . . sin a^

sin (n + 1
) tt] ,

sin na^ . . . sin a^

sin(n+l)a,j, sin Tia,^ . . . sin a^

then

3 A 7l(rt+l)

9 2
Sin ttn sm a, . . . a.

14. If
6,fc

=
(a^i + .,+ ...+

.^J
_

0^.^^ then

6n ... Ki

But if
^/fc

=
(%l + i2 + . . . + m)

-
^Cli,

K . V =: (n
-
2)(- 2f

-1

15. Prove that every power of a symmetrical determinant may be

expressed as a symmetrical determinant of the same order.

16. If for each element
ciij.

of a determinant A we write in turn

^ik + c> we get 71" new determinants. If these be taken as the elements

of another determinant its value will be

(Acy^-' (c
+ S),

where aS' is the sum of all the elements of A.

17. If u = {X,
- aA) (X -

a,h,) . . . (X,
-

a,6,),

prove that the value of the determinant

Xj, aj)^, aA ... a,fi^

ajbs, a^bs, X.^ ... a^h.^

aj)n, aj)n, a,ibn ... X^

{ Xy- cbyb^

'"
Xn- a^bj

'
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and the value of

j

0, i, a, ... a

62, ^A) -^2 n^2

IXj - ! 61

' * * Z -
ttnhj

18. If w =
(a;
- 2i) (.X-

-
2a2) ... {x

-
2a,), prove the following

theorems :

{X-
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D
^ {

1
^ ^

1

_| f h;'

x^~^u Ice 2^1
"*

x 2aj\x 2a^
+ ... +

hJ^

2a,

x-'la-^
... +

19. Prove that, if S=x + y + z-\-u,

(S-uf, x^
, ,f ,

z'
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is the sum of all the minors of order k h of the determinant

^-\<^ik\') excepting always in such sum those determinants and their

complements of order h which in their formation have two row or

column suffixes congruent with regard to the modulus h.

23. If

Dr>=^ 0, 1, 1, 1, 1 ... {n rows),

1, 0, X, 0, .

1, y, 0, X, .

1, 0, y, 0, X .

1, 0, 0, y, .

where all elements are zeros, with the exception of the border, and two

lines of elements one on each side of the principal diagonal, prove that

^2H+i = -
'^y Ah-1 +

x + y

^n _^ yin 2 (- xyf

and hence that

D.

x+y x+y

^^"^"V x+J~]'

^^H+1 ^ y2.t+i
_
(2n + 1) (a; + ?/) (- xyj

{x+yf

24. If

Dn =
i

c, a, c, c, c . . .
(71 rows),

6, c, a, c, c ..

c, b, c, a, c ..

c, c, b, c, a

c, c, c, b, c .,

where all the elements are c with the exception of two lines, one on

either side of the principal diagonal, prove that

f(a-cr-(c-brY

Find also the value of D.^.^.
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25. If

A 0,
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(iv) If li,.
= cos [a -I-

(7' 1) h] is

[cos a
- cos {a + nh)Y

-
[cos (a-b)- cos {a + (n l) 6}]"

2 (1
- cos nb)

(v) If ?,.
= sin (a + (?' 1) 6{ we must change the cosines in the

numerator of (iv) into sines.

(vi) If Ur = x''-' + a;'-+"-i + .r'-+2-i + ... ad inf., is

(l-.^)-^

27. The solution of the partial differential equation

A, A... A ^-0,

Am a .-. A-,

where

A, A ... A
d

Dr
dx^,^

u -
%F{x..

-
oiXj ,

X. - urxi . . . x,^
- o)"-^

aji),

the functions being arbitrary and the summation extending to all

values of w being roots of the equation ic" - 1 = 0.

28. If in an orthosymmetrical determinant of order n (vili. 20),

^ ( l-r)(l-g'"'^)... (
1 -r^^

the value of the determinant is equal to

VI -W Vi-^^'+v \\-qy^-V

multiplied by a fraction whose numerator is

7j(w-l) n(n-l)(n-2)

(- 1)"^^ 3
-

{\-qY-^ (1-97'-^ ... (1
-

?"-')

X (qy-q'^Y-^(qy+^-q'^Y-- ... (qy+>'-'
-

q'^),

and denominator

(1 -qy)(l -qy+'f ... (1 -^y+"-2)"-i

29. The value of the determinant

-0=1 , ]
+ CTo, ]

+ a.j ...

i 2 + ^1 J
^

) a^-^ a._>
...

i a-t + a., a.. + r/.,,

(/i rows),
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the elements in the leadmg diagonal being zero, that in the ith. row

and jth column ct^ + aj, is given by

(- ]
)
D = 1"a,a, ... a

(l
- n - \ 2^^^\

where i, k are all duads from ], 2 ... n.

30. The value of the cubic determinant of order 7i, such that

is given by

And if

l-n-f% {a,
-

cif,)-

aijj.
- cos {a I

+
rtj
+

/.), am -
0,

{-ly-^D n-l + 22
cos 3^1 cos 32 . . cos 3a

where i, X- are all duads from 1, 2 ... n.

cos (/ + /.)
sin'^ (% ttfc)

cos 3a, cos Sctfc

31. If i4 =
|a,7j,

^=
|6;fcj

are two determinants of orders 7t and m
respectively, we can form a new square array of {nrrif elements as

follows. Repeat the array bu^, n times in a row, and take n such rows,

so that B is repeated like the squares on a chess-board. Then multiply

each of the elements of that block which stands in the ith row and

kth. column by ctij.. The determinant of the resulting array is equal

to A"'B\

Example :

\ G, a
\ 1 y, :

I

aa, aP, 5a, hp \

- A^B'.

I ay, aS, by, b8
'

ca, c(3, da, djS

\ cy, c8, dy, dB

32. li a, b ... I; a, p ... \ are any two sets of n quantities, and

di, = (a,
-
a,Y + {b,

- p,y + . . . + {I,
-

A,)'-,

prove that

f/ii ... d^s
I

= 0, if s := ?i (r
- 1

)
+ 3,

;, 7 i
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(iji ... c?i, 1 ;

=
0, if .s'

=: n (r
- 1

)
+ 2.

4,, 1

.. 1

33. -^In this and the next five questions

^nk =
(m - 1) (?7t 2) . . . (m - A; + 1)

1^2:3^:7^ )

The determinant

{m+l),

V+i

(m +
1), (m + l)

(m + r-l),, , {m + r-i)j,+^ ... (m + r-l),,

(m + r)^, , (wi + r)^,+i
... (m + ?%

(7/1 + r +
s),, , (m + r +

6^)^,4.1
. . . (m +r +

s),,,

(7)i+r + s + l)p, {711
+ r + s +

l)j,+i
... {ni + 7'+s+l)u

{m + r + s +
t)^ {m + r + 8 +

t)j,+^
... (m + r + s +

t)ji

where u-^p + r + t+l (the suffixes p, ]) + 1
,

... ?a of the rows are con-

secutive, but m, m + l, ... 7)1 +r, m + r + s, . . . 7n + r + s + t form two

groups of consecutive numbers), is equal to the product of tlie two

fractions

7nj, {m + \)p ... {in + /% {m + ? +
s)j,

. . . (m, + r + s +
t)^

^(;^+ 1)^ ... Uj,

(^
+ gWi(r -Kg + 1)^+1 ...{r + s+t)r+ ^

{r+ l),.+i(r + 2),.^,...(r + t + 1),+,

34. The determinant

[
Trip, '^'^p+i '^^^i)+si ^'^y>+.s+r '^^p +H+v+u

I

(7/1
+

1);,, (m + l)^+i ...(m + l)^,+ (m + l)^,+,+ ...(w + l)^++j,+

(w + 2)p, (m + 2)p+, . . . (m + 2)^,+,, (m + 2)^,+,+,
. . . (m + 2)^+,++

(m + r)p, (m + r)^,+i
...

{jti + ?%+ (;>i + r);,++ ...
(/^^

+ 7%+,+^+,,

where r = 8 + u+ 1 (the suffixes
2)j p + I, ...]:> + s, p + s + ^y, ... p + s + v + u

form two groups of consecutive numbers, while 771,
on + 1, ... 7n + r are

consecutive), is equal to the product of the two fractions

m.p{m +
\)j,...{r)i + 7')p

Pp{P+^)p--- {P+^)p{P + ^ +
'f^)p {p + s + v +

i(,)p

{m -
p),,_, (tu -p + 1 ) ,_, ...(m- p + u\,_^

{v
- 1 )y_i r_, {v + 1 ),_! . . . (v + ?t - 1 )_,
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35. Prove that

X Po, Ih ... Pr-l

(a^+ir, (;? + l)o, {p+\\ ... {P^\)r-^

{x+2y\ {p + 2) (p+2), ... (p+2),_,

(x + rf, {p + r)o , (p + r\ ... {p + r\_,

vanishes if n<r, but is equal to
( 1)'*^^ ! if n = r. If n>r the deter-

minant reduces to a function of x of order n r.

36. Prove that

X'\ 2h Pr

(X+\Y, {p+\\ ... {p + \)r

(^ + 2), {p+2\ ...(p + 2).

{x-pf

{x + ry\ {p + ry ... (p + r)r
'

for all positive values of n less than r.

37. Prove that

jt?o, Pi ... I>r-i n'"'

(/?+l)o, (i?+l)i ... (P+I)r-1, (^ + 1)'

(^ + 2)o, (^ + 2), ...(p + 2),_ (n+2)'

38.

imp-Z

i (P+^')o O^ + 'Oi {P+^)r-i', {n + rf

Prove that the value of the determinant

(m - p) nip ,
n w^+i , q mp+^^ ,

{m-p+l)(m+l)p, (n + l){7n + l)p+^, {q+l){m + l)p+^^, (^ + l)(m+ 1)^+3...

(m-;9 + 2)(m + 2)^, (n + 2)(m + 2)^+ fe + 2)(m + 2)^+ (^ + 2)(m + 2)^^3...
;

{m-p + r){m + r)p, {n+r){m + r)p+,, {q + r){m+r)p+. (^ + r)(m + ?%+3... j

IS -^ ,
^

) ^^ (m-p)(m-p+ l){m-p + 2) ... (m-p + r),

Pp{p + l)p...{p + r)p^

and so is independent of the quantities 71, q, t...

39. If ^ =
I
aik

I
;
^ =^

I

6^^
|

are two determinants of order n, and

/(x) = I
aik + X bik

I
,

prove that f{x)f(- x)
= AB\ i7,,

- /^, x'
\

,

where the quantities Hi^, Kij. satisfy the equations

Uri K^r + -^j-2 Ao,. + . . . + //,. J^nr = 1
j

Hr\ K^a + ^7-2 A'o + ... + Hm ^ns = 0.
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40. With the same notation as in the preceding question, prove

that if

P {X, fx)
-

i

Xau, + fxbij, I
,

then

P (\, fx)
r. A fxH,, + X, yu.^12 f^^m

f^H^i, fxH^o + X... fxHc^

fXHny , fj,Hn2 . . . fJ-Hn,, + X

A Ji^2i )
X K.v) + /x . . XAoji

XI{n + fX

41, If F (x) a,ja;" + ajic""^ + . . . + a^^iX + a,

prove that

Q

X
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Also, if to the elements of P we add the homologous elements of Q

multiplied by y, the resulting determinant is equal to

42. Prove the formula for the change of the independent variable

in the determinant of n functions

^=^^1
%2 ^'Vz ^^^Vn
dx dx^

'"
dx^~^

M '^^\lt de
'"

df'~'

dty^

43. Let j, a.2j (Xo ... be a series of n positive numbers, and let s^. be

the sum of the divisors of r selected from the terms of this series, this

sum being supposed to vanish for all values of r which have no divisors

in the aVjove series. Then if

A ^n J

~~
^1 J

~ So
, S-^ ...

S-iS.,

Si ,
So

,
723

?t-2

n-4

n-5

, s,s, + s., , , 0,0... 2
,

the number of positive integral solutions of the equation

a^x^ + a^x^ + a.^x.j+ ... =n

A,
IS

!*

44. If
Sj. is the sum of all the divisors of r, then the determinant

'-i , Sj , ^2 ,
So ... S,j_3, S,i_2

S7i-2~ Sn-1 ,
^

, Sj ,
So ... S,^_4, S,j_3

Sn-3~ Sn-2J , 712, Sj ... S,j_5, S^^^

Sn-4~S,_3, , ,
no ... S,j_g, S_5

So-s.
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45. Let
(771, n) denote the greatest common divisor of the integral

numbers 7n and oi ;
and let

ij/ (m) be the number of numbers prime to

m and not surpassing m ;
the symmetrical determinant

A,^ 2 (1,1) (2, 2)... (771, m)

is equal to
i/^ (1) i/^ (2) i/'(3) ...xj/{m).

46. If yl is a skew determinant of order n in which the principal

diagonal elements are equal to z, and A;,, its system of first minors,

pro^-e that

A,.^A,i -\- A,.,A,o+ ... + A,,,A,,^

is equal to Au\.^ if n is even, and to if 71 is odd.

47. If f{x) = x'' + aiX''-' + a.,x''--+ ...+a =

has for its roots b^, b., ... b^, prove that

/(a;)= X, b b, ... b^, b,

6i, X, b., ... b.,, b.2

1, 1, 1 ...1, 1

And if Sr is the sum of the rth powers of the roots

X, 1

irt-1) -2a>,_.> . . *'ii 1 ^H 1

1)
=

C(66,...y/(a.).

48. Prove that

a/, a./' "... a,, 1
|

Bp being the sum of the homogeneous powers and products of order p of

!} a-2

1 _ J^_
"^'-{x,-ar

49. If
a;^

-
a,.

prove that the value of the determinant of order 2n

'11 ) "-n

"12 > "-la

a,, ...aHi J "-III

^H> ) ^H'2

1, 271 > **1, 2;i ^H, '.'7t ) "h, L'
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^ ^

[c/>(a,)<^K)...<^K)P
'

<f> (x)
=

{x x^) (x
-

Xo) . . . (x x,i).

[ex.

50. Prove that the value of the determinant of order 2n + l whose

ith row is

1, sina^-, cos ft; , sin2a^, cos 2(*,;, ... sin^i^j, cos nai,
is

2^-' n sin !(,-,),
where i, k are all duads from \, 2 ... n{i > k).

Also that the value of the determinant of order 2n whose ith row is

sin ^i, cosa^j sin 2a^, cos 2a^ . . . sin ?ia^- , cosn%,
is

22H--2/.+1 n sin 1
{ci;

-
aj) S,

where ^ = 3 cos J (a^
+ tt^ + ... + a^^

-
a^+i ... -

aon)

is formed by dividing the 2n angles into two sets of n in all possible

ways and taking the cosine of half the difference of the sums of these

sets.

51. If

1 1 1

,
1

, 1

Ct-\
^

OCt} Cvo UyO

1

,
1

prove that

^ ^

cl>{a,)<t>{a,)...cl>{a,,)

where </> (x)
=

(a;
-

Xj) (x
-

x^) ...{x- x,,+j).

If ^ is the determinant obtained from A by writing (a,.
-
x^f in

place of (ur-^s), prove that

A I
1

1 1

-<
! X^ ft.;!, X.^ a Xo

1

,
1

\ ^1 -'^/i+i ^2~^>i+l ^'n~^'n+\ I
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the function on the right being formed like a determinant, with all

the signs positive instead of alternating.

52. If a, /? . . . X
; a', /?'

. . . \' are two sets each of n quantities,

and Cr is the product of all the binomial coefficients in the expansion
of (1 +xY, prove the following equalities :

(a-a'r, (a-/3'r...(a-Xr

where

a a', a ^' ... a X'^

^U^(a, ^...X)r(a',^'...X')/,

X-/5' X-X'

If u=^{x- ay) (x-fy) ... (x
-

X//),

v={x- ay) (x
-

^'y) ... (x- \'y),

I={l2)"uv,

using the notation of invariants,

(a -a')" ... (a-X')^ (a
-

c)"

(X-a)" ... (X-X')% (X-rr)

(x-aY ... (x-yy

=
(-lYC,^^{a,(3...\)^\a\(i'...\')uv,

(a
- ay+' ... (a

-
X')"+S (a

-
a;)+^

(X
-

a')"+i ... (X
-

X')"+S (X
-

a;)"+i

(ic-a')"+i ... (x-X')+^

where

fa a X', a x

P-o! ...jB-X', /3-x

X a' ... X X', X X

Ix a ... xX'

(-ir(f;r),c^(a,^...A)

^^{a',^' ...X')I.uv,

{Uy-'uv.

Again,

1 (a-a') ... (a-X')", 1

(\-a)- ...(x-xy, 1

1 ... 1

=
(-ir^'CU^{a...X)C^(a' ...X%

;. D. 18
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(a-a'f+i ... (a-A')"+\ 1

{X.-ay+' ... {\-\'f+\ 1

1 ... 1

(-^r^^^^H--^)^H<^'--^y\

I' (a a ,,. a y, P

A -a' ... A- V, 1

1 1

du dv
(Uf-' dx' dx'

53. Let there be two systems of binary n-tics u^ ...u^', V] ... v

where

Ui ^a^x"" + n^a^iX"-hj + n^i^^x''-''if + ... + a^^y^,

Vi
=

h^i x'' + oi^b^iX'^-'y + n^.^^x^'-Y + . . . + h,,;y'\

And let
(i, k) be the lineo-linear invariant of u^ and v^.^ so that

Prove that

(1,1) ... (1, n-f2)

(7i
+ 2, 1) ... (n + 2, ?^-r2)

(1, 1) ... (1,^ + 1)

(n+1, l)...(n + l,n+l)

-C. ^^015 ^11 ... (^n\

-0,

^01, K ... ^r

^o+i ) ^I7t+i . . . ^nra+l

54. If ttj, a.2 ... a are the roots of the equation

x'^ + jOi^c""^ + ... + ^ =
0,

prove that

Ji^"^"-^"i =(-l^"-n*(a.,a....a).

55. If
"1
~

IT ' "'^tto= ... ^t_l =:=

Xn being a function oi x^^ x,^ ,,. x'^^.j given by

X-^ + X.? + ... + Xn-i^ + .X'J
= 1,

prove that

d {u^, u^.,. u^_-^) ^ _1
U

\^Xj , X2 . . . ^nl) '^n
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56. If Un = {x + y -^ zy + (x-y - zy + (x + y ~ z^ + {-x -y + z)",

prove that the Hessian of u^^ is

^2-n {^' + y' + z'- Ix^y-
-

22/V
-

1%^x?f-''

multiplied by a numerical factor.

57. If F^u^u., ... u,^,

where u^, u.^ ... u,^ are linear functions of the n variables Xj, iCg ... ^n?

prove that

i^W(log/^) =
(-l)'

Also that

F <^
'

dx-^

dF d^
dxi

'

dxi^

dF
dxn

d'^F

dXydXn

ld(xj, x^ ... Xn)J
'

dF d^F

dxn^ dx^dxj

d^F

dxj

58. If 1*1, u^, U'i be three functions of x, y, and if

d{x,y)''

d{u^,u^)

w.

'

d{x,y) d(x,yy

d{x, y)
, (fee,

prove that

w^ w^ w.

u. Uo u

59. If Ui, u^, u-i, u^ are four functions of x, y, and if

d^U2

~d^

d'u^

d^u^

~d^

d^u^

dxdy
'

dxdy
'

dxdy

d^u^ d'^u^ d^u^

^^
'

d^' ~df

and v^, v^^ v^ similar determinants formed from u.^, u^, u^, &c., then

182
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from v^, ^2, V3, v^ we can form four new functions w^^, w.2, tv.^, w^ in the

'4
fr(same way as we obtained v^ ...v^ from u^^ ...u^. Prove that

d'^Ui d^U2 d^u.^ d'^u^

~d^ '

~dx'
' ^ ' ll^

d^u^ d^u^ d^u.^ d'^u^

do^dy do(?dy^ dx^dy^ dx^dy

d^u^ d^U2 d'^u.

dxdy'^'' dxdy^^ dxdy'^^ dxdy'^

d'^u^ d^u^ d^u^ d/'u.

df
'

dy^
'

dy'

where /x is a numerical factor.

60. For the it? functions ^^i^t (*, ^ = 1, 2 ... ri) of the variables

a?!, X2 ... t'^, prove that the cubic determinant whose elements are

dug,

dxj

is a covariant.

('/, J, k=\,1 ... n)

61. For the n functions u-^ ... Uy^ of the variables x^,,, x^^ , prove that

the cubic determinant whose elements are

is a covariant.

d^Uj

dxjdxjc
{i,j,k =1,2 ...7i)

62. If the function u of the variables x^ ... x^ihe transformed by
the linear substitution

^i = K 2/1 + ^12^2 + ...+ bin-iyn-1

to a function v ofn\ variables, prove that

H(v) = 0, B, ... B,

Bn > ""ni '^nn

d'u

63. If

,
and

( lySi is the determinant obtained by suppress-

(i, k^l, 2 ...n)y

where Ui^ =
ClX^CtXj.

ing the tth row in the array formed by the quan tities bi

and

u = '^aij.XiXk

^r =
\

ll ... lr

I an ... ^rr
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prove that the substitution

1 c/A+i 1 dD,,

reduces the given quadric to the sum of the n squares

64. If u and v are two n-ary quadrics and U, V their reciprocals,

prove that we can by the same linear substitution change u into A V
and V into J^U

;
A and B are the discriminants of u and v. The

determinant C of the substitution is the geometric mean between the

discriminants of U and V. If C be regarded as the discriminant of a

quadric W, we can by the same linear substitution reduce the three

quadrics Uj V, W to the sum of squares. The coefficient of any term

in W so transformed is tlie geometric mean between the homologous
coefficients in U and V.

65. If to the leading elements of the determinant of an orthogonal
substitution of order n we add the quantities a^, a^.-.a^i or the

quantities -,... ,
the resulting determinants are equal if

66. If
Cifc are the coefficients of an orthogonal substitution (modulus

unity) of order n, prove that

D =
1,

is equal to zero if 7i is odd
;
but if n is even its value is

where A is the skew determinant from which the orthogonal substitution

is derived, and [^] the same determinant with the elements in the

leading diagonal zero.

If Da is the coefficient of one of the leading terms in D, prove that

when n is even
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67. If |c,,hc

is the determinant of an orthogonal substitution, the equation

Ct-i ~r JL* C-\ai ^ "^j '^12

^2"" J ^22 + "^ ^2/1

^ni ) ^?i2 C + X

=

is a reciprocal one. If n is odd it has one real root -
;

if ?^ is even and
= 1 it has the two real roots + 1. The rest are all imaginary.

68. The maxima and minima values of

subject to the conditions

v = ^bij,XiX,,

11 1 ' ^12 2 '"' *' 111 11
~~ ^

are given by the equation

huu-a^^v ... b^n u - a^ ^j <^n , <^2i c,i_2i

bnl '^ ~ ^n\ y b^^j^U a,j,j V^ Ci,t , Co;,,
. . . C^.o^

Cm ... Ci.

==0.

69. The values of i^j , x.^ ... a;, which satisfy the equations

^ir+l*^! "*" <^2r+1^2 + + ^mr+l^m ~ ^-'

and make aj^^ + cCg^ + . . . + a;,^^ a minimum are

1 c^C 1 cZC 1 ^C

2Gda,/ 2Cda,r
'"

2C da^/

where C is the determ inant whose elements are given by
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70. The value of the intesrral

I
I

... X^ Xt CCX-i 1X2 . . ttS/jj J

taken for all values of the variables such that

ItaijXiXj
= < I,

the quadric being a definite positive form (i.e. incapable of becoming

negative), is

where ^ =
|
a^^t

|

is the discriminant of the quadric.

71. The value of the integral

roo roc

I
... I

~ " COS (61 Xi + ^2 ^*2 "^ + ^H ^n) ^^l <^^'2 ^^'
)

y -00 J -00

where

is

where

u='Zait,XiXj,,

0, 61 , b^ ... h,,

61, ttji , ^12 ... (Ixn

^n ) ^nl 5 ^n'2 ^nn

In this question and the next u is supposed to be incapable of becoming

negative.

72. The value of the integral

roo roo

1 ... I -ye"" dxi dx^ . . . dx^ ,

.' - 00 J aa

where

IS

\/Uv2'
where S is the sum of the n determinants obtained by substituting

for each column of A in succession the corresponding column of

the discriminant of v.
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73. Let !, a.^.-.a^n+i be '2n + 1 real and different numbers in

ascending order of magnitude, and let

P {x)
= {x- a^) {x-a^) ... (x

-
a.^,,^^)

Q (x)
= {x- a^) {x -a^) ... {x

-
a^^) A

R{x)=P{x)Q(x\

A being a positive number. Then if

TT - 1 f
""'' P(x)dx J 9Ja2r_i) pas

P jx) dx

(these are the complete Abelian integrals of the first and second species),

and if also

k
J-I [a

rs-
2

then

J 5

P (x) dx J-I Q{a^r-i) /^'28+i P{x)dx

{x-a,,_,)JP{xy
''

2 P{a,r

i) fc-2s+i Jr

.)V^(^)

i)

Prove also that

dD dD

An, />ii

^11 5 ni '^Jil ) ^n\

K T K T
-"iji.) -'-'ijt -"-jm) '-'7171

h J hi
'^m ) ''l7i f^nn 5 '7171

L
dD
dL.

,s dLj.g_j^ \2 /dK^ s dK^ g_i

74. Prove that the value of the continued fraction

a+ I b + 1 - c+l - ad inf.

is unity.

75. Prove that the product of the two continued fractions

a- 1 -I-

a + 1 + ^

2{a-lY+ 2{a-iy+"'

V 32

2(a+iy+ 2{a+\f
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76. If w is the number of terms in a determinant of order n

which do not contain any element from the principal diagonal, prove
that

and hence that ^ is the coefficient of ic" in the expansion of -z. .

n: ^1 X

77. If u^^ is the number of terms in a symmetrical determinant of

order n, prove that

{n-\){n-1)
Un - nu^-x + ^n-3 =- 0.

Also that ^ is the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of

78. If [1 .3,5 ... {'2n\)]u,i is the number of terms in a skew

determinant of order 2?i, prove that

Shew also that
^^-- ,

is the coefficient of .t" in the expansion of

V ii-4'

79. If A is the area of h quadrilateral, the co-ordinates of whose

angular points are
(iCi, y^) ...

(x-^, y/^),
then '^

i

1 0, a^i, y^

2A
0, 1, x.^, 2/2

0, 1, 0^4, 2/4

The area of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle in terms of its sides

is given by
IQA -a, b

,
c

,
d

I

b
, a, d

,
c

I

c
,
d

, a, b

d
,

c
,

6
,

a

80. If the planes

aiX + biy + CiZ -\- d,=0

touch the same sphere, then

iM ^t, Ci, di, Ui\ =
where

(1^1,2,3,4,5)

(i==l, 2...5),

u^ - af + bl + c/.
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81. A quadric of revolution passes through five points P^ ... P^,

and the distances of these points from a focus are r^ ... r^.

If r, = volume of tetrahedron P.yP.^P^l\, Ac, prove that

V^r^+ \\r., + ... + F5 0.

82. Let F, V be the volumes, A, B, C, D ; a, b, c, d the areas of

the faces of two tetrahedra whose angular points are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4.

Also let Pij. be the perpendicular from the point i of the first tetrahedron

on the face opposite the point k of the second, and jhk ^ like quantity

for the other tetrahedron. Prove that

P. Pik I

= {VV'Y
ABCn abed (i, >t=3l, 2, 3, 4).

83. If A, B, C, D are the directions of four forces in equilibrium,

and if AB i^ the moment of the lines A and B, kc, prove tliat

, BA, CA, DA =0.

AB, , CB, DB
AG, BC, ,

DC

AD, BD, CD,

If a, b, c, d are the magnitudes of the forces

a=J{BC.CD.DB), &c.

84. In Siebeck's determinant, xvii. 22, prove that

"^ = 288..',

where v is the volume of the tetrahedron formed by the face opposite

the point i of the first tetrahedron and the centre of the sphere

circumscribing the second tetrahedron, and similarly for v'.

85. If in a system of five points di^. is the square of the line

joining the tth and kth points, and r is a sixth point of the system,

prove that

dn'

dr\d^ d,.

drid^.^ + C?i2 ... (i,.i</,.5 + C?i5, cZj-i + 1

..0?,..,(/,.5 + .^25, dr.2^ 1

0.

(1
2

0?,., + 1
, ^r2 + 1

dri

dr. + 1

dr,- 1
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86. If in a system of seven straight lines, m,^ is the moment of the

itli and ^th lines, and r is an eighth line, prove that

m,.i mj.2 + my2

771^2 tn^-j + 7n^

0.

m^ 711^ + rriyj , 711^^111 ^-^
+ m.yj . . . 7n^- \

87. Having given two tetrahedra whose angular points are

marked 1, 2, 3, 4, let djj. denote the square of the distance between

the ^th point of the first and ^th point of the second tetrahedron.

Prove the following relations :

(i) For two points P, Q the distances of F from the angular points

of the first tetrahedron being a,, of Q from those of the second bi, and

d=PQ%
d, 1, b, ... b, =0.

1, 0, 1 ... 1

1, f/41 ... G?4

(ii) For the point P and a plane, qi being the distances of the

vertices of the second tetrahedron from the plane, p the distance of P
from the plane,

0.P.
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89. The equation

0, ,S' S S S, ^-0

'^l, ^5 ^12) ^13? ^

*^4) ^41) ^42) ^43? '

represents two spheres touching the given spheres S^^O ... S\ = ;

tjji
is the square of the common tangent to the ith and A;th spheres.

90. Prove that for any five spheres 3^ =

0,
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Prove also that for two groups of lines passing through the

points /, P'

0,

^41 ... 744

4 -. 1-^

sin(123)sinl'2'3')

{ahcf

92. If between the points of two surfaces we establish the

correspondence

^ --
<^ (^, 2/, -), "7

=^
'A (^s y, -), ^ - X (^ y^ ^\

prove that the ratio of corresponding elements of the surfaces is

given by

ds~



HISTORICAL NOTE.

The germ of the theory of determinants is to be found in the

following passage, of unknown date, which occurs in one of the

manuscripts of Leibnitz left unpublished at the time of his death.

''Inveni Canonem pro tollendis incognitis quotcunque sequationes

non nisi simplici gradu ingredientibus, ponendo sequationum numerum
excedere unitate numerum incognitarum. Id ita habet.

Fiant omnes combinationes possibiles literarum coefficientium, ita

ut nunquam concurrant pluros coefficientes ejusdem incognitse et

ejusdem sequationis. Hse combinationes aflectse signis, ut mox sequetur,

componantur simul, compositurnque a3quatum nihilo dabit sequationem
omnibus incognitis carentem.

Lex signorum hsec est. Uni ex combinationibus assignetur signum

pro arbitrio, et cseterse combinationes quae ab hac differunt coefficientibus

duabus, quatuor, sex, etc., habebunt signum oppositum ipsius signo ;

qu3e vero ab hac ditferunt coefficientibus tribus, quinque, septem, etc.,

habebunt signum idem cum ipsius signo. Ex. gr. sit

10 + 11.x + 122/
=

0, 20 + 21a; + 22^-0, 30 + 3lc + 322/
= 0,

fiet

10.21.32- 10.22.31-11.20.32
+ 1 1 . 22 . 30 + 12 . 20 . 31 - 12 . 21 . 30 = 0.

Coefficientibus eas literas computo, qu?e sunt nullius incognitarum,
ut 10, 20, 30." {Leibnize7is inathematische Schriften, ed. Gerhardt,

2 Abth. iii. pp. 5, 6.)

Leibnitz then gives a method for finding the resultant of two

equations in one variable which is identical with that usually known

as Euler's (Salmon's Higher Algebra, Art. 81).

In a letter to De L'Hospital dated 28th April 1693
(I.e.

1 Abth. ii.

pp. 229, 238 40, 245) Leibnitz gives, in a modified form, his rule for

finding the resultant of a system of linear equations, after explaining
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his notation for the coefficients. It is clear that Leibnitz had realised

the advantage of a double-suffix notation for an array of coefficients,

and that he had discovered a general rule for constructing what we
should now call the determinant of the array; but his rule for

determining the sign of each term is expressed in an obscure and

clumsy way, both in the passage above quoted, and in the letter to

De L'Hospital. This letter, apparently, was not published until 1850.

After a long interval, the subject made a new start, initiated by

Cramer, Bezout, and Vandermonde. Cramer gave a rule for writing
down the solution of a general set of linear equations ;

Bezout's

principal contribution is the relation
| a,J = ]Sis^is and its immediate

corollaries. Vandermonde is really the founder of the calculus of

determinants, in the proper sense of the term. He gives an independent
definition of a determinant, denotes it by an appropriate symbol,
connects the rule of sign with the permutations of either of two sets

of indices, and obtains the expression of a determinant of order 2m
as the sum of products of minors of order 2 and minors of order 2m - 2.

Thus Vandermonde partly anticipates the theorem, usually known as

Laplace's, on the expansion of a determinant in terms of conjugate
minors.

The actual term determinant (in its Latin form determinmis) is

derived from Gauss's use of it to denote the discriminant of a quadratic
form. It was introduced, in its more extended sense, by Cauchy,
whose memoir in Journ. de VEc. Polyt., x. cah. 17, pp. 29 112 (1812)

contains, except in the matter of notation, proofs of all the most
fundamental formal properties of determinants. This and the memoir
of Binet (ibid. ix. cah. 16, pp. 280302) exhibit the theory in a

developed form, and complete the first stage of its history.

In 1825 F. Schweins published a work (Theorie der Differenzen und

Differenziale, u.s.iv. Heidelberg) which contains very important results

relating to compound determinants. Unfortunately his notation is

very cumbrous : his work received little or no attention, and his results

were rediscovered by Sylvester, Kronecker and others.

The discussion of the arithmetical properties of determinants and
the theory of elementary divisors is of comparatively recent origin :

the principal contributors to the subject are H. J. S. Smith, Weierstrass,

Kronecker, and Frobenius.

In 1877 G. W. Hill published an important memoir on lunar

theory in which he made systematic use of determinants of infinite

order (reprinted, with additions, in Acta Math. viii. pp. 1 36). The
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properties of such determinants liave been discussed by H. Poincar^,

Helga V. Koch, and T. Cazzaniga.

T. Muir's Theory of Determinants in the Historical Order of its

Development, Part i. (London, 1890), gives a most careful and complete

account of the progress of the theory down to the year 1841.

Dr Muir has also compiled a list of writings on determinants, two

parts of which have been published in the Quart. Journ. of Math.

vols, xviii., xxi.; the third part, coming down to 1900, will shortly

appear.

cambkidge: printed by j, and c. f. clay, at the univebsity press.
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